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This Military technical training course has been selected and adapted by

The Center for Vocational Education for "Trial Implementation of a Model System

to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational and Technical

Education;" a project sponsored by the Bureau_of Occupational and Adult Education;

U.S. Department of Health; Education; and Welfare.



MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course

package were selected by the National Center for ReSearch in

Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem-

ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired,_eValuated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared fbt___

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary

were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-

val for their use was obtained._ These course packages contain
curriculum resource_materials WhiCh can be adapted to support

vocational instruction and curriculum development.



The National Center
Mission Statement

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge throt.igh research

Developing educational programs and
products

a Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing eduCational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University _

1960 Kenny Road, ColumbuS, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)
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Military

Curriculum Materials What Materials

Dissemination Is . Are Available?

an activity to increase the accessibility of

military-developed curriculum materials to

vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of

Education, includes the identification and

acquisition of curriculum materials_in print

form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,

Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is

provided through a "Joint Memorandum of

Undeistandirq" between the U.S. Office of

Educatior. aid the Department of Defense.

The acquad .r.lzerials are reviewed by staff

and silNed matter specializts, and courses

deerrA app;;ct!e to vocational and 4:oh-

nical education are wetted .;'or dissemination.

The frsr Research in

VocatiTlal Ec4...!tatios,i it the U.S. Office of

1.,esignated representative to

acquire ti materials and conduct tne project

activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E: Budke, Ph.D., Director

National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A: Chase; Ph:D:

Project Director

!ay

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche

(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of

each have been provided to the vocational

Curricuium Coordination Centers and other

instructional materials agencies for dissemi-

nation.

Course materials intlude programmed

instruction, curriculum outlines instructor

guidrs; studern workbooks and technical

manuals::

The 120 courses represent the following

sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture

Aviation

Building &

Construction

Trades

Cleric-

Occupations

Communications

Drafting

Electronics

Engine Mechanics

Food Service

Health

Heating & Air

Conditioning

Machine ShOp

Management &

Supervision

Meteorology &

Navigation

Photography

Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas

represented will expand as additional mate-

rials with application to vocational and

technical education are identifid and selected

for dissemination.

How Can These

Materials Be Obtained?

kkda,;;;;,1dt451aa

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center

in your region for information on obtaining

materials (e.g., availability and cost). They

wid respond to your request directly or refer

You to an instructional materials agency

closer to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CEIITERS

EAST CENTRAL

Rebecca S; Douglass

Director

100 North First Street

Springfield, IL 62777

2171782-0759

MIDWEST

Robert Patton

Director

1515 West Sixth Ave.

Stillwater, OK 74704

405/377.2000

NORTHEAST

Joseph F: Kelly, Ph:D:

Director

225 West State Street

Trenton, NJ 08625

609/292562

NORTHWEST

William Daniels

Director

Building 17

Airdustrial Park

Olympia; WA 98504

206/753.0879

SOUTHEAST

James F; Shill, Ph:D:

Director

Mississippi State University

Drawer DX

Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325-2510

WESTERN

Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director

1776 University Ave.

Honolulu, HI 96822

808/948.7834



Classroom Course 13-5

METALS- PROCESSING SPECIALIST. BLOCKS I AND II
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METALS PROCESSING SPECIALIST; BLOCKS I AND II

0-
Developed by

United States Air Force

Devrlupment Oita
Review nate%

September 23; 1975

Classroom Course 13-5

Occupational Arse:

Machine Shop

Target AUtfientilit

Grades 11-adult

Print Pages:
343

Cott:
S7.00

Availability:
Military Curriculum Proiect; The_Ce_mer
for Vocational Edazt.tion;_1960 Kenny
Rd ,Coiambot.; OH 43210
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a Dese.iiption

I ..-. tt.e first section of a fodraart course on metals processing. Training for the entire course includes fabrication of welded structures and_metale.s
we:d repairs; principles, technidUeS and WOO'S Set of welding; cutting, soldering;brazing. and hard surfacing of various types of metals used in fabrication

and repair of equipment; blueprint reading; heat treating, hardness testing, identification and r:Kevention of corrosion; use of ,hand and measuring

toots; and operation and maintenance of welding, heat treating, +est ee,uiprrit:ht and ravver rri.!chinery such as grinders, will presses, power saws, and

meta; cutting Shebit. SafOty it emphasized throughout the course. Metal Processing Specialist, Blocks I and II deals with oxyacetylene vvelding; cutting;

soliering; brazing; and hard surfacing. Two blocks cover 94 hourS of instruction;

Block I Introduction to Oxyacetylene Welding contains seven lessoriS covering 54 hours of instruction. Three lessons on the course orientation,

Air Force career ladder and diarilitUrfiettiOns security were deleted. The remaining lessons and respective hours foliow:

Shop and Flight Line Safety Practices 11 hoUr)
Hand Tools (1 hour)
Operation and Maintenance of Welding Equ:pment (4 ;i6u-e0
Beads and Lap Joints of C3rbdri Steel (1? hours)
Butt Joints of Carbon Steel (12 hours)
Tee Joints of Carbon Steel (12 hourt)
Position Welding (12 hcrus)

Biock H Oirkcetkiene Welding; Cutting, Soldering, Brazing and Hard Surfacing contains seven lessons covering 40 hours of instruction.

Three additional lessons on Air Force Technical Ordert, supply systems, and inspection and maintenance were deleted.

Mechanical Drawing and Blueprint Reading IS hours)
Joints of Heat and Corrosion Resistant Ferroui AlloYS (7 hOUts)
Cutting Carbon Steel (6 nourt)
Silver and Lead Soldering (3 hours)
Brazing Steel and Gray Iron Castings (7 hdUrt)
Fuson Welding Ferrous Castings (6 hours)
Herd Surfacing (3 hours)

ation contains both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor frittetialt include a course chart; detailed lesson plans; and a plan of instruction

ing the units of instruction, criterion objectives, the duration of the lessons, and additional materials needed. Student materials include a study guide

fOr each 5106: which ine.Aes objectives; information, review exorcises, and references for each leSSOn; a programmed text on shop safety; a handowt

of glossa:', we:ding terms; and a handout bibliogiaphY.

Text materials are provided in the study guides, however, several commercial texts and military technical manuals are referenced Inroughout the

course. Thcsa ara. not provided. AudiOViSia-alt t6gc,ested for use in the entire course include 1S8 slides, C Him:, 2 videotaPes, and 9 t-ansparency sets.

AUdlovisuals are not provided:

TW etwil $ VICATIPOU trkrArrA
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LIST OF CURRENT PAGES

This POI consists of 68 current pages issued as follows:

Page No;. Issue

Title Original
A Original

original
ii Original

thru 55 Original
Al-I thru A1-9 ; Original

DISTRIBUTION: ATC/TTMS-1, AULD-1, TWS-60, TTVGC-3, TTOT-1, TTOXW=1,

TTOR-1, TTE-1, CCAF/AY-2



CENTER OPH

Chanute/7=W

I-NUMBER

3EL3R53131_

COURSE CHART

PDS CODE

APJ
DATE
15_ July 1975

RSE TITLE

etals Processing Specialist

-..

ATC OPR AND APPROVAL DATE

TTMS0.6 Nov 1972
DEPARTMENT OPR

Department of WeapolvSystems Support Training

LOCATION OF TRAINING

Chanute ._B, ffl-ois 61868

SUPERSEDES COURSE CHART
3ABR53131, 2 June 1975

APPLICABLE TRAINING STANDARD
STS 531X1, 31 May 75

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Group/Lock Step
LENGTH OF TRAINING

_15L--26mrk s Drf s)

Technical Training (TT)

Classroom/Laborabory (C/L)

Complementary Technical Training (CTT)

Related Training (RT)
Statdard Traffic Safety Course (CoUta6 VII) (AFR 50 -24)

Local Conditions Course (Course II) (AFR 50=24)

End of Course Appointments, Predeparture Safety Briefing

Sq Commander's Call/Briefings (safety; security, WAPS, UCMJ

briefings)

Supplemental Military Training (SMT) (ATM 50-20)

TOTAL

110

IlleetiVe Date: 23 September 1975 with ClasS 750923

COURSE SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

UNCLASSIFIED
TARGET READIN--G-GRADE-L-EV-EL FOR PREP- 1ARATION OF TRAINING LITERATURE

8

Hours

550

450
100

12

2

20

6

10

50

600

TABLE I - MAJOR ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT

'Trainers: Demonstrator, -Gas Welding:32170 Steel Tubing Welding 3216, Electrical

3219, Electric Welding 3218, Jet Engine Repair 3215; WeIdingTorcnes 2967; Spark

Tester 4047, ftyacetylene CUtting Applications 4408, Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG)

Shielded Welding Specimans 4404, Bard and-Soft Solder Joints 4406;

'Training_Eotioment: Electric Arc Wading Hachines0 Spot and Foil Resistance Welders;

Oxyacetylene Welding Equipment; Metal Cutter Power Shearsi Power Saws, Inert Gas

Shielded Ate Welditig_acitiptqnt; Rectangular Dri Bel Bubblei Pedestal Grinders and

Buffers, Metal Cleaning Equipment_, Heat.Treating Furnaces; Sand Blasting Machine,

Drill Pressesi Former-Slip Rolli Hardness Testing Machines, and Tensile Testing

Machine;

ATC DrEOCR
449 REPLACES PREVIOUS EDITIONS AND ATC FORM 4498. NOV 7.?

1 4



COURSE CHART = TABLE 11 - TRAINING CONTENT

3ABR53131

NOTE: Include time ',pont vachnical treintng (TT; (clossros-nritoborcrtoD. {C/L) and complementary teclmtlaal training (CTT))and related
training (RT). Exclude time spent on Indi,vidual essWance (remedial instruction). A single entry of time shown for e unit C/L Noss.

When a dorbie-enis ...nand .mtery CTT time.

WK
LAZE T NG

-HRS PER
_DAY

1

2

Course Hateria1 -'UNCLASSIFIED
BLOCK I = Introduction to Oxyacetylene
Welding

60 Hotta Ti' i 20 Hours RT

Orientation and Study Skillt_(1 hrs);__Metals Processing

Career Ladder (1 br); Communications Settrity (1 hr);

Shop and Flight Line Safety PracticeS (1 hr); Hand

Tools (1 hr); Operation and Maintenance of Welding

Equipment (4 hrs); Beads and Lap Joints of Carbon

Steel (12 bra); Bttt Joints of Carbon Steel (12 hrs);

Tee Joints of Carbon Steel (12_hrs); Position Welding

(12 hrs); Measurement and Critique (2 hra);

(Equipment- Hazards and Personnel Safety Integrated with

Above Subjects)

60 Hours C/L

ATC

3

4

Coarse- Material - UNCLASSIFIED 64 Hours Ti'

BLOCK II - Oxyacetylene Welding; Cutting;
Stildertig; Brazing; and Bard Surfacing

MedhaniCal_Drawing and Blueprint Reading ($ hrs) ;

Joints of Heat and Corrosion Resistant Ferrous

Alloys (7 htS);_Air Force Technical Orders (8 hrs);

Cutting Carbon Steel (6 hrs) ; Silver and Lead Sold-

ering (3 hrs) ; Air Force Supply sYtitt=th (4 hrs);_USAF
Inspection and Maintenance System (6 hrs); Brazing
Steel and Gray Iron Castings (7 hrs) PuSion Welding

Ferrous Castings (6 hrs); Hard Surfacing (3 hrs);

Measurement and Critique (2 hrs);

16 Hours RT

(EquipmInt Haidtds and Personnel Safety Integrated with

Above Subjects)

60 Hours C/L
Kos-

4 Hours CTT

FORM
APR 73

449A
pRevtous EDITION OBSOLETE.

73-24474



MODIFICATIONS

Pfs of this publication has 't-lve) been deleted in

adapting_this merial for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a
4

Model System to Provide MilitGry Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military formS, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.

A."1. !
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OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION Ot;ECTIvES

.=.....mon.++.m...noriaellownownopm
PUN Or IRSTRUCTION (Coenued)

;PIOORS

,Ilasiasmoms....1114=.1.1
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. lee Joints of Carbon Steel

a. Civet diyacetyleni 1-,reldinc equiptent

ana carbon steel specinets, set up And field

tee joints in the flat position, free of

tndercut, oTerlap, excessiv2 penEtration, aad

oxidation for a total cothined diatance of no

leSi than 3/4 of the length of the specinen,

excluding the first 1/2 inch sta:t and tLi last

1/2 itch finish. All shoo safety, good house-

keeping, and fire ?revention measures must be

observed.

12 Conti I Reference STS Reference

9a
3a; 3b, 1-14

instructional Materials

IAB153131-SC-109, Tee Joints of Carbon Steel
TO 34A-175

?Meta Welding (Chapter 1)

Trtititn-71Uibment

Stationary_Oxyacetylete Welding 50ipment, Complete (1)
Train-et: 3217, Oxyacetylene Welded Joints (1i)
Pover,Shags (6)

TooIkit (1)

Tightit Y.'etWoida-

DiscuAiion/Demonstration (2 hit)

Performance (10 hrs)

IastrUCtikal-En virolusent/Design

Classroom (1-hr)

tAbOt4t6i1 (11 his)

IastructionAlC4denee

ExThasize welding safety and fire prevention procedures.

ttgaitezntafor_tei joints and joint set-op prOtedures.

student to cake maxim use of netal coullons.

0'.AN C; INSPUCTIN NO. 3ARR531 1 DATE
aleptetbet. 1975 'LOCK NO. PAGE NC.

Entait Qeldint

Instruct

MO.

ATC ° "3 337A

a

EM

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ODSENATI,
GO: 17737111.4031121 (File! Copy - 6, X 10Yh

)
Mut freedot n iRehoh le abot i lb; s tPirl



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continue

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION MD CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

(HOURS)
2

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

10. Position gelding

a. Given oxyacetylene welding equipment

and carbon steel specimens; set up and make

fillet welds in the horizontal position, free

of undercut, overlap, and excessive oxidation;

for a total combined distance of no less than

114 of rho Ietzth of the recimen, excluding

the first 1/2 inch start and the last 1/2 inch

finish. All shop safety, good housekeeping,

and fire pruention measures must be observed.

b._ Given oxyacetylene welding equipment

and carbon steel specimens, se: up.and make

fillet welds in the vertical position, free

ofnndettet; overlap; and excessive oxidation

fat a_total_combined distance of no leES thih

3/4 of the length of the specimani excluding _

the first 1/2 inch start and the last 1/2 inch

finish:

11. Related Training (identified in course

chart).

12. Measurement and Critique

12

20

2

Column 1 Reference

10i

106

STS Reference

3a; 3b; Ilf

3a I 3b, llf

Instructional Materials

3A3E.531313753-110, POSitiOn Welding

TO 34W4-1-5

Modern Velding (Chapter 1)

Stationary Oxyacetylene 'Melding_ Equipment, Cmplete (1)

Trainer: 3217, Oxyacetylene Velded Joints (I:)

Power Shears (6)

Toolkit (1)

Training Methods

DiscassioniDenonstration (2 hrs)

Perfoi7MinCe (10 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design

Classroom (I hr)

Laboratory (11 hrs)

Instructional-Guidance

Emphasize welding safety applicable -to position welding. aplait welding

requirements fig fillet welds. ExPlain joint set-Up, (lane adjUstnent,

torch eagles, and molten pool control. Enphasize proper joint set-up to

conserve filler rods and gases.

.lh OF INS7Dj:'tON NO,
3A2R53131mmimElmlmEmomME.mm

mM, IN Em No.

ATC
A 7)

337A

19

DATE-23-September 1975
BLOCK NO. PAGE NO.

DREtreiv5-00474N5 0950-6V-C,
U.S. GPO' t 973-1940), I le

MMEm MINMVI Mimi*

((Find Copy - 84% - 8 X I0) (Find noidhoR b Melia. wee aloott ohs IIel



PM.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

COURSE TITLE

Metals processing Specialist

1LOCK TITLE

Oxyacetylene ;;elding. Cutting. Soldering; Brazing; and Hari Surfacing

UNITS OF NSTRur ION AND CRITERON OBJECTIVES
DURATU

(HOURS)

2

S.I"Or MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3

I. Mechanical Drawing and BIutprint Reading

a. Given shop drawings, diagram, and

clueprints,_ideratify and interpret the

ditensions for each with 757. accuracy.

b. Given drawing materials and 3AER .53131-

SG-201, make shop drawings and sketches of

,-:elded asseialies. Dreving8 must be within

1/32 inch of study guide dimensions.

@

(2)

( )

Coll= 1 Reference S75 Reference

Reading

the welder and have each

Rave

the drawing. Caution

literature as it is to

paper, pencils,

la 124

lb
-7-
1.b

Instructional Materials _ _

3ABR5313140 201, Mechaaical Drawing and Blueprint

Audio Vioual Aids

Blueprint: TA -36;

Charts, Mechanical

Training-kalinent

Drawing Equipment

Training Methods

Mobile Filing Cabinet

Drawing

(1)

(2 firs)Discussion/Demcnstration

Performance (6 bra)

InstrtntiotnI Environtent/Desim

Classroom (.5 hr)

Laboratory (7:5 bra)

Instructional Guidance

Emphasize the importance of shop drawings to

student complete the station joint shown it 3ABR53131-SG-201.

each student correctly interpret each part of

students not to mark or write on any mining

he reused by subsequent classes. Conserve drawing

and erasers.

PLAN V 'NVC.:- CN hrj, 3033131 DATE 11 c....,...tpi. t7k bLOCfN: T
PAGENO, 11

ATC 337
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UNIT! OF INSTRUCTIOS I D CRI1ERION Cad:- E3

Joints of Haan .6nd Corrosion Resistant

Ferrous Alloys

_ a. Withopi reference, identify the types

and uses of heat and corrosion resistant ferrous

alloys with 751 nccuratY

_b. Given oxyacetylene wslding equipment;

and heat and corrosio resistant ferrous alley

specimen., set up on veld lap joints, free of

iihdetO1-.1t, oxidation; overlap; andexcessive.

penetration fora total coabined distance of

no is than 314 of the length of the s.,:ecinen

excluding :he first 1/2 inch start And the last

1/2 finish. All shop safety; goOd.houseicming;

and fire prevention measures rust be obXvea:

_c. Given oxyncetYlene welding e,uipnent

and heat and corrosion resistant ferrous alloy

specimens; set up and veld butt joints with

100: penetration, free of undercut, Perla?)_

and excessive oxidation for a total combined

distance of no less than 314 of the specicet

excluding_the first 112 inch start and the last

1/2inchfinish. All shop safety pod

housekeeping, and fire Prevention measures

must be observed.

d; Given oxyacetylene welding equiPnint,

and heat and corrosion resistant ferrous alloy

specimens, set up and veld tee joints_free_of
...

tundercu, overlap, and excessive penetration

for a total combined 4istanne of cc las thaa

3/4 of the length of tht SPecioen, excluding

the first 112 inch start and the last 1/2

inch finish. All shcP safety, good hetseketp-

ing, and fire prevention measures nItst

cbserved.

PIM OF NSTRUCTION ',Cantiflue4

DURATION

2

7

(:5)

(1.5)

(3)

(2)

Column 1 Reference

2a

2b

2e

Instructional Katerials

3053131-SG-202i Joints of seat.and_Corrosion Resistant FittoUS Alloys

TO 34A-1-5, 1:eldir.s. Theory and Applicatiot

Modern Wang (Chapter 18) _ _

TO 1-1A-9, AeroSpaCe MetAIS - General Data and Usage Factors

SUPPORT MATERIALS MD GUIDANCE

STS Reference

3a, 3b, 13b

32i 31); 13c
3A, 3b, 13d

AndiO Visual-Aidi

Slides: Stainless Steel Joint Preparation

Transparencies; StainleSS Steel Joint Preparation

IE21112SEIAPIt
Oxyacetylene '41ding Station Caplets (1)

Power Shears (6)

ToOlkit (1)

Training Methods
Discussim/Demonstration (2 hrS)

Performance (5 hrs)

EcrtroontiDestp
Olosrpom4hri_
la,oratory (6 hrs)

Instructional Guidance

Have each student respond to all written items in the lesson. stress

shop safety and fire prevention. Discuss the procedures -for welding

lap; butt, and tee !eintS of heat and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys.

Enphasine conservation of nets', filler rods, and welding gases.

p,.;;;; or ,Ns`.,;;,),i dc. 23 September 1975 6oce40. TT

Mon
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OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

uN:TS Oc :NSTRJC..N AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
D'J RA7-I ON

N OCIR,S
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

B. At: Force Technical Orders

a. Without reference, identify the

purpose, scope, and application of USAF

technical orders with 75: accuracy.

b. 17ivela tee:he:cm' =de:: an indexes,

locate specific items. Two of the three items

"met bt located correctly.

c. 517en technical orders, read and

interpret technical order maintanance drawings

and diagrams. :up of line items must be

correctly read and i lerpretee.

d: ;it ;out e mce;

procedures fo: I:I s tins TO

reports.

5 Gel= 1 Reference

3a

(.5) 3b

3c

3d

PI, AN OF NS' P-.:7 oM 4.,
3ABF53131

MEM M111

3311m.-1

MO. ON11.1Mit

o*EVICIOIDINMSVISOLETC
u.+ GPO 1101771110/tIll

(4)

(3)

(.5)

STS Reference

rJ

4b

4c

4d

Instructional Materials

32R53131-SG-203, Ai: Force Technical Orders

ATCPT 52-4; Ai: Ferce Teetf.cII Order Sybtem

Branch Technical Order File

Audio Visual Aids

Film! TF 5890, Right the First Time

Training netheds

Discussion (1 hr)

Self-Instruction (1 hr)

Performance (6 hrs)

Instructional_ Environment/Design

ClaJettioM (2 hrs)

Laboratory (6 hrs)

Instructional Guidance _

Stress the importance of the proper use of technical orders and manuals.

P.m Gch_student_respond to the written items in -the lesson and

at:complier! ATM 524, Ait Fetee Tiehnieil Otdet SyeteM: Gee TO

00 -5 -i. and T0_00-5-2; AFT(' System and Distribution and Storase of

AF TeChhical a-der System as reference material.

coc
I23 Sc tether 19/

BLOCK Yo.
......1 /
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...m.I.M111.1=11111111MI,

PtAli OF INSTRUCTION (Coariiiii'l

.1,4:75 CF :s137%.:7!Cs AND CRITS;Cs OBJEC'..;:
CU:Aras

INCURS}
2 3

SUPPCQT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. Cutti:g Carbon Steel

a. Citheut referenda, identify the

factors pertaining to oxyacetylene cutting

coerations with 75: nceurtey.

b. Give: oxyacetylene cutting egnipmant

and carbon steel cpecitanfl, cut up and perform

cutting operations free of excessive burrs and

undercut sections .for _a total =heed distance

of no less tha: 3/4 of the length of the

s-,,eciren. All s'lop safet:,, good housekeeping,

and fire prevention measures :ust be obscred.

11. mm1

6 Column 1 teferente

4a

4b

STS Reference

a -.

3a, 3b, 14b

Itstructibnal

3A3 3131 -SG -204, Cutting Carbon Steel

TO 344-1-5

Modern Welding (Chapters 3 and 4)

II.21.111.1014P2eq

acetylene Welding and Cutting Torch Kit (1)

Stnight Lite Cutting Machine (12)

OxyacotyIete ielding Station Complete (1)

?over Shears (6)

Toolkit (1)

Trainer, Oxyacetylene Cutting Applications, 4408 (12)

TraininOttilotts

%seussieogivonstration (1 hr)

Performance (5 hrs)

Inctructianel-Environment/Design

Classroom (;5 hr)

Laboratory (5.5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance

Fin2haaine safety during the use of cutting equiptent, and to conserve

vAigea oLtel plate.

:* 3-M;11'.
"4'r

Ig7.5
BLOC, .r.)

ETC ` 1TA
73

PASS
I4

1110+....ft

PfiCv,O.,11(017,OkS
V.. GPO 1971..779 407.114 (Firm' Copy - g s),! X 10i) Imot 'mato, to gfg Oht th /14,1



UNITS OF iNgRuCT!ON AND CRiTMON OB'ECVS

Silver and Lead Soldering

SuPPOPT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3

a; Without reference, identify the

principles and techniques of lead and silver

soldering with 75% accuracy.

b. Civet oxyactylnne welding tqaimett

and metal specimensi set up and solder lap and

tee jditit7 .4th I00: adhesion; free of _

exaessive_overlap and oxidation for a total

coMbinee distance of no leas than 314 the

icngth of the specimen, excluding the first

1/2'inch start and the last 1/2 inch finish.

All shop safety. good housekeeping, and fire

prevention measures must be observed.

MODIFICATIONS

Column 1 Reference

33

5b

STS Refereece

3e, 3b, 15b

Instructional Materials

3A1R53131-SG-205, Silver and Lead Soldering

TO 34U4-1-5

Kaden Welding (Chapters 15 and 16)

T-aitin, Equipment

Oxyacetylene Welding Station Complete (1)

?Net Shearl (6)

Toolkit (1)

Trainer: Hard and Soft Solder Joints; 4406 (12)

Training Methods

Discussion/Dcnonstration (1 hr)

Perforntte (2 hrs)

Instruction/ Environmett/Desip

Laboratory (2.5 hrs)

Imstructional Guidance

Emphasize shop safety applicable to soldering operations. Stress the

tt4tittttad for proper joint fir-up and the proper cleaning of material

prior to soldering._ Have each student respond to the written items in

the lesson. Emphasize_conservation of high cost silver solder.

/4 fi7 of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the Trial Implementation Of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and TeChniCal Education;"
Deleted material iiii.t1V8 extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems; etc; and was not considered appropriate "
I nett tfoq to loath ett0 dZOt

PAGE No. 15

for use in vocational and technical education;

29



PLAN OF ISSTRUCTION tContinuo4

1

UNITS OF INSTRUCT ON AND CRITERION OgjECTIvE5
DLRATION

INOUE)
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

j. _Given workbook and rorm 349,

acmPlete 12 =ries with-' accuracy.

k. GiVer List of statememeta, identify

the items erring to -the material doficiency

riia" g systet with ;5: accuracy.

./.

8. Brazing Steel sad Gray Iron Castingt

i. Without reference, identify the

mechanical properties _produced by brazing

ferrous castingscastings and ferrous wrought produc ts

with 75: accuracy.

b. Given oxyacetylene welding equipment

snd gray iron cas;ings, set up and braze butt

joints with 100: aclzesion, free of excessive

oxidatim and overlap for a total conbined

distance of to less than 3/4 the length of the

specimen, excluding the first 1/2 inch start

and the last 112 inch finish: All shop safety,

good housekeeping; and fire prevention meAcuree

:1st be observed.

c: Given oxyacetylene welding equipment

and carbon steel spec/tuts, set up and braze

butt joints with 100: adhesion; free of

extessiveexidationand overlap for a total

conned dIstaace of no less than 3/4 -the

length of the specimen excluding the first

112 inch start and the last 1/2 itch finish;

All shop safety; good housekeeping, and fire

prevention measures mast be observed.

9

(7g)

(.5)

(4)

(2.5)

out of the maintenance data colle 1...riave

to au writtet items in son and accomplish

Hatage.Tat,.7q4, ....., II, III, and V. Make

_a14,-14;n1111-SG-208.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

each student respond

ATM 52-1, Maintenance

home study aseignment to

Castings

Soldering

.

flame adjustment,

respond to all

to read 3ASR5313I-

apvraisal test upon

eia lie

Eb 3a, 3b, 16b

8c 3ä, 3b,

lnstruetloia-t-etiQS-

3ABR531JI-SG-208, Brazing Steel and Gray Iron

TO 34V4-1-5

TO 3W4-1-7. Titus - Welding, Brazing, and

Modern Welding (Chapter 16)

Audio Visual Aidu

Film: Braze Welding Beads

TraInint Equipment

Oxyacetylene Welding Station Complete (I)

Grinders and Buffers (4)

Tooikit (1)

Training Methods

Discussion/Demotstration (2 hrs)

Perforsance (5 hrs)

Itstructional Etvironment/Design

ClaSS:nom (1.5 htS)

Laboratory (5.5 hrs)

Instruttionsl Guidance

Eiphiiiii the iMportance of proper joint set-up,

adhesion; and the use_of flux._ Have each student

written acts in the lesson. Make outside assignment

Sfr_229__and .''.odern Welding, Chapter 18. Administer

7,-.AN C.F INaTROZ7,.;;; M:. Wri753131. DATE 23 September 075 um( No. Ii k6( No. 18

MN=

ATC 7A

,M1=10

wqmousEDOIONSCSOLETC.
it U.S. ceo -77olo:boo ,(Finol Copy .f X 11'2) IFinai ritdoc000 to iodide eta abat t Gb$lif,e,



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITER:ZN 05;E:TiES
DURATION

(HOURS)
SUPPORT mATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

9. FUSion Zelding Ferrous Castings

i. githout reference, identify the

t:chnical ptzpertics ::!_azzs of various

types of cast iron With 75X accuracy.

b. CiVen Metal specimens and grinding

equipment; set up and identify cast iron __

castings by spark testing vithout error. All

shop safety, good housekeeping; and.fire

prevention measures must be ebserved.

c. Cive: oxyacetylene welding equip:ent

and metaI specimens, set up and fusion -weld

butt joints of gray cast iron, with 100X

penetrltion; free of undercut and overlap for

atotal cunbined distance of DO less than 314

the length of the specimen, excluding the.

first 112 inch start and the last 1/2 inch

fidSh: All shop safety, good housekeeping;

and fire prevention measures must be observed.

.

8

(6/2)

(.5)

(.5)

(5)

completion of this assignment. Emphasize conservation

and ferrets =al;

Column I Reference STS Reference

of brazing red

of cast -non by

of safety equipment

of flux duringcast iron

and Chapter

appraisal test upon

of ferrous

94

9b

9c

Izstructienal 7.ateri.11;

17a

3a; 3b, 17b

3a, 3b, 17c

10R53131-5G-209; Fusion gelding Ferrous Castings

TO 34W4-1-5

TO 34W4-I-7

Xodern Welding (Chapter 18)

Audio VistralAIda

hides: Ferrous Castings

Training Equipment

-Oxyacetylene gelding Station Complete (1)

Grinding Machines (4)

Toolkit (I)

7.,Trainin4
41

,thee-___-......._,.

Direussion/Demonstration (I hr)

Performance (5 hrs)

Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

Instructs:el Environment/Design

Classroon (.5 hr)

Laboratory (5.5 hrs)

Instructional. Guidance

Erphasize the use of known specimens in identification

the spark testitg procedure: Monitor the use

during tha_spark testing operation and the use

Zeldin ;: '..akc outside assignment to read 32R53131-SG-210

20; pars I thru 20; Modern gelding. Administer

com?letion of this assignment. Emphasize conservation

czstings and filler rod.

:_AN "r INSTRUCT!CO NI._..._.._.....115.1= °A7= 23 SepteIber 1975
31.00K NO. PLO: NO. 1 o

II .~.1A

A C 3VA
NAR

33

.1I 11 . ,11=1.

U.3 GPO; 11171.07901/12

1/11 1111111 ml

t(Fina! -84% - 8 X lai) 'Fiord raloc000 to *hie ono dole tbi



,---...-------------------
FLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cominue4

UN; TS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITER,ON OBJECTIVES
DU RA T;DN

!HOURS! SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

10. Hard Surfacing

a. Without reference: rho

purposei_types; and mechanical properties of

hard surfacing materials with 75% acctracy.

b. Given oxyacetylene wilding ecitipmett

and_carbc: steel specimens; _set up cnd perform

hard surfacing operations, free of excessive

undercut, _overlap' and porosity fora total

comIined distance of no less than 3/4 the

length of the spocizni_excluding the_first

1/2 inch Start and the last 1/2 inch finish.

All shop safety; good housekeeping; _and fire

prevention mersures must be observed.

. GiVen hard SUrfated SPecimens and

grinding eguipent; set up; grind; and

finish hard surface deposit to a smooth. even

surface no greater than 3/32 of a inch over

the entire area of the specimen. U1 s'lop

safety; good housakeeping; and fire prevention

measures must be observed.

' . Related Training (identified in course

chart);

12; Measurement and ctitique

5

(3/2)

16

catri__4,,,:rate- 5TS-Reference

and torch :lane adjustment

-esigh,t-et to read

Emphasize conservation

i4= 18a

10b 3a, 3b, 18b

10c 3a; 3b; 18i

Instructional Materials

32E53131-SG-210i Hard Surfacit8

TO.34'4,-.1-5

Mem Veldimg (Chapter 20)

Training Euulmt

Oxyacetycne Welding Station Complete (1)

Grinders and Buffers (4)

Toonit (1)

Training Mtthods

DiSenssion/Demonstration (1 hr)

i Futon:me (2 hrs)

Outside !minim (2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design--.-
: Classrool (.5 hr)

labcrator7 (2.5 hrs)

instructional Cuidance

Empasite safety dotthit grinding operations

for hard surfacing operations; Mas outside

33253131-SC-301 and Chapter 6, Modern Velding.

of hard surfacing rods:

,;-.0:= 43";47'CN N''' 3053131 DATE
23 CffIret.!_1975

BLOCK ND, II GA: ND
20

337a

4.
P_PLIM.S_EDr!ONS OBIOLETI.

u.s GPO. 1,73-.7790312n I;Finol Copy - ? 'IS X 109

1 .111.

(Find nlutdon re inch* and dot. Milk.,
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0upsE NUMOER

R5313I
COURSE Tit LE

Metals Procossinf
c3LoCK T.T1..`.:

Introduction

Specialist
A 6

...LOEKNum0En

to Oxyacetylene Web:liar;
LESSON TITLE

Sho and MA:. t Line Safct Practices
LLS;oN DURATION

CLASSROOM- Laboratory 1 Complementary
- A A* 1" gone.. ........,

TOTAL

1 Ire
P01 REr 1 MICE

PAGE NUMBER PAGE DATE

23 Scp 75
STS CTS RErirr.PACE

PAU 4e...ttArH

.

NUMBER

Sqlq 51X3
Stir_ERVISOR

DATE

31 nay 75
APPROVAL

SIGNATURE _ DALE SIONATIME DATE

. ,
PRECLAV3 PRE P f.PATIO:J

EOLltruENT.LOCATED
tpi LABORATORY

F 01)IrMENT
F11,_...4 st.rw.L.. CLA:.;Irtr:D mAtrniAi. GRAPI'_.

uNcL.AssiFIED
Alps AND

MATERI AL

e...

tone /Tone None 1. 3ABR53131-SG-104
2. PI Fundamentals

1020

CrnTERION OBJECTIVES . UD TEACHItIC. ST fPS

il Given a list pertaining
with safety and

be Given a list pertaining
identify proper safety

0. Given illustrations
IAW TO 00=1101V-3.

d. Without reference,
IAW AFR 127-101.

e. Given health and
127-4.01.

-rteac3hing steps aro listed

to general housekeeping, idorrtify procedures
fire prevention measures lAW AFR 127 -101.

to shop safety in the performance of required
procedures IAW APR 127-101.

of radiation hazazti markings, correctly identify

correctly identify flight line safety lI.zards and.

safety equipment, correctly utilize the egipment Ift"....kFR

in Part 11.

comistont

tasks,

each

precautions

woo

ATE Fpti_
Auo72G

t: GPO: 0972 779.30/23



71)

ATTENTION:

INTRODUCTION TTME: U) Ni 11;

REVIEW: Security classification; identity of classified information; transmission
of classified information; voice communications security.

OVERVIEW: Shop and flight line safety; fire prevention; identification of
radioactive parts and materials; use of health and safety devices.

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:

1; Practice general housekeeping con-
sistent with safety and fire prevention;

a. Keep machines and floors clear.

b. Do not leave scrap behind Eihears.

c. Use proper cans to discard scrap.

d. Keep your work area clear.

é. Eliminate fire ha.ard.S.

BODY TIME:

(1) No rags or other combustible
material in area;

(2) No_ hooks or paper on work
table.

f. Location of fire extinguisher

Phone numberi base fire department

h. ]b flammable materials in open
containers.

i. Smoking areas

1

38



j. Electrical hazards

(1) Equipment grounded

(2) No frayed or bare wires

(3) Equipment properly fused

2. Shop Safety

a; arrange hoses and arc welding leads
neatly

b. CombUstible material containers

(I) Flush

(2) Steam

(3) Electrically grounded

c. Hot metal

(1) Mark hot

(2) Tite

(3) Quench'

d. Fire extinguisher in immediate
area

e. Cylinders

(I) storm

(2) Marking

(3) Handling

f. Keep tools not in use in proper place

g. Store metals in rack

h. Shop area

(1) Clean.

(2) Well lighted

(3) Well ventilated

2

39



(m-
3. Markings applicable to radioactive parts;

material, and areas.

The primary purpose of the various AFTO
Form,9 placards and labels is for
warning or identification purposes as
described;

b; All_signs display the distinctive magenta
insignia against a yellow background with
black block type.

c. TO 00-110N-3, Requisition, Handling,
Storing; and Identification of Rddioactive
and Radioactively Contaminated Material;

Observe night line safety hazards and
precautions

Insure that explosive hazards do not
exist.

b. Base fire warden will decide whether
welding will be performed when fire
hazard exists;

c. Have fire extinguisher in position prior
to Welding;

d. Weld on aircraft only in case of
emergency and only by special permission
of Chief of Maintenance and Fire Warden.

e. Weld in designated safe area.

5. Utilize h aith and safety equipment

a; Protective clothing and equipment

(1) Use of guards on machinery

(2) Clothing suitable for job

(3) Eye protection

(4) Select the right tool for the job

(5) Ventilation

1()



n
.P.PPLICATION:

I. Student will review end complete
A3A5313i -WS=1014.

EVALUATION:

Student must answer correctly 75% of all
questions.

CONCLUSION TDIE: 10 Min.

SUJIMARY:

1. Seety end fire prevention
2. Shop safety

Identification of radioactive parts end materials
L. Flight lineso.faty
5; Use of health and safety devices

ASSIGNMENT:

1. Review notes
2. Review fir; -53i3;-SG=.1041 Shop and. Flight Line Safety Practices
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OURSE NUMBER f Jo

153151
COOP.:E TITLE-

Metals Processing Specialist
BLOCK NUMBER

1
FLOCK TITLE

Introduction to Oxyacetylene Voiding
LESSON TITLE

Fntatools

LESSON DURATION
CLASSROOM i_bo=a-bory
D 6 D i5 lir/Pori' if: -:

Compierentary
rono

TOTAL
1 hr

P01 REFERENCE
PAGE NUMBER

-
PA(,,(' DATE

23 Sop 75
PAOA;PAPH

5
srsci_s JR_Erlt,;:Nct

NUMBER
.

srs 53am
DATE _

I

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATU/I_El DATE

;-:...

PRECIASS_PREPARATION

E0wrmENT.LOcATEO
IN LABORATORY

EouirrAENT
F111%1151101'1-'1' CL A%1IF IED NA rrrnAL 0 ft A +I-0C -AIDS _AND

12r,rrAsrortFn MATERIAL
/11.41

Bono

.

Toolkit

.

Non°

.

1: 3ABR5313I-SG-105
2 Chart: Typos

of riles

.

CRITERION ORJEctivES /ND TEACHING ST rri -

. Given a toolkit;
without error.

b. Without reference4
and materials with

Teaching steps are listed

.

select and demonstrate the proper use and care of handtools

identify the proper storage procedures for shop equipment
75% accuracy.

in Part II;

t-%.

=
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AU"0 72

*GPO: 1972 779-390/23



INTRODUCTION TIME: 10 Min.

ATTENTION:

REVIEW: Safety and fire prevention; shop safety; identification of radioactive
parts and material; flight Iine safety; use of health and safety devices.

OVERVIEW: Select; proper use, and care of handtools. Storage of shop ecuipment
and materials.

MOTIVATION:

BODY TIM:

PRESENTATION:

1. -Select use and care of handtooIs

a. Rack saw

(1) Types of frames

(a) Fixed frames

(b) Adjustable frame

Blades

(a) Teeth per inch

(b) Kind b1 teeth

(c) Selection of blade

(d) Cutting speed

b. Classification of files

(2)

(1) Name

(2) Grade

(3) CUt



c. Parts of a file

(1) Tang

(2) Heel

(3) Faoe

(4) Length

(5) Edge

(6) Tip

d. Correct usage

(1) Speed

(2) Pressure

(3) Cleaning

e. Safety precautions

f. Cold chisels

e'N (1) U8-08

(a) To cut metal

go Type

(1) Cape

(2) Flat

(3) Round nose

(4) Diamond

h. Care

(1) Keep properly ground

2. Store shop equipment and material

a. Compressed gases
. .

. (1) Oxygen and acetylene cyllnders
stored separately.

e7N
Wel ;

44



b.

(2) Stored in cool dry area

(3) Cylinder shall be sec-.red in
an upright pcsition

(4) Mark cylinders MT when empty

(5) Randle cylinders with care

Volatile fluids

(1) Used waste; rags; and other
combustible material shall be
placed in covered metal cans

Separate containers so_marked
are used for oil or paint soaked
rags.

(3) Covered metal containers are also
provided for clean rags.

APPLICATION:

1. Student will select and demonstrate the
proper use and care of handtools:

2; Student will review and complete
3ABR53131=WS=105

EVALUATION:

1. Student will select
proper use and care
error:

Student will answer
accuracy.

and demonstrate the
of handtools without

questions with 7590

CONCLUSION

SUMMARY:__

1. Review selection use, and care of handtooIs.
2. Storage of shop equipment and materials

TIME: 10 Min.

ASSIGNMENT:

I. 3ABR53131-SG-106i Operation and Maintenance of Welding Equipment



z Road TO 34A,:1-5; Welding Theory and Application; Chapter 5 para 5%=1
thru 5-I5i

Modern Welding Handbook; Chapter 2, para 2-1 thril 2-35
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LESSON PLAN Part I, General)

APPROVAL OFFICE AND DAT

I , 1.6 - .--G -(....47.1.-t

1INSTRUCTOR

DURSE NUMBER

3k131153131

COURSE TITLE

Ifotals 13/bee:33i= STMeiraiet
BLOCK NUMBER

I
BLOCK TITLE

Introduction to Oxyzestylene Veldias
LESSON TIT LE

aeration and Ilaintenance of Welding Evil:cent
LESSON DURATION

GC ASS R 00,talporatery

D &All 13jPetrf_l_la=s
Complementary TOTAL

_Bona ivlars
POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER PAGE DATE

23 SCMI 75
PARAGRAPH

STS/CTS REFERENCE
NUMBER

S caLla
DATE

31- 11-2.5r 75
SUPERVISO APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SiraiA T-U RE DATE

PRECL4SS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATEDk
t IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

_UttC_LASSIFIED MATERIAL

1. Portable oxyacety-
Iene welding equipment
consisting of 1 cart,
1 Ligon cylinder. I
acetylene oylind.or
torch outfit, regular-
tors and hoses.
2. Stationary vold.ingecr.:1100=Iing

Teo.it Nano
1. 3ART5313-sG-106
2. TO 341.14-1-5

.

3. tbdarn Welding
(Chapter _1 to 2)

4. Film: Adjusting_
Gas Pressures With
Torch Valves open
and Lighting Torch

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

a. Given oxyacetylene
equipment IAW TO.
Ernst be oteervod.

b. Given oxyacetylene
keeping, end fire

. Given oxyacetylene
keeping, and fin,
TO.

I Given o:...;yucetyIene
keeping. and fire
TAW TO.

welding equivcent._ assemble and operate o*-acetylene welding
All oho oafety, good housekeeping, and firs pravention measures

welding eeruipment, while °boor-v.12:z as chop oafety, good house-
prevention measures. toot cyparatto for ow looks VIII TO.

welding equipment, while observing all chop safety, good house-
prevention Ere/Inures, adjust torch for proper welding flames TAW
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TRODUCTION

ATTENTION:

TIME 10 Min

REVIEW: School objectives: Career ladder: Security: Shop and flightline
safety: Handtools.

OVERVIEW:Assemble and operate welding equipment: Check for leaks: Adjust
for proper flames: Close down and disassemble welding equipment:
Operator maintenance on welding and cutting equipment.

MOTIVATION:

PRESENTATION:

BODY

1; Assemble and operate oxyacetylene
welding equipment;

a; Welding equipment in general;

(1) Stationary or portable
stations.

(2) Regulators.

(a) Single or two stages.

(b) Hoses

(c) Torches

(d) Tips

(e) Gases

1 Oxygen

a 99 pure

2_ Acetylene

a Compound of carbon and hydrogen.

Stable
at 15 PSI

TITS
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c 29.4 PSI becomes self-
explosive.

d Acetone is used to absorb
high pressure.

Absorbs acetylene 25
times its own volume.

f Acetone will discharge
with acetylene gas un-
less allowed to stand
in an upright position;

(f) Cylinders

1 Contents

2 Pressures

3_ Safety features

4 Storage of cylinders

b. Assembly of portable unit

(1) Necessary equipment

(a) Cylinders

(b) Regulators

(c) Hoses

(d) Torcn

(e) Tip

c; Operation of equipment.

(1) Proper procedure for adjust-
ing regulators.

(a) 5 lbs for acetylene

(b) 10 lbs for oxygen

(2) Lighting the torch;

(3) Shutting down.
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2; Test apparatus for gas leaks

a. Method used for checking is
done with soap and water.

b. Leaks in the welding hose
can be located by- immers-
ing the hose in clean water
using normal working pres-
sures.

3; Adjust torch for welding flames

a; Ration of gases;

(1) Neutral 1-1 ratio;

(2) Oxidizing 1 1/2 part oxygen

(3) Carburizing 1 11/2 part

acetylene

b. Lighting the torch

c; Types of flames and temperatures

(1) Neutral 5850 degrees

(2) OXidizing 6300 degrees

(3) Carburizing 5700 degrees
Close down and disassemble welding
apparatus;

a. Turn acetylene off first

b; Then oxygen;

c; Open torch needle valves_one
at a time and bleed the hoses

and regulator

d. Close the torch needle valves.

3



e. Turn the regulator_adjusting
screws counterclockwise to
relieve the pressure on the
diagram;

f. Hang the torch and hose up
properly to_prevent kinking
the hose and damaging the
torch;

5. Perform operator maintenance on
welding and cutting equipment

a. Faulty regulator

(1) Leakage of gas between seat
and nozzle.

(a) Gradual increase in work-
ing pressure

(b) Defective bourdon tuba.

b. Maintenance

(1) Test regulator valve seat

(2) Test for leaky connections

(3) Correcting leaking valve
seat

(4) Correcting leaking connec-
tions

(5) Repairing ieakino diaphrans

(6) Repairing leaking torch
valve

(7) Cleaning torch tips

(8) Cleaning clogged tubes

(9) Repair of hose
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Practice shop safety in perfor-
mance of required tasks.

(1) Use goggles wter ,00K.rg
directly at flarilf..

(2) Wear protective clothing;

(3) Get tools needed from kit
then close box.

(4) Never leave torch burning
whi_le hung on_hanger pro-
vided on bench.

'5) Always turn off the acetylene
torch valve first.

(6) Handling materials and equip-
ment

(a) Lifting

I To avoid strains, sprains,
and hernias due to impro-
per lifting, levers, jacks
and other moving equipment
shall be used to move

heavy equipment.

2 if lifting must be done
by hand, obtain help to
avoid strains.

Stnad close to the load
and lift with the legs.

(b) Handling

1 Finger rings shall not
be worn when handling
or storing material;

2 Gloves shall be worn
when handling sheet
stock.



APPLICATION

Each student will perform the following.

I. Assemble and operate oxyacetylene welding
rig.

2; Test apparatus for gas leaks

3. P.djust torch for proper flames.

4. Close down and disassemble welding apparatus

5; Perform operator maintenance
on welding equipment

EVALUATION:

1. Student progress will be checked during
set up of equipment for proper procedure;

2. Assistance will be given when necessary.

CONCLUSION:

Summary:

1; Assembling and operating welding equipment.

Test apparatus for leaks

3; Adjust torch for proper welding flames;

Close down and disasseMble welding equipment.

5. Perform operator maintenance on welding equipment.

ASSIGNMENT:

TIME: 10 Min

1. Review notes
2; Read 3A5R53230-SG-107i Beads and Lap Joints of Carbon Steel

3. Answer questiols in 3ABR53230-WS-107:
I To 34W4-175 Welding Theory and application pare 6-1 thru 6-

5. Modern welding para 1-1 thru 1-34;
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INTRODUCTION TIME: 10 Mi

ATTENTION:

REVIEW: Assembling and operating welding equipment; test for gas leaks; proper
welding flames; close down and disassemble welding equipment; operator
maintenance on welding equipment.

OVERVIEW: Characteristics and uses of carbon steel; setup and weld beads; welding
lap joints in the flat position; operating power equipment; preparing
metal specimens;

MOTIVATION:

BODY TIME:

PRESENTATION:

1; Characteristics and uses of carbon
steel

a; Three tyres of carbon steel

(1) Low carbon .008-=1030

411 (2) Med carbon 1031-1045

(3) High carbon 1046-2%

b. Characteristics of carbon steel

(1) -Weldability depends upon carbon
content

(2) Ascarboncontent increases
weldability Cecreases;

(3) Carbon is a hardening agent used
in steel to make it more stronger

C. Uses

(1) Weapons syte s

(2) Transportation

.rN- ;



(3) Home

(4) Industry

d; Properties of metal

(1) Heat conductivity

(2) Expansion

(3) Contraction

e. Controlling expansion and contraction

(1) Fixtures

(2). Stress relieving

(3) AMount of heat

(4) Welding seouence

f; Strength of welded joints

(1) Weld metal depooit

(2) Tyne of joint

(3)

(14)

Size of the weld

Location of the weld

(5) Operator skill

Terminology

(1) "T" thickness of the base metal

(2) FUsion zone

(3) Root

(14) Throat

(5) Weld reinforcement

(6) Face

(7) Toes

I ;



(8) Leg (lap joint)

(9) Penetration

h. Welding methods

(1) Forehand

(2) Backhand

i. Filler rod

(1) Composition

(2) Size

(3) Piiitbbe

j. Welding tip size selection

(1) Thickness of the base metal

(2) Heat conductivity

2. Set up and weld beads

a. Joint preparation

(1) Remove scale, rust; oxides
from metal, to keep impurities
out of she weld.

(2) Marrs must be removed from
edges

(a) Grinders

(b) Files

(c) Position plate

Beads without filler rod

(1) Neutral flame

(2) Molten pool (2480-2750° F)

(3) Slight circular motion in
direction of travel

(4) Bead width



Beads with filler rod

(1) Neutral flame

(2) Nolten pool

(3) Add filler._ rod to leading
edge of molten pool

(1) Novo torch from side to side

(5) Forehand method

(a) For Metal up to y" thibk

(b) Torch angle 60° in the dire-
tion of travel

(c) Filler rod i45°

d. Bead specifications

(1) 1/16" - 3/32" thick metal

(2) Bead width 2 -L T

(3) Penetration 25% = 50%
00.)

(4) Reihfercement 1T rase.

3. Set up and weld lap joints in the flat
position

a; Types of lap joints

(1) single fillet

(a) Weldud on one side only.

(b) Does not develop full 8trenrgth__
but is stronger than a butt
on some applications.

(c) When tubIng or framer overlap or
telescoped together the lap
joint is preferable to the butt
joint.

(2) Double fillet

) Welded on both sic-8
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toj'N
IIMegf ;

Suitable for more severe
loadconditions then
single fillet lap joint.

(c) MOC3 develop fUll strength
of the base metal.

(3) Joggled lap joint

(a) Used when metal must be
kept on the same plane.

(b) Difficult to prepare.

(c) Produces a greater_strenth
than the single fillet lab
joint.

b. Welding specifications for lap joints

(1) PUbion zone

The area o1 weld meta].
which has penetrated be,:snd
the original surface of the
base metal.

(2) Legs_U-,Ter; equal to base
metal (1'0
Loweri i s T

(3) Foot

(a) Portion of the -veld metal
deposited at the bottom of
the joint..

4) Toer..i good fusion.

(a) Located at the edges of the
weld face;

(b) Without undercut or oi.ro.,-la

(5) Face slightly convexed

(a) Outer surface of wei race

c6) Penet.,.ation



(a) 30 to 5 of thickness.

( ) Throat

(a) IT

(b) The distance through the center
of the weld from the root to the
face;

(8) On metals of different thickness;
base specifications on lighter
metals

c. Procedures for lap joints 1/8" or less

Clean and deb=

Overlap plates 4-6 T;

Tack at intervals

Check fit up

Forehand method of welding

(a) Torch angle _60 degrees in
direction of welding.

(0) Filler rod 45 degrees

(6) Pre-heat metal plates.

(a) More heat on bottom plate;

(7) Add filler rod in upper edge
of molten pool.

(8) Keep molten pool centered
between both sheets of metal;

(9) Determine speed of_ travel by
size of molten pool.

d; Welding faults

(1) Excessively concaved bead

(a) Too much heat

(b) Not enough filler rod;



(2) Excessively convexed bead

(a) Not enough heat

(b) Too much filler rod

(3) Undercut

(a) Usually at toes of welds

(b) Wrong torch angle.

(c) Overheating

(L) Overlap

(a) Usually at toes of welds

(b) Underheating metal

(c) Improper addition of filler
rod

. _

Operate power equipment

a. One operator at a time.

b; Remove ala jewelry

Material will be placed under hold
down.

5. Practices safety in operation Dower
equipment and welding equipment

a. No horse playing or running allowed

b; Secure proper guard on grinders.

c. Keep machines and floor clean.

d. Check for electrical hazards.

e. Secure oxyacetylene rig;

6. Utiliz._ health and safety equipment

a; Protective clothing and equipment

7



(1) Use of guards on machinery

Clothing suitable for job

(3) Eye protection

APPLICATION

1. Given materials and equipment for stringer
beadb and lap joints the student will:

a. Prepare joints for welding

b. Weld joints to specifications

2. Students will observe all safety pre-
cautions during accomplishment of project.

EVALUATION:

1. Students projects will be checked during
lyout, and welding for proper procedures.

2. Assistance will be given when necessary.

(14.N

SUMMARY (Day 2 = 2 HtS)

ASSIGIMENT:

En OF DAY SUMLLRY

8

1. Characteristics and uses of
carbon steel

2. Welding procedures

3; Welding faulta

L. Specifications on_welding beads on
plates and lap joints

Operate power equipment niepare
metal specimens

I. Review notes of Classroom--
discussion.

. Review 3ABR53230-SG-107 and
3ABR53230=WS=107;



Review TO 34144-1-5 Dana 6-1
thrd 6=11

Review Modern Welding Handbook;
paxa 1-1 thru 1-23

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTION

(Cont'd Day 3, 6 hrs)

1. Remotivation:

2; Review:

a; Characteristics and uses of carbon steel

b. Set up and weld beads

c. Set up and weld beads in the flat position

d; Operate power equipment and prepare metal specimens

3. Check home it assignment.

APPLICATION: (Cont'd)

Refer to objectives 2;30

1; Given materials and equipment for
stringer beads and lap joints the
student will:

prepare joints for welding.

1); weld joints to specifications;

2. Students will observe all safety pre-
cataions during operation of power
equipment and preparation of metal
specimens.

EVALUATION:

1. Student project will be checked for
proper welding procedure and preparation.

2. Assistance will be given when necessary;

9
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SUMMARY (Day 3, 6 hrs)

- ASSIGNMENT:

END OF DAY SUMIAFff

1. Welding beads

2; Set up and welding of lap joints
in the flat position

3. Operating power equipment and
preparing metal specimens

. Review notes taken in classroom
discussion

2. Review 3ABR53230-SG=107 and work
sheet.

3. Review TO 34144-1-5 para 6-1 thin
6=11

4. Review Modern Welding Handbook
para 1 -1 thru 1-23

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTION

(Cont'd Day 4; 4 his)

("S 1. Remotivation

2. Review

a; Welding beads

b. Set up and weld Iap joints in the flat position

O. Operation of power equipment; metal preparation.

3. Check home work assignment

APPLICATION: (Cont'd)

Refer to Objectives 2, 3, 4

1. Given materials and equipment fOt
stringer beads and lap joints; the

student will:

a. prepare joints for welding.

b.. weld joints to specifications.

10
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Students will observe all safety pre-
cautions during operation of power equipment
and preparation of metal specimens.

EVALUATION:

1. Students projects will be checked during
layout and welding for proper procedures.

-2. Assistance will be given when necessary.

CONCLUSION TIME: 10 Mih

SUMMARY:

I. Characteristics and uses of carbon steel

?. Set up and weld beads

3. Set up and weld lap joints in the flat position

t. Operate power equipment and prepare metal specimens

ASSIGNMENT:
f'N

1. Read 3ABR53230-SG=108, Butt Joie'' of Carbon Steel

2. Answer questions in 3kBR53230-WS-108

3. Read TO 34W4-1-5; Welding Theory and Application pares 67b.

4. Read Modern Welding Handbook, pare 1-20

11
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INTRODUCTION

te-
ATTENTION:

TlEE: 10 Min.

FEVIEW: Characteristics and uses of carbon steel ;__ metal preparation; welding
beads; setup and weld lap joints in the flat position; welding
terminology; operating power equipment; weld bead specifications.

OVERVIEW: Preparation and sot up of metal for a butt joint; types of bUtt
joints; welding technique; weld bead specifications.

MOTIVATION:

BODY TIDE:

vRESENTATIO11:

1.. Joint preparation

a. Remove all scales rust, and
oxides from the metal surface
to keep impurities out of the

i6w4i veld;

Burrs must be removed from edges

(1) Grinder

(2) File

c; Thickness of metal

(1) 1/8"_or_les:i no beveling
required

(2) Over 1/8" bevel one or both
sides

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-7'N
11,~411 ;

sihglt

Double V

Single U

Double U

1



;a; Set_up and weld butt joints in the fiat

position.

a; Edges on the same plane

b. Support plates with edges between

fire bricks

b. Rigid butt joints

(1) Space 1 T

(2) Tack at li" intervals

(a) Keep tacks small

(b) Chock alignment after tacking

(c) 100 penetration

(3) Use horse shoe method

(a) Repeat process as filler
rod is added

d. Open butt joint

(1) One tack is required to hold
sheets of metal on the same
plane;

Space front edges 1T and back
edges_lT plus ie per foot of
seam length

e. Welding proceduse

(1) Clean metal

(2) Neutral flame

(3) Use forehand method

(4) Torch angle 60 degree

(5) :filler rod 45 degree

(6) Inner cone 1/16" above molten
pool
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(7) Dip filler rod in center of
molten pool

f. Weld bead specifications

(1) Height of reinforcement 75% of T;

(2) Width of reinforcement 2-4T

(3) Penetration 100%

(4) No undercut

(5) NO overlap

(6) Even contour

(7) Taper gradually into base metal
at the toes of the Weld

3. Operate power ecuipment

a; One operator at atime;

. Remove all jews-

c. Material will be placed under hold

eIN down clamp

4; Practice shop safety in performance of
required task

a. Nb horse playing or running allowed

b. Use guard on machinery

c; Proper clothing for protection

d. Wear proper eye protection

5. Practice general housekeeping consistent
with safety and fire protection

a. Keep machine and floor clean.

b. Do not leave scrap on shears

c; Keep work area clean

d. Eliminate fire hatattb

3
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(1) No rags or other combustible
material in area.

(2) Use proper container to discard
scrap in.

APPLICATION:

1. Given materials and eouipment for
Welding butt joints the student will

a. prepare joints for welding.

b; weld joints to specifications.

2. Students will observe all safetyr;re-
cautions during accomplishment ci project;

EvALuATION:

I. Students projects will be chec:-.ed
durinP: layout and welding for proper
procedures.

2. Assistance will be given when necessary.

END OP DAY SUraRY

SUMMARY: (Dar. 2 hrs)
1. Joint preparation

ASS IGNMENT :

2. Set up

3. Welding procedures

Bead specifications

. Review notes taken during el-ace-
rb-OM linaz.

2. Review 3ABR53230-SG=108 and work
sheet.

Review TO 3044-1-5

Review Modern Welding Hand7)ook



INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTION

e-N

(Cont'd Da 5, 6 Era)

1. Remotivation

2. ROViOW

a. JOint preparativn

b. Set up

c. Welding procedures

fj!

b; Weld joints to specifications.

di Bead specifications

3; Check home work assignment.

APPLICATION:

Refer to Objective 1

1.; Student will be given material and
equipment for welding butt joint.
Student will perform the following:

;

a. Prepars joints for we-ding.

Students will observe all -Safety
precautions during accomplishment of
project.

EVALUATION:

1. Student project will be checked for
proper welding procedure and preparation.

2. Abi8tariCO' Wrn be given when necessary.

S
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(-\
SaTURY (Day. 5; 6 lire)

ASSIGNhz-iiTi

END OF DAY S -1.2.1AECt

I. Joint preparation

2. Set up

3. Welding procedures

; Bead specifications

1. Review notes taken in classroom

2. Read 3ABR53230-SG-108 and work
sheet;

3. ReVieW T) 34W4-l-5

L. Review Modern Welding Handbook;

INTRODUCTION TO NE- d DAYS INSTRUCTION

(Contid Dqy 6i 4 hrs)

1. Remotivation

2. Review

a. Joint preparation

b. Set up

Welding procedures

d. Bead specifications

3. Check home work assignment

APPLICATION:

Refer to Objective 1

1. Given material and equipment student
will perform the following:

a. Prepare joint for welding

b. Weld joint to specifications;



Students will observe ali safety
precautions during the acoorriraish=ent

of project.

EVALUITIM::

1= Stunt project will _Co checked for
1,,c1ding procedure prel.araticn.

2; Assistance will be given when necessary.

CONCLUSION TIM: 10 Nan.

S7MHARY:

1. Joint preparation

2. Bead specifications

3. Set up and weld butt joints in the flat position.

ASSIGNIENT:

1; Read 3A_BR53230-SG-109i Tee Joints of Carbon Steel

, 2. Answer ouestions in 3XBR53230=WB=109.

3. Read TO 34W4-1-5i para 3-18.

4; Read Modern Welding Handbook; para I-23.

we
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INTRODUCTION TIME: 10 M.

ATTENTION:

REVIEWt Procedures and techniques for welding butt joints in the flat position;

OVERVIEW: Procedures and techniques for welding tee joints in the flat position.

A

MOTIVATION:

BODY TIME

PRESENTAT:ON:

1. Joint preparation

a. Remove_ scale, rust; L.:1,1 oxides

from the metal surface to -keep
impurities out of the

b. Burns mist be removed from edc6es.

(I) Grinder

(2) File

c. Thickness of metal

(1) 1/t" or less to beveling required

(2) Over 1/8%1/2" bevel single 17' 450

(3) Over I/2" bevel double Vi 1.6°
welded on both sides

(11) OVer 1/2"single U bevel welded
on one side only

2; Set up and weld tee joint in thO flat

position

a. Spade vortical cheet 1/329-1/16" above

horizontal sheet



(1) Permits easier fuSien

(2) No excessive heating

b. Tack_ weld at 24," intervals when
Welding on both sides

(1) Tack alternately from one side
to the other

Keep tacks small(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Check alignment

Check proper spacing

Preheat bottom plate

Most of heat directed on
bottom sheet

Check angle of torch

Add filler rod on upper edge of
molten pool

Neutral flame

bead specifications

Upper leg 21" T

(2) Lower leg la, m

(3) 30=595 penetration

;4) Fiat to convex face

3; Onemte power equipment

a. One operator at a time

b. Remove all jewelry.

c. Natc'riai will be_placed under
hold down clamp (shear)

2

te



Practice shop safety in performance of

required task.

a; No horse playing or running allowed;

b. Use guard on machinery.

C. Proper clothing for protection.

di Wear proper eye protection

Practices general housekeeping consistent
with safety and fire prevention.

a. Keep tachifte and floor clean;

b. Do not leave scrap behind shears or
other equipment.

Oi Keep work area clean.

d. Eliminate fire hazard.

e. 1 :o rags or other combustible
Material in area.

f. use only proper can to discari scrap.

410 APPLICATION:

Refer to Objective 1.

Given materials and equipment for welding
tee joints. the students will

a. prepare joints for welding.

b. Weld joints to specifications.

Students will observe all_ safety pre-
eautions during accomplishMent of project;

EVALUATION:

1. Students prejedts Will be checked during
layout and welding for proper procedures;

2. Assistance will be given when necessary.

3
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411 sunwa: (D 2 hruj

(Cont'd Day 7i 6 hrs)

3.

END OF DAY SUI111ARY

1. Joint preparation
4. Set up and weld tee joint;
3; Bead specifications

1. Review notes taken in classroom
during discussion.

2; Review 3ABR53230-SG-109 and work-
sheet

3. Review TO 34W!4-1-5

4. Revie: Nodern Welding Handbook

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTION

Remotivation
Review
a. Joint preparation
b. Set UD and weld tee joint
c. Veld bead specifications
Check home work assignment

410e2VPLICATION:

Refer to objective 1

I. Given material and equipment the
student will

a; Prepare joints for welding.

b. Weld tee joints to specifications;

2. Students will observe allsafetypre-
cautions during accomplishment of project.

EVALUATION:

1. Student project will be checked during
preparation and for proper welding
procedures.

2. Assistance will to given when necessary.



END OF DAY sulivay

SUMARY: (Day 7, 6 hrs) 1. Joint preparation
. Set _up and welt? toe joint

Bead specificationsS
ASSIGNMNT:

(Cont'd Day 8, 4 h=t)

_APPLICATION:

&far to cbjactive I.

. Review notes taken in classroom
discussion;

2. ReVieW 3ABR53230-:SG=105 and work

Sheet.
3. Review TO 34'4.-1-5

4= Review Modern Welding Handbook

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTIC;1

1. Given material and equipment the student
will

prepare joints for welding;

b. weld tee joints to specifications.

2. Students will observe all safety pre-
cautions during accomplishment of project.

EVALUATION:

1. Student project will be checked dUring
preparation and for proper welding

procedures.

2. Absistance will be given when necessary.

1. Remotivation
2. Review

a. Joint treoaratioli

b. Set tt and weld tee joint
O. Weld beadsrecifications

3. Check homework assent

S



C0NCLUSI017 TIME: 10 Min.

SUMRY:

1. Joint preparation

Sot up and wold tee joint in the flat position

3. Operation of power equipment.

ASSIGIUM7:

1. Read 3ABR53230=SG=110, Position We

2. Answer ouestions in WS-110.

3; Read TO 34W5-1-5, Welding Theory and Application Para 7-7 thxu 7-8.

14. Read Modern Welding Handbook, Para 1-25 thzii 1=26.

SI
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I^N

gto ATTENTIOIT:

INTRODUCTION TILE: 10 Lin.

REVIEW: Procedures and techniques for welding tee joints in the flat position;

OVERVIUW: Procedures and techniques for making fillet welds in the horizontal
and vertical position.

EDTIVATION:

BODY TINE:

PRESENTA210:1:

1; Welding positions

ec. a; Horizontal

(1) Parts in_vertical positio8

410
and inclined more than 45 .

(2) Seam =Ling horizontally.

b; Vertical

(1) Parts inclined Llore than

45'.

(2) Seam runninr.;

. Factors restraining force oi gravity.

Cohesion of the mOlten tool

o'CW,
;

(1) Parent metal and add filler
rod being thoroughly locked
together

(2) k factor affecting cohesion
is the ambunt of heat applied.

(3) lore he increE,ses fluidity.



(4) Resulting in greater tendency
of meta to run or fall.

(5) Most impor actor in
position

b. Support provided by the base metal
and solidified filler metal.

(1) Solidified weld metals as the
bead is formingi acts as a
shelf to keep molten pool
from running or sagging;

FI=e pressure

(1) Keeps pool from running or
gagging.

(2) PUshes pool forward;

d. Mainpulation of filler rod

(1) Chilling affect

Surface tension

3. Set up and make fillet welds in the
horizontal position

a; Clean and deburr metal

b. Lay metal flat

c. Overlap pieces f

a; Tack weld every Jim

e. Incline 3ointe at 45° angle;
or more

(1) Seam running horizontal

f. Welding in the horizontal position

(1) Torch angle 45 degrees

(2) Direct flame sligiitly upw:;.rd

(3) Neve tip_from side to side
to deposit metal unifornly



(4) Add filler rod to upper edge
of molten poOl.

Set up and =eke filie weido in the
vertical position

a. Prepare metal

I); Set up and tack weld in the flat
position

c. Incline joints at 45° angle or more

(1) seem running vertically

d; Welding in the vertical position

(1) Flame pointed_upward at
45 degmee angle;

(2) Pressure of gases_from tit
helps support molten metal.

Remove flame momentarily(3)

(4)

if metal becomes overheated.

Solidified metal belc.4 acto
as a shelf and proviaes addi-
tional support.

5. Operate powtr equipment

a. One operator at a time

b. Remove all jewelry.

. Material will be blaced
down clamp. (Shear)

under hold

6; Practices shop safety in performance
of required task.

a. No horse playing or running allowed.

b. Use guard on machinery.

0; proper clothi ng for protection.

d. Wear proper eye protection.



Practices general hounekeeping consistent
with safety and fire prevention.

a. Keep machine and floor clean.

b. Do not leave scrap behind shear
or other equipment.

c.
K
eep work area clean-

d. Eliminate fire hazards.

(1) N6 zags or other combustible
material in area.

(2) Use only proper can to
discard S.-crap.

Utilize health and safety equipment

a. Protective clothing and equipment

(1) Use of guards on machinery.

(2) Clothpng suitable for job;

(3) Eye protection

APPLICATION:

Refer to objectives 1 and 2

1; Given materials and equipm,:nt for
making fillet welds; the student will

a. Prepare joints for weldin.

b. weld joints to specifications.

2; Stu..ient wil] rbserve all safety pre-
cautions during accomplishment of
project.

EVAIUATION:

Student project will be chocked on
during preparation of cint
proper welding p:ocedures.

Assistance will .)e gi.on when necessary.



END OF DAY SU1-71.1ARY

(Day 8, 2 hir..0

SSIGINENT:

1; Joist prnp;!ratich

2; Welding pi.ocdOren
3. Welding :31i0tifieutions

1; Review note:;
2; Review 3LBR53230=SC=110
3. AriaWer qUestions in 3A3R53230-WS-

110

4. Redd TO 14W4-1-5_para 6-8
5, Read Welding Handbook,

pares 1-25 thru 1-26

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTION

(Cont'd Da-y , 6 h=t)

APPLTCATTON:

Refer to objec.v s I ana 2

1. Given materials and equipment for
makin fillet welcki the stucieht wiL

a. prepare joints,
b. Weld joints to spe0ification:3.

2. Student will obaerve a±i cafet
_

pre(§ during accomplicnment
project.

EVALUATION:

1. Student projec1:0 cheol:cu

during preparation of joint and
2 pen veld inc; procedur.

ti:bbibtarice Will be given wheh n-c.'06-sbary.

S

1. Remotivation
2. Review

a; Joint Preparation
b; Welding Procedure:3
e. Welding zpecifiCationa
a. Cheek hOmCwOrk



flbE END Cr.,' DAY SUI.IMLZY

SUMMARY: , 6 hrs) 1. .Toini preparation
2. Welding procedures
3. Welding specifications

ASSIGT isrL-1,11n.

1; Review notes
2. Review 3ABR53230-SG-110
3. Complete 3ABR53230-WS-210
4. Review TO 34W4-1-5
5; Review Modern Welding HandbLo

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTION

(Coat'/ D 10, 4 hours)

4110%2PLICATION:

Re er tel objectives 1 and 2

1. Given materials and equipment,
the student will

prepare joints.

b= set up and weld jo5nts to
.specificatioLs

2. Studni-s will ob:Ierve all bcifety
preHutions during accomplishment of
nrojt,cL.

EVALUATI03!:

1. Student project vill be checked on
a=te °; prcpar:Iticl, cf joint and

proper wording proz:edures.

Remotivation
2; Review

a; Joint prgparation
b. Welding procedures
O. Welding specifications
d. Check homework assignment

. 'Assistance will be given when necesary.

6



CONCLUSION TINE: 10 Ian.

411 SUMSaTrf:

1. Welding positions

2. Factors restraining the force of gravity

3; Set up and welding proccaires

4. Operation of tower equipment

5. Shop safety

6 Health and safety equipmelfL

ASSIG=T:

1. Read 3ABR51$230-SG-201; MehanicnI Drawing and Blueprint Reading

2: Answer questions in 3ABR53230-WS-201 Mechanical Drawing and. Bluetrint Reaiiinc;

3; Read TO 341.1-1-5i Welding Theory and Anplicationo Para 11=1 thrU 1

4.; Read Modern Welding Elan'toki nara 28-25

7

=3.
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(201) 1

Ti::.': 10 Nih.

411
I. ATTENTION: Talk about lesson in Blbek ITi Blue Eaintoncncs

Eanaoment, to Sy;ttems, etc. Talk about doinis assic;rilents, nsteo,

participation;

2. REVIEW: Security, Sa:::.ty practices, operation and ilc_intcharicc of oNyacctylene
weldin eouipc nit typo.: of

3; OVERVIEW: Upon cemnIetion of this Icscon you able to explain the
puzpose and uze of blItepr4te the various views z.n'] information found on -
print and also lay out tubular acoemb1y drawing;

4. 1.10TIVATIO: _Need_for weldor to know to read and ihterb2et "1;Lue
for fabrication of an thing (Tool bc_ aircraft; er:7ine
patches) .

BODY TINE: 7 hxn

PRESEN2ATION

1. Purpose of a drawing

a. Shape of an object

b. Sire of an of

of an object

2. :int::rprct shon drawing
bIue-orints

a; Pur.,:oce of blueprint:;

(1) jOb is
done_

(2) One r%an's ,21 can bo ta.anc-

ferrcd to othrs

b; Uce

(1) Sh_-C-ar.j0-1:::7

and details.

c; Construction of bleT)rir.tn

d; Intorprotinc octional vira



(1) Sectional e it
to look inside a part

(2) The tybe bf section is deter=
Minc;d by the amoun% of exterior
removed.

c. Other information found on blueprints

Title bitok

Chance block

General not

notes

Identifica',Len and use of E5 in t-ridipMent

a; Drawing board

(1) Use and care

410
(2) Const:!:uction

b. Draing paI:er

(1) Colo

(2) Position on

FaStenir=, on beard

e. renc:ils

(1) Tyser. -and numberinj

(2) Sharpening

(3) Use in line dr,,,4'1-

d; T-Squaro

(1) Constriistion.

(2) Pbs5t :K eh beard

(3) Use Cif' -61-a'16

2



S

(1) 30 600 Triani;lc-90°

(2)
o
Triangle-90°

(3) Per use With T-quare fsr
drawing vertical and slopinL:

lines

f. Protractor

(a) eurpose

(2) Proper use

Scalesg-

ShateS

Types

Graduations

h. CdtpaSS

(I) Pupose

(2) Cons-6ruci.ion

DraWin8. to scale

Ratio Of drawing to object

b; Detail drawings Usually to Sio-n

r- Gcc:,:etric Principles and Constructis-

a. Circle

(1) A line drawn ecuidistant 2r S
the center

(2) Diametcr

(3) Radius

(4) Circumferenoe

(5) Arc

b. Per lines

Par,a1M1 lip

3



d. Angl cs

e= Geometric 'PrinciP]es aro use_.. to

acco7plis.!_variou2 drawing prebl=
rayidly 3 2 ,..eeurately.

6. Sr: tda'd aring lines

a; Object

(1) HeaVy solid line

Re:precept outline of object

b; Hiaden lines

Sher dashes, tediUt

(2) Distinrruish surfaces that
cannot be seen

e; Len_er linos

410
(J) Altern atin g leng_and snort

dashes medium weight

(2) Used to locate the exact
centers of holes; arcs; radii
and cylinders

d. EXtension line

(1) Light weight; unbroken line

(2) Showing limits dimens+-::s

o; Dimensions line

(1) Light_Wtight atroW
on ends

Projection line

(1)

(2)

1,3-tremely light

Project different views

Ts,--zes of drawing,

a. Orthographic

2a211.111 ST..L.:ARY



S

S

b; Perspective

0. Isometric

d. Oblique

c. Orthographic most us,A.

8; Sh0p drawinco and sketches of
4i.:1-cled. assemblies

a. Front, top wa side views

(1) frontview shows _length
height

and

Top view shOWs length and Width

(3) Side view shows height and
width

b Principles of ensioning

(1) Detail

(2) POSitien

(3) Overall

c. Letters and figares

(I) Style of letters

(2) PIac=lent of figares

d. Limits

lerance

9, Sectionalised da:swin,--

a; Pull section

5. Half section

c. Broken-out or pa2ti2i seCtiOn

IO; Crosshatched sections

Purpose



b. Use

O. Types

11. Welding Symbdls

a; Purpose

b Basic tymes

6. LocatiOn of symbol on welding
symbol referenc.e line

1. will .

ll interp.rr.,t dimensions and

mobile filing cabinet d. g.

2: 22 1r7...nt will oenztri.:ct a shop

i.a.n:- of the station joint in SG 2C1

FL.

411
Using shop drawing student will ir.i.erpret
the following with 7 accuxacy;

a. Locate and list the 0.7era21
on the siae view.

AhS. 16"

b; Whattype of aimension is ±»e 22
on the frvnt viewq

Ans. Detail

c. Locate a.T.d list one uositibn
dimenoion on Section BB.

Poss.ible Ano; 5/8" or 3/L"
or 1/4"

E. Locate and llst the scole and -:ate
thio, drawin7

Scale 3/16" - 1" - 3/23/51

6
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2. Each student will ons r with 75% accuracy
questions concerning_,echanical drawing and'
blue print reading Instructor will eht2k fbr
accuracy.

a. What does a center line show?

Ans; Location of holds

b. Define tolerance

Ans. Amount of variation permitted in
size and location.

c. What dimensions does a front view of
an orthographic drawing show?

Ans. True height and length

All letters and figures on AF
drawings are placed in what position?

Ats. Horizontally

3. Itzt=tor will check for accuracy to within
1j 32 in.'of study guide dimensions;

END OF DAY SUMARY(Day 1 6 h-r s )

SUIelARY:

-741)

1. Purpose of a drawinr7

2. Identification and use of a
drawing

3. .itzwing to scale

Geometric principles and
construction

-Standard drawing lines

6; Types of drawings

7. Shop drawing -and ckotches of
welded assemblies

"IP'
8. Sectionalize& drawing.

9. Cross hatched sections



1. Roview: 3ABR53I3I-SG-201

2. Read: 3ABR53131=5G=202

3. Modern-Welding Handbook
Para 18-13, 18-14 and 18-17

(Day 2, 2 hrs) INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S-INSTRUCTION

REMOTIUTION: Need for meshani:ai drawing and blue prints.

REVIEW:

1. Evaluate outside assignment. Critique

missed. items.

2. Ptipose of a drawing

3. Identification and use of drawing

equipment

4. Drawing to scale

5. Ceometric urinciples and
construction

6. Standard drawing lines

-Ty-ties of 3rawin gs

. Shop drawing and sketchewf
welded assemblies

Sectionalized drawing

10. Cross hatched sections

OVERVIEW:

I. Interpret shop drawing, diagrams and

blueprints

2. Welding symbols

8

i.

4

jf
;



BODY

APPLICATION

2, Each student will construct a
shop drawing of the station joint,
in SO 201 Figure 19

EVALUATION:

Instructorwill check for accuracy- to within
1/32 in. of study guide dimensions.

CONCLUSION P.D7ll ,s: 10 Ian .

SUMMARY:

1. Purpose of a drawing

2. Identification and use of drawing ecuipment

3. Drawing to scale

!. Geometric principles and construction

5. Starldard drawing lines

6. Types of drawings

7. Shop drawings and sketches of welded assemblies

8. Sectionalized drawing

9. Cross hatched sections

D. Welding symbols

LSSIGNMENI:.

1. Assignment given at end of day summary;

MMTIVATION:

MOORE:
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.

c. Given oXyacetylene_welding
alby specimens; set up and
cut ; overlap; and excessiveoxidation.for
than 3/4 of the specimen
finish; All shop safety;

be observed. .

the types, and uses of heat and corrosion
accuracy..

equipmenti.and heat and corrosion
and weld lap 4ointsi-free of undercut;
for a total combined distance of no
excludingtho first 1/2 inch -start
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LESSON PLAN Part Gen:ral) CONTIHUATIOH SHEET

CRITERION_ O_BJECTIVES AND TEACII"IG STEPS (Contlnu.d)

. Given oxyacetylene welding equipment, and heat and corrosion resistant ferroUs
alloy specimens; set up and weld tee joints free of undercut; overlap, and
excessive penetration for a total combined distance of no less than 3/4 of the
length_of the specimen, excluding the al-St 1/2 inch Start and the latt 1/2
inch finish. All shop safety, good housekeeping, and fire prevention measures
must be observed. '

Teaching steps are listed in Part II.
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INTRODUCTION Time: 10 min

i. ATTENTION: Talk abot Heat 5: Corroiion Resistant Alloys; Hot SectiOn.t. of Aircraft engines and Chow Hall StainleTS.,

REVIEW: During our last lesson we learned the purpose and use of drawingsand blueprints.

3. OVERVIEW: Upon completiOn Of this lesson you will be able to apply thewelding procedures_and teehniques necessary to make lap; butt and tee jointof heat and corrosion resistant steel.

MOTIVATION: Serious responsibility of welders wnether in field maintenanceor Civil Engineers.

BODY Time: 6 hrs 40 min

PRESENTATION:

I.' Types and uses of stainless. steel

DistinouiSh the uses and types of
stainless steel;

(1) Stainless steel probably most
important metal in high speed
aircraft.

( Heat resistant and maintains
strength at high temperature.

-(b) Corrosion resistance.

(c) Hi9h-tensile strength.

(2) Jet age incrcascd the impor-
tance of S.S.

(3) Tyre', and scs.

(a) T es use mostly in the AF
are 321 or 347.

(5) Type 321 is stabilized by
a certain percentage of -

titanium and in type 347
the stabilizer is columbium.

(c) This type of stainless
steel is used a great
deal in the het section
of an aircraft;

12



Setting up and welding lap joints of A;

a. Welding procedure.

(1) Clean metal edges and
remove burrs.

(2) Fit upper and_lower pieces
tightly together.

SHOW SLIDES

fIUx rods.

(4) Tip one or two sizes smaller
than for same thickness carbon
-Stel (62)

(;) Adjus flame to slightly
c-a.:,::=dzing with 1/16" featnci-;

Tack at one :121h intervals
Ma%t-;ig small as
nc*sibIf.

(7) St.::t at one end and c=plete

(5) Direct flame mostly on
bottom sheet.

(9) Aed filler rod near top edge
of joint, keeping-rod slightly
in advance of pool and allow-
ing:the molten metal flcw into
the pool and feathel- -ff at end
of joint.

(10) Turn work over and weld other
side.

(11) Dc not remove touch:too ouick-
ly at the end of weld or oxi-
dation will take place.

(12) Remove an Flux

(13) Check with instructor.

3. Setting up anC Welding butt jointn S.S

a. WeIdirt procedure.

(1) Clean metal edges and remove burrs:.



(2) Square edge may be used on
metal thickness up to 1/8
inch.

(3) Spacing should not exceed the
metal thickness after tacking.

- (4) Tack approximately one inch
apart along the entire joint.

(5) Add flux to the bottom edges
of the joint, flux rods.

(7)

(8)

(9)

than used on carbon steel.

Welding flame slightly carbur-
izing with 1/16" feather.

Flame directed at 45 degree
angle.

Filler rod 20 degree angle."

. .

(10) Do not remove touch too quickly
at tne end of weld or oxidation
will take place.

(11) Remove all Flux.

(12) Check with Instructor.

APPLICATION: 1. Students will set up
and weIlIap joints of S.S.

.2. Students will set up
and weld Butt joints of
S.S.

EVALUATION: InstructOr will check for
accuracy IAW TO 3LWL=1=5
and. Observance of all shop
safety, good housekeeping
and fire prevention meas-
UXO3

(Day 2; h hrs)

SUMMARY

1. Types and uses
Steel.

Setting up and
joints.

Setting up and
ioints.

END OF DAY SUMMARY:

of Stainless

welding lap

wel ding Butt is



,ASSIGNEMENT.

ILI. Review 3ABR53131-SG-202

2. Complete ATCPT,52-4, A2
TO System.

(Day 3, 3h.ra. ). r INTRODUCTION TO OW DAY'S. INSTRUCTION

1., Evaluate Outside Assignment
Critique Missed Items

2. REMOTIVATION:. Responsibility of
'Welders Performance.

3. REVIEW:

1. Types and uses of Stain-
le: ;s Steel.

2: Setting up and welding
lap joints.

OVERVIEW: Set up and weld-trig. of

S.S. Butt joints;

PRESENTATION \ ; -1303)Y

4. Settirig up and6Welding Tee Joints of S.S.

a Welding procedure.

(1) Clean the metal to be welded,
remove burrs.

) Tack"every

(3) Flux the underside and back
. side of the joint and filler rods.

(4) Ute it Spacers.

(5) Adjust the flame to slightly car-
burizing. with 1 16" feathE.r.

(6) Tack: weld.at 1" intervals.

, .

(7) Weld by the fore hand method di-
, recting most of flame on the bot-

tom sheet

(8) Add rod to upper part of the
joint keeping the rod within the
limits of the flame and AU- owing
molten metal to flow into the pooI.

(9) Feather cff a* the end of the weld.

(10) Remove alI.FIux. 0'5



*AL

Check with Instructor.

APPLICATION: 1. Stulents will set up a A
weld butt joints of 5;S;

2. Student Will set tit and
weld tee joints of S.S.

1-EVALUATION: Instructor_ will chsck.for accuracy
IAW TO 34144-1=5 and observance of
all shop safety; good housekeeping
ana fire prevention measures; .

EVALUATION: Each stua;ht will answer with 75%
_ accuracy questions concerning the

types anTu= es,o-f-S.S.i Instructor--
will check for accuracy:

1 Summary

1. Name one type of S.S. that is
commonly used by the AF.

321 or 347

2. What stabilizer is used in your
answer to the first question?

321 _ 347
Titanium or Columbian

err--

3, Which TO will be consulted to
find Ala t!pes_an.73,2uses_of__var_i_ous

types of S.S.?

TO 1=1A=9-Aerosnace Metals and
usage factors.

4. Which series S.S. is called
Austenitic S.S.?

300 Series A

CONCLUSION Time: 10 min:

I.- Types and uses of Stainless Steel.

2. Setting up and welding lap joints
Of S.S. - ,

3, Setting-up and welding butt
joints of S.S.

Setting up and Welding tee joints
of S.S.

2. Assignment: Given at end of Day Summary.

106
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INTRODUCTION Time: 10 min

Attention:

2. Review: During our last lesson we learned the USAF TO System and use of
indexes;

3. Overview: Upon comptetion of this lesson will 'be able to apply the
techniques and procedures of oxyacetylene cutting-.

-4. Motivation:

BODY

Presentati-on:

1. Factors-pertaining to oxyacetylene
cutting

a. Principles of oxyacetylene
cutting

(1) Oxyacetylenecutting_ is the_

-rapid_oxidation of the metal
a locelized area

(a) The metal is heated to a
bright (cherry) -rod
temperature.

(b) A jet of high: pressure
oxygen is forced aciairist

the hot metal causing a
narrow slot or "Kerf" to
separate the metal:

b. Cutting Torch

(1) Something like welding torch

(2) Has three tubes

(a) Preheating oxygen

. :(b) Preheating acetylene

(c) Cutting oxygen tube

ars

Time: 5 hrs 40 min



0

0

(3) Cutting Tips

(a) -D_iffe-r--46M--we)ding-
Has-as many as 2 to 9
orifices

Four preheating orifices

3 One (1) cutting oxygen
orifice

(k) Baintenanre_o_f_t-.6ttin tips

(a) Accumulation of slag will
Sometimes occur--onrt-i-p--

Remove -slag, fasten torch
in vise using a soft-
material or a wood block
son face of jaws to pre-
vent damage to the torch and
tubes .

Remove the slag by using
a fine emery cloth or
fine file

(ii)

(c)

(d) Select a tip cleaner
two (2) sizes smal.ler than
the tip orifices and clean
by riloving tip cleaner up
and down. (taut-ion) Do not
twist as this may break
the tip cieaner in the
orifice

,c; Safe cutting procedUre;

(1) Never do :any cutting..on :=211" , ...-r.:,
.- -used ---barrels'-tanks; or,

.,'otheec ers'untftthey__ .,
have been- roughly cl:=h64

(2) .Cleaning

(a) .SteiiiishoOd-be-used-if
avaftabl-te, --'7

:(b) Steam or a minimum of
three ':-:(3)

r



(c) Flusing with hot water
for one (i) hour is
permissable but not
recommended

(a) To a safe distance

(b) Or move work to a safe
distance from combustible
material"

(4) Never cut materialin such a
position_that.it_might permit
sparks; hot metal or severed
sections to fall. or gas cylihders-
.hoses; legs.or feet

(5) Care must be taken to prevent
slag_from clogging_cutting__
orifices which willoccur if
torch is held too close to the
work

2 'Cutting carbon steel

a; -Procgdures for cutting carbon steel

(l) Plain carbon steel with a car-
bon content of 9.35% or less
will cut readily without special
precautions other than those
cutting- procedures required: for
cuts of good quality

-(2)-Connect cutting attachment

Open torch oxygen valve fully

Lighttorch; adjust preheat flame
to neutral

(5) Depiess'cutting oxygen fever fully
readjust preheating flames to _neutral
with valve on cutting attachment.

_Release cutting oxygen lever,

(6) Hof0;#e torch 909,to,the work; heat
to fi'ch'e red

(7) Slowly depress the cutting oxygen
lever to its fully open position_



(8) Move as fast as possible without
losing the cut

(9) In case the metal stops separating .

movethe 'torch back re-heat then
continue cutting

b. high Alloy Sttels,

(1) Preheat to approximately 55
0

F.

to prevent the metal from forming
a hard layer along the edge of
cut

c. Beveling carbon steel with a
cutting torch

(I) Torch control more difficult
than square edge cutting

(2) Speed of travel and steadiness
of hand, are important to obtain
a smooth even bevel

(3) A line made with chalk can
be used to indiOtte the top
edge of the bevel

.(4) A-piece Of angle_iron can be
clamped into position to aid
in proper torchanglesand
can be used as a ;est to
insure steadiness

Cutttng of rOunnistock

(1) Rai.S6:8 bUrt.On the stock
,.using a hammer and -a chisel.
This Wi0 help tartthe
,cut'wi_thout prolongedheating.

z(- 2) -After the cut-4S started; the -

torch is raised to the vertical
position for the remainder of
the cut

.(3- ). The preheating_flame is the..
same distance from the sur-

- face as in cutting flat stock
.-

Pipe cutting

INTERIM SUMMARY



0) The simplest cut is the square
picut as in repara-_ion of a biitt

joint

(2) Using:either chalk or a center
punch to make d 1 i n,

the pipe where the cut is to
be made

(3) The cut is started at the top
center of the.pipe and tarried
down to the bottom center line

(4)

(5)

When cut is Ln progress the
torch should be constantly
pointed to the axis of the
pipe

When bottom point has been
reached; raise the torch and
restart at the top to
complete the cut

_ -

f. Flame gouging

(1) Flame gouging is used.for
quick and accurate removal
of a narrow strip of surface
'metal from steeTpletes;
forgings and castings

This differs in flame cutting
in that the cutting action
does not penetrate throuih
the metal

(3) Flame gouging can be used for
removing ....racked welds or
grooving metal that is' cracked

to insure good penetration ithen
it rep'aired by welding

(4) Special curved tips are used
for flame gouging

g. Circular cutting

(1) Flame is used as would be used
on frge hand cigting orthe
,same material

(2) Done with either hand torch or
machine torch

112



(3) Rate of travel is' determined by
the type and thickness of the
metal belag Lut

(4) For cutting with a hand torch
a circular cutting attachment
should be. used

(a) The attachment consists
of a rod with a clai)
attached to the torch head;
An adjustable center point
on the other end may be .

set to the deSired radius

The cutting attachment can
be locally manufactured
with the-aid of the machine
shop_

_ .

Machine cutting

(1) The principlas_of flame cutting
are the torch is manually or
mechafilCally.controlled

(.2) Machine flame cutting
advantages

(a) Better workmanship

() Greater accuracy

(c) tourer cost

Gutting Equipment Maintenance

IVALUATION: Bch student mill :answer with
75t-acctiraCyatues.t4Ons pertaining
to oxyacetylene cuttingoperations;
Instructorc will check fOr accuracy.

1. Define Ker.f

The narrow slot that separates
the. metal

2. How many cutting oxygen orifices
does a utting tip have?

One

INTERIM SUMMARY



3. _Before cutting a barrel; how
.many hours minimum should it
be steam cleaned?

Throe

4. While cuttingi_hotd th:L' torch
approximately how far from the
metal?

'ENE; OF t';AV SUMMARY

SUMMARY

1. Factors pertaining to oxyacetylene cutting

Perform oxyacetylene cutting o;_ Lions

3; Cutting equipment maintenance

ASS I GNJIENT

Review: 3A5R53230-SG-204.
3ABR53230-WS204

'Read; Modern We Handbook Chapter 15

3ASR53230-SG-205
3ASP.53230-MS-205

Complete.: ATCPT 52-1 VOL I Maint. MAngt.
ATCPT 52-1-VOL Maint. manst.

.-INTRODUCTIT1 TO DAY'S INSTRUCTION

1. Remotivation:

Review:

Factors pertaining to
oxyacetylene cutting

2. Cutting carbon.steel

3. Cutting-equipment maintenance



Presentation (Continued)

APPLICATION: Students will perform oxyacetylene
c-utratIons_anr1 'ripprAtrir
maintenance on equipment

EVALUATION: Instructor will assist when necessary
check for accuracy IAW 34144-1-5; and
check for observance of all shop:
safety; good housekeeping and fire
prevention measures

CONCLUSION

.SUMMARY:

1; Factors pertaining to oxyacetylene cutting

2. Cutting carbon -steel

3; Cutting equipment maintenance

ASSIGNMENT:4Given at end of Day Summary

° 115
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- -
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vNTION

INTRODUCTION
Time: 10 Min

REVIEW: During our last lesson we learned the factors and techniques
oxyacetylene cutting.

OVERVIEW: Won completion of today's lesson you will be able to apply
the principles and techniques of silver and lead soldering.

MOTIVATION:

BODY

PRESENTATION:

1. Principles and techniques of
silver soldering

A procuss in which bonding
produced' by heating the base
-metal to a temperature between
1145° and 1650 F and adding a
silver alloy filler metal with a
melting point within this
temperature range

(1) Will, bond most ferrous and
nonferrous metals

(2) Is a free flowing. metal in the
molten state

(3) Melts at a lower temp than the
parentmental

(4) Can be sweated into a tight joint

(5) There are several types of silver
solder with the silver content-._

ranging from_10'to 86% and haVing
a melting point-from 1145° to 1650°F

6) Silver solder is obtained in.radi
strip;Nre andgranulated form

1

Time: 2 hrs 40 min



b. Joints-designed for silver solder

(1) Important factors

(a) Type of metal to be joined

CO Service requirements of joints

(c) Type of joint used

(d) Fit up and results obtained
differ from that of a
fusion weld

(e) Silver solder should not be
used as a filler inbeveled
type joints

(f) These alloys flow freely
into narrow openings

(g) Recommended joint clearance
is .002 to .005 inches

c. Preparation of joints

(1) Cleaning: ,A clean oxide free
surface is very important .to
insure quality and a sound
joint

(a) All grease, oil, dirt and
other oxides should be
removed from base metal
and filler rod to insure
a good bond throughout-
the joint

(b) Fort.ust and heavy oxide,
sand blasting can be used

(c), Grease and oil can be
removed by_trichlorethylene
and trisodium phosphate .

(d) Other cleaning agents Or
machines & grinders, buffers,
emery cloth; vapor degreasers;
files and some acids

(t) remcVed
to insure good bonding

2



(2) It is recommended that the

solderieg. process be performed

as soon as possible after cleaning

d. Fluxes

(1) Fluxes serve a dual_nurpose in
effecting strong uniform
soldering joints end is a must

when silver soldering

(A) React with surface filmsi

clean surfatt to the molten

silver solder

(b) Form protective films_during
the soldering cycle thus_pre-
venting reoxidation at ele7
'i.ratd temperatures required
for soldering

(c) : Assist the silver to flow
freely

2. Silver soldering various types of joints

a; Clean surface or metal

b. Flux surfaces to be joined together

c. Align pieces, overlap a minimum

of 3T

d. Soft neutral to slightly carbur-
ization flame, use outer envelope

of flame

e. Heat joint until flux starts to
melt, apply filler material, con=

tinue heating just long enough
to flow the filler meta' com-
pletely into the joint

f. Keep the torch in motion

g. Remove flux'. Interim Summary

-Principles and techniques of lead

soldering

a; Tile soft solder-process is used

for joining most common metals
with-an alloy that melts at a
temperature below that of the _ _
base metal and always bcloW 800°F

3



b. For its strengthi the soldered
joint depends on the_ penetration
of the solder into_ the pores of
the base metal surface and the
consequent formation of a base
metal spider alloy, together
With the mechaiiical bond
between the parts .

Soft solder tompositions

(1) Composed principally of lead
and tin with or without the
addition of antimony; arsenic,
or bismuth to impart desired
qualities

(2) In ;general, the_ higher the.

lead_content, the higher the
melting .point

(3) High-lead solder for joints
subjected to temperaturesas
high as 400°F

(4) High, tin solder has a lower
melting point, used for joining
Iow-melting point fusable
alloys

d. Fluxes'

(1) Corrosive and non-corrosive

(2). To remove and exclude small
amounts of oxides and other
impurities fron4h.e joint
being.soldered

(a) 'Prevents re- oxidation of
the surface when seated

_____W__Low:ers-surfate-tension

gleaning

(c) Flux is readily displaced
by the solder

a.' Chemical

-b. MeChanical

4 120

Interith suththaty
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5. Lead soldering various types of

joints to instructor

specifications

a. Clean metal

b. Apply flux

c. Tin areas of the base metal
to be joined together

d. Align the joint

_

soft neutral flame,
outer envelope; keep torch in
mot ion

f. Apply solder

g= Lead solder will flow into
space by capillary attraction

h. Remove all traces of flux

i. Observe all shop safety, good
housekeeping and fire pre-
vention measures in perforwanee
of required tasks Interim Summary

AFFLICATION: -Instructor will administer Appraisal Test identifying
principles and techniques of lead and silver seIdering.

EVALUATION: Each student will answer with
75% accuracy; -questions concerning
the principles and techniques of
lead and silver solder: Instructor

will check for-accuraoyi

1. What is the melting point rants
for silver solder?

1145 °F to 1650°F

2. What is 'the recommended silver
solder joint clearance?

.002"tO

3. Wbat type -flame is used for Soft

Soft neutral

a
5

. ,

02



Soft solder always melts below
what temperature?

800°F

END OF DAY SUMMARY

(Day 5, 1 ht)

SUMMARY

1. Prindiples and techniques of
silver soldering

2; Silver soldering various type
of joints

3. Principles and techniques of lead
soldering

4. Cleaning

-5; Lead soldering various types
of joints

ASSIGNMENT:

Review: 3ABR53230-SG-205

Complete: ATCPT 52-1 VOL III Maint. Mangt.
ATCPT 52-1 VOL IV Maint. Mangt.

IL

Read: 3ABR53230-SG-206 and answer questions

INTRODUCTTON TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTION

Day 6, 2 hrs)

1. Evaluate outside. assignment and
critique missed items

2. REMOTIVATION: AF Aircaft, cannon
0 - plugs and other pants

3. REVIEW:

a. Principles and techniques of silver
soldering

b. Silver soldering various types
of joints

,

C. Principles and techniques of
lead soldering



d; Cleaning

Lead soldering Various types
Of joints

. OVERVIEW: Lead and silver soldering various
types of joints,

PRESENTATION.(Continued)

APPLICATION:

EVALUATION:

--(Day 6, 2 hrs)

SUMLARY:,;-

Stiidentt will set up and
solder various joints

Instructor will assist when
necessary; check for accuracy
lAW TO34W4-1-5 and check for
obserVance with all. shop
safety, good housekeeping-
and fire prevention measures

CONCLUSION

1. -Principles and techniques
Of silver sOldritg.

4.

Silver soldering various types
of joints

Princlioles and techniques of
lead soldering

Cleaning.

5; Lead soldering various types
of joints

ASSIGNMENT: .Giveti at end of day summary

REMOTIVATION:

CLOSURE:

7
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Attention:

2. Review: During our last lesson we learned the USAF Inspection and Maintenance
System and use of the Man =hour Reporting and Maintenance Data Collection
System.

3. Overview: Upon completion of lesson, you will be familiar with the
fundamental principles and be able to apply the techniques of brazing steel
and cast iron.

Motivation:

BODY

PRESENTATION

1, MeChaniCal properties produced by
brazing

a. Stronger than a soldered joint

b. Is usecl where mechanical strength
and pressure proof joints are
desiPed

c. It does not affect the heat
treatment of metals as much as
fusion welding

d. Used to join dissimilar Metals

2. Brazing is an adhesion process in
which the-metals being. joined are

. ;heated but not.mel.ted;the brazing
filler metal melts and. flows at temp-
eratures above 80C degrees- F.

Advantages

(1) The fact that brazing is done
without melting _the base metal
greatly simpliffis the repairl

;p

INTRODUCTION Time: 10 min

rocedure.

Time: 6 hrs 40 min

10V



(2) Due to lower temperatures -

required when brazing, expansion
and contraction are less.

(3) Brazing is also the only practt-
cle method of repairing malleable
and white cast iron castings.

(4) Brazed joints are more ductile
than fusion welded joints.

.Brazing rod

a. Nonferrous alloy used as a filler
- material.

b. Composed chiefly of copper,'zinc and
tin.

Melting temperatures rap from
approximately 970°F to 2030 °F..

4.- :Flux

a. Material' used to prevent; dissolve or
facilitate removal of oxides and other
undesirable substances;

b; Keeps both the brazing_ftller metal and
the metals being joined Clean during
the brazing-operatiOn;

c. Powdered and or liquid form. Interim Summary

5u Gray cast iron and Carbon steel

a. Gray cast iron

-(1) .Contains-90-94 pure.iron;

6) Very fluid when molten, solidifies
slowly; ideal for castings or
intricate

_-

design.-

(3) Brazed or fusion welded satisfactorily.

-Carbon steels

(1) All carbon steels braze satisfactorily.

(2) Low

(3) Mediwn.



(.4) High

6. Brazing Gray Cast Iron and Carbon Steel
Butt Joints _

4.Procedures

(1), Clean metal_

(a) Grind or wire brush edges

(b) Remove surface dirt and
grease at least one (1)
inch or each side of joint;

(c) Clean with a grease solvent
dry cleaning solvent, mineral
spirits paint thinner.

(d) Sear edget with an
oxidizing flame

(2) Bevel all joints

(a) Use grinder

(b) Checking grinding wheel
for nicks or crack

. (c) Check rests for distance
from wheel

(d) Round all sharp edges

(3)= Sele6t tip size

(a) *One size la:-ger than
_would be used for fusion
welding steel the same
fhickness .

(4) Select filler rod

(a) According to filler
table)

(b) Select to -rig t composition

(c) Filler rod is composed of
copper, tin and zinc.

(5) Flame adjustment

3



(a) Slightly_oxiditihg. flame
for tinning .

) An oxidizing flame is used
also when_a layer_of'brOnzi
does .the job suffitiently

(c) 'If two or more layers of
bronze are used; flame should
be neutral;

(6) Pre-heat

(a) Pre-heat cast iron

I Approximately 1280F
full red heat

2_ Sma11 parts can be pre-
heated with torch

3 Large parts should be pre-
heated in a furnace

'0:4_12.re-heat'tarboh steel

.1 ApproZimately 1200F
(cherry red)

(7) Flux

(a) Use a liberal amount of flux
when tinning the base metal

(b) After the tinning process is
completed the,flux should be
used sparingly to avoid too
much reduction of the oxide
film covering the molten pool

Applying the filler rod

(a) Central cone is held from
1/8 to 1/4" away from
surface metal

(b) The flame is pointed ahead of -

the deposit at an angle of
about 45°

(c) When base metal is too cold
the bronze will not spread

-(8)



(9) Tinning thebaie metal

(a) Thin lyer of bronze
over' the area to be brazed

(10 ) When base metal is too hot the
bronze will bail up and vapors
will rise from the work. You
are burning the zinc out of the
bronze.

(11) 'Brazing shOuld not be used on
castings:_subject to temp higher

',than 650 °F:

Cooling

.(a) East Iron

Small parts should be cooled
at room temp covered with
asbestos if'possible

2_ Large parts should be cooled
in furnace with all .openings
in furnace sealed. FurnaCe

.should be runup_to-specified

temperature. Place part in
furnace thanturn- furnace off,-
parts; cool as the furnace
cools,

(b). Carbon Steel

1 No particular method of
cooling

(13) Removing Flux

(a) Use chipping hammer

(b) Use wire .brush

(14) Brazing fumes can be highly toxic,
assure adequate ventilation.

(19)Some of cleaning solvents are
in flammable, assure adequate fire
prevention measures.

5

129

II

Interim Summary

interim Summary



APPLICATION

EVALUATION:

SUMMARY

Students will set up and braze
carbon steel butt joints

Instructor will assist when necessary
check for accuracy IAW TO 34W45,
and check for- observance of all shop
safety,:good housekeeping- and fire
prevention measures.

1. Mechanical properti
brazing

Brazing definition,

3. Brazing Rod

4. Flux

5. Gray Cast Iron &

6. Brazing Gn, Cast
Steel But. Joints

ASSIGNMENT:

END 'OF -DAY SUMMARY

es produced by

advantages

Carbon Steel-,

Iron arbon

Review: ATCPT 52-1. VOL I, II, III, V
3ABR53230-SG-208
3ABR53230=WS=208

Read: 3ABR53230-SG-205

Complete: 3ABR53230-44S-209,

Read: Modern Welding liandbook'Paragraph 24-7.

1. Remotivation:

2. Review:

-1.

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTION

Do 100% job on any brazing job

Mechanical properties produced by
brazing _

Brazing definition

30

ill



3. Brazing Rod

4. Flux

5. Gray Cast Iron and Carbon Steel

6; Brazing Gray Cast Iron and Carbon
`Steel Butt Joints

'RESENTATION (Continued)

PPLICATION: Students will set upand braze
butt joints of Gray Cast Iron

'VALUATION: Instructor will_ossist when
necessary; check for accuracy IAW
TO 34W4=1=5;-and check for
observance of all shop safety; good
housekeepkng and fire prevention'
measures;

VALUATION: Each'student will answer with 75%
accuracy questions concerning the
properties produced by brazing
ferrous .castings and ferrous wrought
Products; Instructor will check
for accuracy.

1. Is_brazing stronger than a soldeied

!MARY

joint?

Ans. Yes
4

When is brazing used?

Ans.. When mechanical strength or
pressure.proofjointS are desired;

Does brazing affect the heat treatment
of metals as much as fusion'welding?

Ans, No

Can brazing be used to join--
dissimilar metals?

Ans. Yes

CONCLUSION Time: 10 min

1. Mechanical properties produced by
brazing

7-

37



r
2; Brazing de*inition

3.,_BrazingjIod

I. Flux

5; Gray_Cast Iron-and Carbon
Steel

6, Brazing Gray Cast iron and
Carbon Steel Butt Joints

ASSIGNMENT: Giveni at end of Day Summary

132
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INTRODUCTION Time: 10 min

I. Atteptioh:

!. Review: During our last lesson we learned fundamental principles and

techniques of brazing steel and-cast iron.

3'. Overview: Upop completion Of this lesson you will be familiar with

the furidamental principles and bellible to apply the technique of fusion

welding cast iron..

i. Motivation:

BODY Time: 5 hri 40 min

9

PRESENTATION Discussion, Demonstration,
Performance

1; Mechanical properties and uses of
various types of cast iron.

a. Cast iton in General

(1) Product of Cupola Furnace

(2) Type of cast iron produced
is determined by rate of
cooling-from thg molten state

Composed of iron

Composed of between 2.25 and
4.0% carbon

0

(5) Possesses low tensile strength

(6) Possesses high compression
strength

(7) Used extensively for heavy
,machine parts

b. Whitt Cast Iron is Gray. Cast iron

(1) Cooled rapidly from molten state

1



11 4

(2) Silvery white in appearance

(3) Mechanical properties:

(a) Wear resistance

(b) Hard and brittle

(4) Only method of repair
brazIng

c. Malleable Cast Iron

( 1 ) Produced by'lleating white
Cast iron to about 1650 °F,
holding it at this temperature
for several hours or days and then
cooling it slowly.

(2) Dull gray in appearance and
omewhat lighter in color than

gray cast iron

(3) Mechanical properties:

(a) Can be bent slightly
without breaking

(b) Shock resistance

(c) Best method of repair
is brazing

Gray Cast Iron

(i) Cooled slowly'from molten
state

( 2)

(3)

DUll :Gray appearance

.

Mechanical Properties:

(a) Weight

(b) Rigidity

(4) Only Cast Iron that can be
repaired by fusion welding or
brazing.

Z. Spark Test1W TO 34W4-I-5

2
1 5,



a% Bring Metal in contact with high
speed grinding wheel

(1) Chick characteristics of
complete spark stream carefully.

(2) Spark stream -will vary in one
more of the following; color,
density, shape and length

(3) Positive identificction can be
made by comparing the spark
stream of an unknown metal with
those of a known metal

(4) 'Spark test charts are also
available

(5) White Cast iron

(a) Volume very small

(b) Length 20"

(c) Wor close to wheel red

(d) Color at end of stream
straw

(e). Quanity of spbrts - few

(6) Mailable Cast iron

(a) Volume moderato

(b) Length 30"

(c) Color Close to wheel - rid

(d) Color at end of ttream
straw

(e) Quantity of spurts - many

Gray Cast Iron

(a) Volume small

(b) Length 20"

(c) Color close to wheel - Red

(7)

3



Ad) Color at end of stream -

Straw

- (e)- Quantity of Spurts Many

Chip Test

a. -Distinguishes one type of Cast Iron
from, another

b A narrow-chip is cut from the.part
with .a chisel

c. The ease with which the metal can be
chipped and the.form of the chip gives
'a means of identification

d. TO 34W4-4-5 gives specific identification
of each type cast iron using the chip
test

4. -Fusion welding of gray Cast irim butt
joints

a. Preparing the metal for fusion
welding

) Clean metal-

(a) Sand blast can be used for
removing rust or heavy
coating of oxide

(b) Solvent can be used for
removing rust or heavy
coating of oxide

(2) Bevel metal

(a) If, the metal is heavier
tban 118" cross section,
the edges are_to be
bevetcd

-(b) Cracks or breaks that
. cannot be removed for
lievelin4 can be chipped
out with _a round nose or
diamond point chisel.

out with, a flexible grinder.



(3)

(d) Should acrack start to
extend when heat is app-
lied. stop drill-to
prevent its spreading.

Grind off sharp edges

(a) Use portablegrinder

44) Pre-heat

(a) Dependi_Ontyqd and shape
of-castings as well as
the nature of the break.

(b) Large_ castings such,as
cylinder parts usually
preheat the entire unit
before malting a fusion

(r

(c)

(d)

Small casting local
pre-heai is adequate.

The pre-heat temp for
Iray cast is approximately
1200E.

Flux Rod

Via) Use flux on rod at all
times on fusion welding

) Tack .

(a) Tack should be made .on
each end of the metal and
alto on the center.

ji) Torch techniques

(a) Tip should be one .size
larger than used for
steel the same thickness.

(b) This will help keep from..

blowing moltenMetat ahead
on cold surfaces of the
joint.



(c) CautIonmlust be taken
also to prevent burning
out the bottom of the vee
too rapidly.

(d) The tip of the central
cone is held approx,y8"
to 1/4" away fromithe..'
molten.pool.

(8) Neutral flame

(9) Badchand welding

(10) Stir molten pool with rod

(11) Cool slowly

APPLICATION: Each student will identify various
cast iron Specimens, utilizing
grinders.

EVALUATION: Ottructor will -check for accuracy
lAW TO 34W4-1-9, obServance of all
shop safety good housekeeping and
fire prevention measures;

(Day 9, 5 hrs) END OF DAY SUMMARY

SUMMARY'.
. I

1. 'Mechanical 000eties and uses of
various types'of cast iron
_ .

Spark test.'

Chip test

4. Fusion welding of gray cast iron-
butt joints

ASSIGNMENT:

'ReView":. 3ABR99290-SG-209

Read: 3ABR93290=SG=-210

Start review of notes; study guidOS,
'-'205=iiitimsivefor Block Test

ATCPT on TOs

1.39

Interim Summary



(Day 10; I hi). INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAYS INSTRUCTION

1. Evaluate CTT Assignment and Critique Missed Items.

2. Remotivation: Must avoid over heating, warpage & distortion.

3. Review:

1. Mechanical properties. and uses of
various types of cast. iron

Spark Test

3 Chip Test

Fusion Welding of gray cast iron
,butt joints

PRESENTATION (Continued)

APPLICATION : Eia student will, set. up and
fusion weld gray cast iron
butt joints. .

EVAUATION1. InstructorWill:check for accuracy
IAW TO.34W4-1-5, obserVance of all
:than saketyi-good housekeeping and
fire prevention measures; Instructor
Will assist students when:necessary.

Instructor will adtiniOter Appraisal,-
test. Student will answer with 75%

.atcuracy.questions'doncerning mechanical
properties and uses of various types of
cast iron.

SUMMARY .

. _

CONCLUSION

1. Mechanical properties and uses of
various types of Oast iron

Spark Test

3. -Chip.Test

4: .Fusion welding of
iron butt joints

gray cast

A5IONN=4-=-0-1.3411-atend_Pf_Day_Siimmary

Remotivation:

Closure:

Time: 10 min

140
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sPecimen. All shop safety, good. house-
be observed. .

.. . .. -

`reaching steps arelisted
. . .
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INTRODUCTION

Attention:

Time: 10 min

ReVieW: -During our last lesson we learned the fundaMental principleS.and

proper procedure of welding cast iron;: (Fusion)

/

. Overview: Upon completion of todays lesson you will be.able_to apply :-.he

fundamental principlet of hard Surfacing and be able to.hardSurfaCe

carbon steel;

Motivation:

-=-
BODY

kESENTATION:

Purpose; types_ and mechanical
.properties of hard surfacing

materials.

a; Hard stirfacing isused to
extend the life of a part;
the overlay may contribute

(I) Hardness
. _

(2) Abrasion resistance

(3) Impact resistance

0) Heat resistance.

(5) Corrosion resistance

.Antifriction properties

b.. Met0S which can be "hardfaced"

(1) Most steels- and steel
alloys. may be- hard

surfaced

a-
;

t

Time: 2 hrs 40 min



11:1

...

(2) Some high'vanadium steels
and highspeed tool steels
_cannot be hard surfaced-

Job iLequirements to consider

(1) The.nature and cause. of
,

wear

Metal _.surfacing material

needed to reduce this
wearing condition

The-Orocess-Most-econ-
omical for application Interim Summary

3. To meet the various requirements many
types of hard facing alloy have
developed, for simplification -these
alloys are generally classified into
five broad groups

e. Group.1:

Consist of an iron base and
has less thaq 20% of alloying
elements

(1)

(2) Has greatet wear resistance
than any machine steel

(3) Although not as hard they_
haye_greater toughness and
shock. resistance thane other
.hard-facing alloys

(4) They are useeto-buildup
-badly worn-sections-before
applying a fihal harder
surface with a better grade
Of hard facing alloy

Stoodex.and StoOdit self-
hardening are rods which
fall intothis group

(5)-

b. Group UL:

(1) Iron I;ase having 50 to 80%
Iron and more than 20%
alloying elements

2
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(2) These alloys are used for .

::the final hard wear resis-
ting surface after the
part has been built up with
strength. rod

(3) Stooditef'and haschrome are
types ofrodsused.for this
application'

(4) For metal to metal friction
and severe abrasion (Gears)

.c. Group III:

(1) Consists of nonferrous alloys
of cobalt; chromium and

(2) Silfram and stellite are the
.hardsurfacing reds found in
this class

(3) Toughness and strength

(4) This- material is used exten7
slvely for the valve seats in
internal combustion engines

d. Group IV:

(1) This group of.alloy& consist_
of so called carbide materials
of diamond substitutes 'and
are the hardest and most wear
resistant of all hard facing
materials

(2) Mainly tungsten carbide 90 -,
95%

(3) ,The remainder being cobalti.
nickel and iron or similar
metals

(4). Extreme earth abrasion and
earth cutting operation,.

(5). CObalti iiidkel.Jhd iron give
strength; toughness; heat
resistance and'impact strength
to the tungsten carbide;

.3
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(6) Some of the alloys are almost
pure:tungsten carbide no a11-
oying elements

(7) Alloy of this group is In form
of small casting

(8) They-are. welded on to the
wearing surface by means of
other metals

Use rod barium and cobalt
barium

(9)

e. Group V:

. (I) This group of alloying cons-
ists of crushed tungsten
carbides of.various sizes.

(2) May be fused to strips of
mild steel tubes of various
diameters

(3) May be applied to wearing
surfaces-as welding rod

(4) 'Crushed tungsten carbide are
els° available in loose form
as granular pieces or powder

Can -be sprinkled on wearing
Surface and melted into it

(5)

(6) More expensive but has a
longer life

(7)

(8)

Tube borium and borod are
some of the types in the
group 5 classes .

Rodt used are:borium and
cobalt borium

(3), 'Extreme earth abrasion on
small parts on thin sections

4; Preparation of metal for hard surfacing

a. Must be cleats. of all scale, rust,
-dirt' or other foreign- matter.

Interim Summary



(1) Grinding

(2) MaChining

: (3) Chipping

(4) When these met
available use:

(a) Filing

(b) Wire brush

----(c)Sandbl-astfrtg--

are not

(5) The latter methods are not
recommended due to leaving
small Particles of foreign
matter on the surfice of the
metal which has to be floated
out during the hard-facing

- operation.

- (6) All edges'of grooves, corners,
or recesses-must be nounded
to prevent overheating. a.

b. Pre-heating

(1) Same in hard-facing as in
welding

(a) Steels in the heat treated
condition should be annealed

(b) Quenching in water will
crack the hard facing
layer

(c) Quench in oil if it it
necessary

c. Fluxes: Used when there is more
than,pne layer pf.-alloy necessary.

(1) This helps to remove scale
and oxides formed on the base
metal

(2) This applies to cast iron, a
cast.iron flux may be used



.(3) Flux permits gas, oxides
and slag inclusions to

. come to the surface

(4) This will result in a
hard and solid surface
layer

d. ThitkneeS of deposit

(1) In most cases,- the hard
facing deposits range
from 1/16 to 1/4" in
_thickness _

(a) Depends upon -

specific application

5. Hard'surfacing carbon Steil

a. Select tip two sizes larger -
than'for welding

\\b. Adjust to'carburizing flame

Torch angel 45°, rod angle
\ 45°

Bring metalUp to sweating
temperature approximately
white heat or 2200°F

e. Apply hard surface rod In
similaemanner as brazing :

rod

6.! 'Finishing.and brinding hard surface
-deposit

a. Cheek for cracks in deposit

b. Inspect for insufficient edge
buildup and burneddeposite

c. Grind off approximately 1/2 of
the deposit and inspect for
porosify

Interim Summary
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AFT:ICATION:

EVALUATION:

SUMMARY:

2q
1. Students will set up and hard surface carbon steel.

2. Students will grind and finish hard surfacing deposits.

InStrUttor will assist when necessary, check-accuracy
.IAW TO 34W4=1=5 and !1_ri,-vance of all shop safety,

good housekeeping and fir:- pr2.ention measures.

Instructor will administer 6npraisaI test. Each student

will answer questions with 75% accuracy, identifying the

purpose types and mechanical properties of hard surfacing

materials.

CONCLUSION

1. Purpose, types and mechanical properties of hard surfacing_

Materials.

Job requirements.

3. Types of hard facing alloys.

4. Preparatibn,of metal for hard'surfacing.-

5. hard surfacing carbon steel.

6. Finishing and grinding hard surface deposits.

CTT ASSICNMENT: Read 3ABR53230-SG-301 Metallic Arc Welding and answer

questions.

REMOTIVATION:

CLOSURE:

7
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Metallurgy Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

/3oA
a.

3ABR53230=SG-104

- SHOP AND FLIGHT LINE SAFETY PRACTICES .

, .

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruc-

tion, you will be able to apply safety precautions in the shop,

With radioactive parts and materials, on the flight line; and you

will Wale to utilize health and safety devices.

.INTRODUCTION

Personal safety and fire prevention are especially important in

metals processing because of the types of equipment whichAre_used.

The use of gas welding and arcwelding_equipment involves working

with open flames and exposed electric arcs; In heat-treating there

is danger of injury froM.the,elettricfurnaceor from hot

Blectroplatifig involves the use of acids which can inflict bodily

injury. Weld repair of fuel taakti=if_prOper precautions Are not

observed, can expose the worker to explosive or toxic gases. We will

._...discussISpecific safety and fire precautions relating to the various

items of equiptentAnd metals processing operAtiont-at-Ve=tome-td----

them in the course. In this study guide we mention briefly general

precautions Whith must be observed with regard to shop safety, health

and safety equipment, the flight line, and radioactivity.

INFORMATION

SHOP SAFETY

These general shop safety rules should be stLictly enforced:

1. Keep oily or greasy rags in covered metal containers.

-17
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Study Guides and_Workbooks are training publications atithori'zed by Air Trdining Command (ATC)
Tor student-use in ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) preSents the information you-teed to e-on-inlet° the unit of inAruction or
makes assignments for you to read_ in other publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK ('NB) contains work procedUreS- designed to help achieve the :learning
objectives of the unitof instruction. Knowledge acquired from using the ;Atidy guide will help you perform
the missions of exercises, sOlVe"the problems, or answer questions presented in the workbook.

.

The STUDY. GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG atiri.Wil material under one cover.
The two training_publications may be combined when the WB is not designed for you to write in; or when
both SG and WB are issued for you to keep.

_ .

Training publications -are designed for ATC use only. They are updated as necessary for training
.purposes-; but are NOT to be used on the job as authoritative references in preference to Technical OrderS
or~ other official publications. ,

CONTENTS

UNIT TITLE

101 Orientatitin and Effective Study Technlques 1 through 7

.
102 Metal Processing. Career Ladder. 9 through 11

13 through_ 15
.

104 Shop and Flight Line Safety Practices 17- through 24

Haridtools ;
257 thrbuzh.

Operation and Maintenance of Welding Equipment 43 through 67

Beads and Lap Joints of Carbon Steel 69 through 81

103 Security

'107

108

109

Butt Joints of Carbon Steel
_

Tee" Joints of Carhon Steel

110 Position Welding'

83 through 88

89. through 92

93 through 96



1

MODIFICATIONS
t

of this publication has (have) been deleted in

- adapting: this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation Of a

to.Provide Military; Curriculum Materiafs for Use in Vocational.ModeI System

and TeChnicaI Education." Deleted material.involves extensive use-of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered dappropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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2; Wipe up oil or grease spats from the floor and the work-

bench immediately.

3. Do not weld in the vicinity of flammable materials.

4. Make certain that afire extinguisher is near before you.

begin welding.

5. Do not allow hoses or arc welding leads to clutter the

area and' become stumbling: hazards.

6. Keep all handtools and special tools not in use in their

proper places.

7. Store metals in a stock rack.

8. Keep the shop area clean, well lighted, and well ventilated.

Health and Safety Equipment

-----66-Serve-these health and safety equipment rules:

.1. Do not wear ragged clothing,.or clothing with open

missing buttons, 'or rolled cuffs.,

2. oDo not wear low-cut shoes:

pockets,

3. W ear approvedhelmet
leriSet, gloves, and apron for protec-

tion against infrared and ultra-violet rays when arc-weiding.

- 4. Warn all persons near electric welding ope- rations against

looking at the arc.

5. _Wear the type ofloggles appropriate for the type of welding

goggle-t while you are,using a cutting torch:

6. Wear chipping goggles-to protect against flying hot slag

when you are cleaning welds.

. -

.7. , Mark hot metal. Do not leave hot metal in places where it

will create a hacard.
.

8. Do not-hold hot, welded material with tongs, rags, or with

gloes Which you use for buffing and grinding.

9. .
Cool all.welds prior to buffing; grinding, or inspecting.

10. 'When you-are-electric-welding outsidethe_stationary

booth; nclose 'the arc with a portable screen to protect personnel.

11. .
Spilled: cutting

must be promptly moped up to

avoid the danger of slipping or falling.

18



DRILL PRESS

The following precautions apply to drill presses:

1..' To prevent the-Work from slipping in the hand during

drilling or boringclatip the stock to the table of the machine.

2. If theseock becoMea loose from a clam' or:vise during

dtilling or boring, stop the machine. Never try to stop spinning,

stock by hand.

3. Chubk wrenches must not. be left in the chuck while the

machine is in: operation.

A; -The operator of'i drill_press_shouId not,wear gloves,

ldese:unhatoned cuffs, long flowing ties,' or jewelry.

_5. Never attempt to use a rag to brush shavings, or surplus

oil from stock being drilled; = .

FIRE PREVENTION

Equally-as important as good housekeeping is an efficient fire

preventiOn system. You 'should carry out all safety precautions

that Joe tein--tdthe4revention_offires. You must know what_ta do

when a fire occurs. Many fires are caused by carelessness and by

poor housekeeping. Oily rags are fire hazards. Poor se8rage

practices, especially-of.flammable materials, may cause fires.

Overloaded-electrical outlets and defective circuit breakers are

alsofire hazards. Here are a'few precautions that you should

observe; ydu can add to the list from your own experience.

1. .Do not allow oily rags to accumulate.'

2. Observe the signS'in the, NO SMOKING areas;

3.: Do not allow your clothing to become saturated with fuel

dr oil.' If they do, change your clothing as soon as possible.

;

--4. Do not store gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel,,or any other--

flammable fuels in open containers.

5; Make sure always that the 'static lines are in place and

that the aircraft is gfounded properly before you work on it.

. 6. Do not put cigarettes-or matcheS in a waste basket even

if they appear to be cut.

7. Do not open any oxygen valve near a flame or a lighted

cigarette.

Since fires will occur, no matter how many precautions are

taken, you mustbe ready to fight them quickly and effectively.

YOU.ShOuld know the telephone number of the base fire department,

the location of the fire extinguisheta, and-which_type of extin-

guisher to use for the type of fire you are fighting. 'The

3.9



telephone number of the base fire department is usually posted in
large, letters on posters in the shop, in the barracks, and on
the flight line. As a rule, the base telephone directorY has
this number printed An large letters on the cover page or on
one of the first pages of the book. If alarm boxes are installed
on your base, learn where they are and how, to use them. Locate
the fire extinguisher in your work area, determine what type it
is, and learn how to use it if the need arises.

WELDING AND CUTTING SAFETY

-Because of the potential fire and explosion hazards present
in any welding 'or flame cutting operation, safety rules must he
followed very closely to avoid injury to personnel or.damage to
equipment..

1. No wilding should be done on containers having had combus-
-tible materials in them uritiI the containers have been properly

flushed and steamed.

2. Tanks removed frcm aircraft forflushing and steaming
must be electrically grounded during the oration_

3. Welding on aircraft is to be done only in the case of

emergency and by special permission of an officer:or supervisor
charged with'the responsibility for welding'and flame cutting

operations.

..- When welding is performed outsideof certain designated
safe areas, permission mQt be secured from an officer or super
_visor having jurisdiction and special precautions must be taken

against fires.

5. Hot Metal should be cooled or marked HOT.

6. - closes and arc welding leads should not be allowed tc;;clut-.

ter stairs, :walkways; or laddert-tocreate-a-stuMbling-hazatd

-7., A fire extinguisher must be 'in the immediate vicinity when
'welding is to be done.. One or More fire extinguishers should be
carried at regular equipment on all portable welding apparatus.

_ _ .

8. If welding must be done within -100 feet of tanks containing
.flammable Iiquids onvapors; no one- shall be allowed to work on -the

tank:or-remain closer the-tank than the welder.

Storage and Handling of Cylinders

1. Oxygen and acetylene cylinders should be stored separately

in a cool, well ventilated, fireproof building-.

2. ExplOsion7proof electrical equipment must be used in

cylinder storage rooms.

3,7 No open flames, grinding tools, or spark-emitting devices
should be used within the storage rooms.

20



4. Smoking-or cariyitg matches must not be allowed in the

storage room.

5. Cylindert thould be-stoned in

In storage.

an upright position while
,

6. 'Cilinders mist not be stored near combustible material,

_0

7. Cylinder.vaIves should be closed tightly and protector

-caps should be in place;-

-8,- - Cylinders Should be' used in. the prdei 'received and marked

"MT" when empty.
_ _ _ _

9. Cylinders should be handled with more than-ordinary

caution; ROughlandlin may cause leaks that may result in an

explosion; .

10. Cylinder :valves or plugs are not reparable, Leaking

-cylinders must be removed into -,the openi'away from fire.

lr.: VerVe protection caps should not be used for.lifting cylit-

ders. Cradlet theUld be used for moving cyiinderc with a crane..

12.. Welders must khow the markings for cylinders-;:cording

to the gas contained.

17; ,.
Acetylene gas must not be transferred from one cylinder

Faces-undeT any-circumstances.

14, NeSther acetylene nor oxygen are used to test for liakt

in any container.

15. 'Oil and ;oxygen under pressure may form a self7expIosive

mixture; therefore; no 6.11,4gaset, or lubricant of- any kind should

be used onoxygem cylinders or regUlate: connections.

.

Cylinders shmld not b( used as rollers or fot the support

of materials.

17, If cylinder valves mut: be thawed out, only steam or hot

water may be used.

FLIGHT LINE SAFETY

Observe the folloWing flight line safet-v precautions: ,

1. Whenr2var possible, remove units from the aircraft and

meld repair thc.m fr fhe shop.

2. Weld or aircraft only in case of emergency and then only

by special permission of the supervisor in charge of the aircraft.

3; When welding Must be performed anywhere on the flight line

outside of desighated safe areas, secure permission from the officer

in chargé of-the area.
21



.
5.

:o welding

6.

fielding:

Remove all flammable Materialsfrom the area prior to

Insure that suitable fire extinguishers are in place prior

Insure that explosive hazards do-not exist prior to

7. If a'fire hiZard exists after all precautionary measures

rave been taken, the fire warden will decide whether welding will

)e performed.

RADIOACTIVITY

Radioacivity iS'hot normally a health hazard in metals

)rocessing, especially since nondestructive inspection has become_

Lseparate Air Force sPecialty. YOU may never.be required to work

iearradioattiveor radioactive-contaminated_ materials;however,

radiation is_Such a serious health hazard, that elaborate precau-

:ions.are taken in the Air Force to guard against even accidental

exposure. cannot see radioactivity; and several_hoUts may

elapse after exposure before you feel any effects; therefore, you

mustbe,able to instantly recognize radiation warnings.

There are three types of radiation: alphai-beta, and gamma:

e

A:

singl particle of raditiactiVe_taterialmay emit all three. types of

radiation; Alpha and beta radiation Rave very little penetrating

power. Alpha radiation penetrates onlya few inches Of air and

beta radiationyenetrates'OnlY a .few -feet of air; External contact

is. not harmful: Alpha radiatiOn is harmful only if you breathe, eat,

or drink contaminated particles, or if they come'it contact with a

broken -skin surface; Exposure to beta radiation is more hazardous

than AlPha.radiatiOn-because of its greater penetrating power., You

can protect_againSt_it _by wearing a respirator and protective

clothing. Gamma radiation penetrates many hundreds of feet of. air;.

there is no barrier which can completely stop its penetratiOn.

External contact is ekttetely_hazardous and can result in celldaMage

either externaIly-Or internally. The primary purpose of the various

AFTO Form 9 warning signs is to guard against gamma radiation ;.

All radiation signs display the'diStinctie'magetta insignia

against a yellow background with black block type as shown -in

figure 1. The Warhing_Sigfts_are designed to attract immediate

attention; Each sign iS.deSigned for a specific purpose, and the

exact size for most -of them is specified by technical order. The

AFTO 9 series forms are'listed

1. AFTO For Radiation Area Varning Placard (8 1/2 x 11

inches). These placards are posted in conspicuous places and

indicate that the radiation intensity in the area exceeds a safe

level.

22 157
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2, AFTO Form 9A, figure L, Radiation Warning Tag (3 1/2 x 6 1/4
inches) This tag identifies radieactive parts; equipment; or
material. It is attached to each item.

3; AFTO Form 9);',Radiation.Warning Label. This is a flexible

but durable gummed label; A sufficient number of labels are
attached to-insure that one is visible from any direction of
approach.

.

4. _AFTO Form 9C, Radioactive Material Warning Placard (8.1/2 x
11 inches);' This placard identifies an area in whiCh radioactive
materials are stored.

5; AFTO Form 9D; Ingestion 'Hazard Placard (8 1/2 x 11 inches):.

.
This placarVwarns againsteating; drinking; or smoking in -the
area and is displayed as directed bythe base medical serl;rice.

6; AFTO Form 9E.; High Radiation Warning Placard (18 x 24

inches). This placard identifies an area in,which the radiation .

intensity-exceeds'I00 mr /hr.

7. -AFTO Form 9F,:AirborneRadioactivity Warning Placard. The
use of thiS placard, is directed by the base mecLcal service when
radioactivity is present.

-ardloaCtiva-contemlnated

materials; metals processing people; and In particular:the shopfore-
-man; should-become familiar with theji0r110 technical order series.
This series provides useful information' about safety precauti6ng,
decontamination'proceddtes, and radioactive waste disposal. For
more details-about marking and identification of- radioactive and
radioactive contaminated,taterIals; consult PTO 00-110N-3; Requisition,
HandIingiStoring; and Identificationof Radioactive and
Radioactively Contaminated Material;

(fib
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CAUTION

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

0
CkUTION.

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL -

-nu 0711ER' SIDE)
accAuvoNs

01131CRITION

LOCATION AND/01,1 DESTINATION

-ACTOR*. TAM TO- 14 EDICAL ESIVICE _

WHEN NOT REQUIRED AT TH-ISLOCATION

RZHARK

CHECK DATE

RETURN
MEDICAL Lava.tc II sarpArny

DESCaIPTION

LOCATION AND/OK DESTINATION

DATE iY

0A.- EviOssE -COMO 040 r__rut.
AFTO Jut. In 9A ORM 1.14Y SE USED.

Figure 1. Radiati'on Tag.
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matallutity BranCh
Chanute AFB, Illinois

HANDTOOLS

OBJECTIVES'

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction;
you will be able to select, properly use, and care for handtools;-store
shop eqdipment and materials.

.3ABR53230-SG-16

INTRODUCTION

'EaEh tool and measuring device is designed to do a specific job
in a specific way. Although some of them can be used for more than
one pUrpose, yoU tait'do- a better job by using them for their
intended purpose., By learning to properly use them, you can_improve
the quality of your work.

INFORMATION'

HANDTOOLS

The process of laying out bench metal work projects and the
subsequent shaping, forming or manufacturing of these projects
require a good knowledge of the tools which are used to do the

job. We will explain these tools in more detail so taT you may
acquire some of the techniques and tricks-of-the-trade that other=---
wise might escape you and prevent you from developing skill in
their use. .

SOLID FRAME

-ADJUSTABLE FRAME

Figure 2. Hacksaws.

HACKSAW

Frame

A hacksaw is used to cut -metal much_ as a carpenter's saw is
used to cut wood. Common hand hacksaws have either adjustable

25
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frames'or solid frames as_shown in figure 2. hacksaw- blades of

various types' are inserted in the frame for,different kinds of work.

An adjustable frame can be adjusted to hold blades from 8 to 16

inches lOng: _A solid frame, although more rigid, takes_only the

length of blade for which it is .,nice.
Thislength is the distance

between the two pins-which hold the blades, in place. All hacksaw

frames hold the blade-8 either parallel or at right angles tothe

frame and are provided with screws for pulling them taut.

Blades

HacksaW blades are made of high=grade_toolsteel, hardened

and tempered. There -are two types:' the all -hard and the flexible.

All hard bladea are hardened throughout, while only _the teeth Of_

'the flexible bladeS are hardened. All blades arefrom 7/16 to 9/16

inch wide; with 14 to 32 teeth per inch, and are 8 to i6. inches:iong.

Each bladehas a bole at each end which hooks to pins on. the frame.

The teeth of all hacksaw blades -are set to provide clearance

for the blade. _TMthree different kinds -of set' are alternate,

taker, UnlUlated- as shown in figure 3.
Alternate set means

that alternate teeth are'bent slightly sidewise inopposite diret=

OTIS; On a raker Se_blade, every third, tooth remains straight,

and the other two are set a .
__ndulated set blade,

short sections of teeth are'bett in opposite directions A blade

bhOuld have just enough set to- produce a free;
smooth, rapid cut,

Which makers 2 kerf,slighily wider_ than the blade itselfi'and removes

no more stock than necessary.

ALTERNATE SET

rE:Cjr-ipc-tz2F--1175-Ex:cr---4=24:7--RAKER SET

UNDULATED SET

Set of riacksaz) Blade: Teeth.

_
Selecting thebest hacksaW.blade for a specific job is:a gues-

tibn of using either an all -hard or flexible blade with a.pitch test

suited to the7work at;hand. Several factors should be considered

in blade sele6tion.
.

1. An all hard blade is best _fOr savihgbrassi;tool steel,

cast iron,.raiis, and other stock of_heaVy.CrosSsection.

2. At general; a flexible blade is4;0d for sawing hollOW

Shapes and tetalsof light cross section, such'as channel'iron, tubing,

tin; copper, aluminum, or.babbit.

26,
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CORRECT

-14 TEETH PER INCH

__PLENTY _OF__
CHIP CLEARANCE

FOR HILO MATERIAL
LARGE SECTIONS

INCORRECT

NOCHIP_CLEARANCE
TEETH CLOGGED

PLENTY OF
CHIP CLEARANCE

FOR TOOL. AND_
NON CARSON STEEL

-24 TEETH PER INCH

NO _CHIP CLEARANCE

TEETH CLOGGED

FOR MOLE IRON, IIRKA
COPPER, IRON ,PIPE, ETC,

TWO OR MORE

TEETH ON SECTION.

'32 TEETH PER INCH

TWO OR MORE

TEET11-041. SECTION

STRADDLE WORK

STRIPPING TEETH

FOR CONDUIT, THIS

TUBING, SHEET METAle

STRADDLE

_ -STRIPPING Tr rr,

Figure 4. Correct Pitch of Hacksaw ndes.

3. Figure 4 illustrates the principles invol,.7ed in selecting
Idades with the most suitable pitch for most jobs.

a. Use a blade with 14 teeth per inch on machine steel,
cold-rolled steel, or structural steel. This course pitch makes
the saw free and fast cutting.

b. Use a blade with 18 teeth per inch on solid stock,
aluminum, babbit, tool steel, high-speed-steel, or cast iron. This

pitch is recommended for general use.

C. Use a blade with 24 teeth per inch on tubing tin

brass.; copper, Channel iron, and sheet metal over'18 gage. If' a_

courser-pitch is used; thin stock tends to strip the teeth out of
the blades; Two or more teeth should be in contact with the work, as
shown in figure 4;

_d. Use a blade with 32 teeth -per inch on thin-walled
tubing and conduit, and on sheet metal thinner than 18 gage.
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MOW WRONG

Figure S. Starting Hacksaw Cuts.

Figure 6. &eking CUi Deeper Than _lame.

After selecting the correct blade and insuring that'it is

stretched tightly in the frame, mark the stock at the point to be

cut with a,SCriber, soapstone, or petcil. special accuracy_is-

required, nick the WOrkwith'a file and start the 'saw in -the nick.

Be certain that th6;t46tk ia_gripped ttOtly in a-vise,. with thelifte

to be cit as close to the vise jaws -as possible.. To cut angle -iron

tivany oddshaped work, expose as. much Of the surface as pdssible

so that a corner may becut- radUally and the maximum number of teeth

engaged throughoUt the cut. It is best -to start cutting on the

Widest surface of the'work. Figure 5 Shows_the right and wrong methods

of starting hacksaw cuts. The hacksAW shoUld be held vertically and

moved forward ;Aeh.a light steady stroke. At -the end of the

stroke, relieVe-the pressure and draw the blade straight bacK; After':

the first few strokes, make each stroke as long as possible without

striking.the.SAU frameagainst.the work. Do not beardown on the

saw,ontbe return Stroke. Keep thsaw inthe same plane, through

th0 cut, otherwise the blademay be cramped7andbroken; To make a

,cut deeper than .the frame, turn -the blade sidewise,, as shown -in

figurd 6., The Midst effective cutting speed is frtuC50 to 60 strokes

per minute. When -the work is'nearly'cut through; relieve_the_Pressure

on the saw slightly to prevent .the teethe'erom;catching. SpeCial care

is needed-toward the end_of-a cut through thin material. To cut

very thin stock, it is AdVitable to ClaiP the work between two pieces

of wood or soft metal and saw- through all_three,pieces; 'This prevents

chattering and possible damage to the work.

The chief dah-W in using hacksaws is injury to the hatd when a

blade breaks. The blade may break'if you bear down too hard on the

tutor do not push the saw in a_straight.line; If the work is not

tight-in the-vise, it can SOMetiMes slip, twisting -the blade enough

to break
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TANG LENGTH
EDG--- E'

FACE

- TIP

Figure 7. File Nanen-clature.

FILES

A_file is a.hardened high-carbon steel tool for,cutting,retoving,

smObthing4;or_polishing metal; The cutting. teeth are made by diagonal

rowS of chisel cuts along the face of the file; as shown in figure 7.

_SINGLELCUT

COARSE BASTARD SECOND;CUT

Figure 8. File

Files are classified by name,- grade, and cut; The cut may be

either single or double, as shown in figure_8..The_graderefers to
the distance between parallel cuts and may be listed it the order of

coarseness as float, corasei bastard, second cut, smooth, or dead

smooth, as shoWn in.figure 8.

Files are made in various shapes and range in length from 3 to .

24_11.i:hes. Figure 9 shows a cross sectional view of the various

file shares.

=Me el Ara&
PILL IrLAT SQUARE ROUND kW MOUND

mummo 4iow
1011TC CZOIC 3-201.1An CROSSING CEINOWT

Figure 9. Shapes of FiUo
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Mill file

The mill file ii a-single Ciitfile tapering in thickness and width

for one third of its IengtiG It it.USEfUl_for fine work. This. file

is aVailable with either square or round edges or with a safe 'edge

Nhich is"TsMboth and has no cuttiniteeth.;

Flat File

. _
This 'is a double cut- file tapering in thickneSS and width; it is

_
used Mainly as a fast cutting tool.-

Round File

The roundfile_iSUsuaIly tapered and has a- single cut. It may

be double cut in larger sizes. It is also known as a rat-tail file.

Parallel or untapered round files are alto available. The main use

of this type of file is to enlarge circular openings or concave

surfacei.

Hand File

This: As a single cut file,-similar in shape to a flat file with

parallel sides and a slight taper in thicknett.- It has square edges,

one of which,has a safe edge.

*elf Round,File

This is a double -cut file, tapering in thickness and_width,

With one flatside:and one oval side- This file is used for remoiing

StOCkTapitil.and for filing'concave surface's.

.Selecting the Correct File

-

1. 'Fiir heavy, rough :cutting, use a large,'coarse, double -cur

file.

2.. For finishing cuts, use a second-cut or smooth, single.-

cut file.

3. Fbr filing cast iron, start with a bastard cut and finish

with a second-cut file.

For filing soft steel. .tart with a second-cut, and finiSh

a smooth ,

Figure 10. Float.;;Cut File.



5. For filing hard steel, start with a smooth -cut, and-finis
With a dead smooth file.

_

6. For filing aluminum; lead, or babbit-metal, use
file; as shown in figure 10.

float cut

7. For small work,:use a short file; for a medium.sized work,
use an 8 or 10 inch file; for large work,use a file as large as

. you can conveniently Control;

Figure 11. Correct Way tc dad File.

Using a File

The correct way tohold a file is wit!` the handle against the'
palm of_the right hand, thumb on top, and the end of the file in the
left hand with the fingers curled under it, as shown in figure 11.

In filing, lean forward with the weight evenly distributed on both

feet. The file must be held straight or the surface of the work

becomes uneven. Too much speed may ruin the file and-the work, so
do not take thorc than 3'0 -to 40 strokes per minute. Apply pressure

on the forward stroke only. Lift the,fiIe from the work on the re-
turn stroke toprevent it from becoming dulled by the scraping

action. Apply only enough pressure td, make the file cut evenly. On

-aft metals; such as aluminum or lead,\presstre on the return stroke
alps to keep the cuts in the file clean of metal. When roun-

,re filed, best results are obtained by working as shown in 12.

This is a rocking motion.

It is bad practice to bear down hard\on a new file: When the

file is new, the -teeth are very fine and cannot stand much prPssure.
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Figure 12. Filing Found Sur aces.

Hold the work firMly in'a vise, with the surface to be filed pro-
jecting slightly above the vise-jaws, and parallel with them, as
shown in figure 11. If the work is not firm in the vise, the file
may chatter and damage the teeth;

Figure 13. Draw-Filing.

To produce a very smooth surface,-work sometimes draw filed.

In draw_filing, move the file sidewise along the work, as shown in

figure 13. A single-cut smooth file should be used. Pressure is

heaviest on the stroke toward the body and very light on -the return

stroke. For a finished smooth surface, wrap a piece of fine emery

cloth around the file and proceed as in draw filing.

A file shOuld never be used without a handle, since the tang may

jab into your hand. Be certain that the handle is held firmly on

the tang of the file. Small files, such as needle and ignition

files, have integral handle-S.

File Care

FYNNING...In the filing of soft metals, narrow surfaces, or

corhers, small particles of metal are likely to clog the teeth of

the file.andScratch the material being filed. This is called pinn

Pinning is usually the result of putting tho much pressure -on
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the file, especially when it is a new one. To avoid pinning, be

certain that the file is broken in before taking heavy cuts. Rubbing

chalk on a file before using it helps to prevent pinning.

BREAKING I.N. A new file should be broken in by using it first

on brass, bronze, or smooth cast iron. A new file should not be

broken in on a narrow Surface such as sheet iron, because the nar-

row edge is likely to break off the sharp points of the teeth. A

new file should never be used to remove the fins or the scale on

cast iron. Most of the damage to new files is caused by using too
much pressure during the first few strokes.

A file should never:be used on material harder-than itself or

On sandy -or scaly_castings. One stroke across such a sand or

scale -makes the file useless; To prevent scratching filing.

wrought iron, steel, or hard fiber; apply a little oil to the surface

of the file to-lubricate.the chip

Figure 14. CZeaning a FiZe.

CLEANING. If a file is pinning or not cutting properly, it
should be cleaned with a file card, pick, and brush,as shown in

figure 14. The pick is a small pointed wire instrument often
furnished with a file card for cleaning out individual cuts in the

file clogged too tightly with metal-to clean with a file card. To

clean a file, lay it flat on the bench -and draw the file card and
brush back and forth across it parallel with the cuts.

HANDLING. Like any cutting tool, a file is easily dulled by

rough or improper handling; Files should not be thrown into a
'drawer or -box where they can rub against each other or against

other toolS. It is best to store them in separate holders, such as
clips, straps, or holes cut in2a wooden block. Too rapid - strokes

or failure to lift the file off the work on the return stroke quickly
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spoils its cutting efficiency. For best results and long file life,

use the file card and brush often.

Wety Precautions

1. Nc 2r use a file without a firmly attached handle, parti-

cularly in filing work rotating on a lathe.

2. Do not salvage a small rat=tailed file for the purpose of

using it as a prick punch.

3. Never use a file as a pry. It may break and throw off

tiny bits of steel which may fly into your eyes.

4. Never use a file as a hammer, as this not only damages

the file but mny throw steel particles intoyour eyes;

jiONTCi tFLAT"

ROUNDED
CAP-F !ROUND- 'DIAMOND

"NosE. POINT

Figure 15;_ COmmonlyified Cold Chisels
Correct 4a Sher:pened.

CHISELS

Cold chiSelS are tools used for chipping or cutting cold metal

by hand prior to filing. They are made of a-good grade of tool

steel, hardened at the point, and sharpened to a cutting edge at

one end. They are classified' according to the shape'of the point,

the most common shapes being flat, cape, roundnose, and diamond-

point, figure 15.

BeSt results can be obtained if the type of cold chisel is

selected for the pareicula r uo rk to be done.

1. Use A.flat chisel for cutting sheet metal or for chipping

flat surfaces.

2. Use a cape chisel for cutting grooveS, slots, or keyways,

or for chipping flat surfaces when a flat chisel would be too wide.

3. Use a roundnose chisel for cutting round (concave) grooves

and for drawing back drills which have "run out."

.4.. Use a diamond-pOint chiSel for cutting V-shaped grooves;
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Figure le. Correct Use of Cold Chisel.

Using Cold Chisels

As a rule; the cold chisel: is used for cutting wire az small

-round stock or for cutting sheet metal or plate._ Figure 16 shows

the correet_Vayto
hold the hammer and chisel and the bet position

for the work. The cutting edge of the chisel should be placed at

the point where the cut is
desired, at the angle which will cause

it to follow the desired finished surfecd, After eaCh.blow of the

hAMMer, set the chisel to the correct position for the next cut;

The depth of the cut depends on the angle at which the chisel is

held in relation to the work. The sharper this angle, the deeper

the cUt. It is best_to_watch the edge, and not the head Of_the

chisel. Sharp, quick blowsaLould be struck; taking care that the

hammer dOeS not slip off thsel and injure your hand;

To cut wire or round Stock; the following procedure should be

Used:

1. Hark the point at which the cut is to be made with chalk

or colored pencil.

2. Place the work on the chipping block of an anvil or on

any soft metal support.

3. Hold the chisel with the cutting edge on'the chalk or

pencil -nark and the body of the chisel in a vertical position.

4. Strike the chisel a light blow with the haimer, and examine

the chisel mark on the work to make certain the cut is at the desired

point.

5. Drive the chisel into the work with vigorous blows. The

last stroke or two should be made lightly to Avoid unnecessary damage

to the supporting surface.
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6. Heavier.work can be cut in much the same way except that

the_COt is made about halfway through the stock from one side, the

work turned over, and the cut finished from the opposite side.

Figure 17. Cutting Sheet MetaZ With
Cal Chisel.

Cutting sheet or plate metal with a cold chisel should be

avoided AS much as possible since stretching of the metal invariably

results. However, when there is no alternative, the best procedure

is as foilows:

1. Draw a straight line on the work with a scriber where the

cut is to be made.

2. Grip the work firmly in a vise with the scribed line even

with or just below the tip of the vise jaws, with the waste metal

extending above the jaws, as shown in figure 17. .

3. Use a sharp chisel and start at the edge of the work and
cut along the scribed line, using the jaws of. th2 vise as a base

for securing a shearing action. _Hold the chisel firmly against the

work and strike it vigorously. Be sure to keep the cutting edge of
the chisel flat against the vise jaws, as shown in figure 17.

To chip steel, it is advisable to lubricate the chisel point

with a light machine oll. This makes the chisel easier to drive
and causes it to cut faster than it would if it were dry. To chip

cast_ iron, chip from the edges of the work toward the center to
avoid breaking off the corners.

care of Cold Chisels

SHARPENING. Chisels; like all cutting tools, must be sharp to

give satisfactory service. The cutting angle should-be about 60
degrees and the edge slightly rounded, as shown in figure 15. Shar-

pening is usually done on an ordinary coarse grinding wheel. The

chisel should not be pressed too hard against the wheel, or enough_
heat may be generated to:remove some of the hardness from the steel.
If the cutting angle is ground too small, the chisel is not safe to
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MOLE AT GUTTONTEOGL- TOO SMALL FOR
IIICIVERAL USE

CANUMWMALECIAMMODU

POOST_NOSPIOED FKAI erominip
AFTER IT BECAME DULL

DULL AMO INCORRECTLY socuervoco

Figure 18. Results of Correct and

Incorrect Sharpeninq.

use. If the_angle_it Muth over 60 degrees; the tool cannot cut

properly. Figura 18 shOws the resdlte of correct and incorrect

sharpening.

MSBROOY BEAD. The blows of.the hammer eventually cause the
blunt end of the chisel to spread out until'it resembles a mushroom.

When this happens, the end should be ground back to its original

shape. It is dangerous to use a chisel with a mushroom head
because pieces may fly off and, cause injury.

Safety Precautions

The following precautions should be- followed in using -cold
chisels; both for the worker's safety and to prevent damaging

either the tool or the work.

1. A chipping guard al-mold be placed in front of the work to

guard against flying metal Chips.

2. Always wear goggles.

3. Keep the hammer and the blunt end of the chitel free from

grease or oil to preventthe hammer from slipping and bruising your

hand.

4. If the fork is held in a vise; the jaws should have guards
madd_of soft metal, such as copper orbress; to protect the finish

of the work. Pdt a block under the work so that it cannot slip out

of the vise. Always chip toward -the solid jaw of the vise; If

possible, avoid chipping parallel with the jays

RULES

Rules used by the welder are graduated measuring instruments
usually tadi of metal. Ordinarily; the edges of a 12 -inch rule are

graduated it 8ths and l6ths on one side and ip 32nds and 64ths on

the other. Figure 19 shows the edges of a rule;
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64,21

Figure 19. Four Edges of a 12" RUie.

If.you can locate the Labe] ed fractional values in 8thsi 16ths,

32nds, and 64ths, locating odd fractional values such as 51/64, is

relatively simple. You firSt locate the nearest labelled fractional

value on the 64'' Pn, which in this case -is 48/64 inch and then

count off tLre minor graduations, 48/64 plus 3/64 equal 51/64

as shown in figure 1'9

641}6

16 24 32 40 48 56

1 1 i!! ill 1

64 64

Figure 20; Locating Odd Fractional
Values on 64th Scale.

Locating odd fractional values in 16ths and 32ndsi as shown in

figure 21; are done in the same manner as locating'64ths; In some

cases it is easier to subtract minor_ graduations; especially when it

-is -nearer to one of the Larger labelled values.
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Figure 21. Locating of Odd Fractional Values on

MEASURING A RECTANGULAR. PIECE

MEASURING ROUND STOCK

---

MEASURNG\,:.1:,-
A SLOT %.:

6 24

412' \-iit

32nd Scale.

MEASURING A DIAMETER

MEASURING- THE DIAMETER OF A HOLE

Figure 22. Application of a Steel Rule.
. I

Figure 22 shows some of the applications of the steel rule. The

rule should be cared for by wiping it with light machiie oil and

carefully storing the rule in a separate compartment of t'le tool .box

to protect it from rust, scratches, and other damage.

pf.911111MMENW-

Figure 23. Scriber.

LAYOUT TOOLS

Scriber

Figure 23 shows a scriber which is used for marking lines oh

metal. It is_generally used with astraightedge rule. Centers

of holes can be located with it by drawing two intersecting lines

according to specified dimensions and marking the intersection with

a center punch. The bent enc is used for marking the inside of
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Figure 24; Combination Set and Squares;

cylindrical objects or partially closed recesses.- Keep the scriber

tharp,, and in scribing lines, hold it firmly to the edge of the

straight edge using only enough pressure to leave a clear mark

With one stroke;

Squares

Squares are used for measuring and checking angles. .Figure 24

shows the commonly used types. The solid square is convenient for

checking right angles only. The carpenter's steel square is quite

often-used by the welder for layout jobs on large metal surfaces.

Combination Set

The combination set is used for shop layout work. You should

become familiar with its numerous .aPPlicatiors The illustration

of the combination set in figure 24 shows it equipped with a pro-

tractor head, square head, and centering head. Be certain that

the blade and accessories of the combination set are kept clean.

Apply small amounts of oil tb the blade occasionally to prevent

rusting. Figure.25 shows -a number of applications of the square

and center head. Figure 26 Shows a common application of the protrac-

tor head _tri checking the angle of cut on a scarf tubular splice.

Figure 27-shows a center punch which is used for marking the

center of holet and radii for laying out work and for making a

conical depression_ in metal for starting twist drills. The size,

of the center punch it determined by the diameter of the base of'the

cone forming the point. The size of a center Punch to use for any

particular job is determined by the size of the drill to be used

And-also the pu:pose for which the center ma-k is made.
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CHECKING THE POSITION OF A HOLE

"-,---z------'CHECKING RECTANGULAR WORK
FOR SQUARENESS

ti

USING THE SET AS A MARKING GAGE

MEASURING THE
DEPTH -OF A
RECESS

CHECKING A 45° ANGLE

MEASURING A ODD
SHAPED _PJECF CHECKING A RLGHT ANGLE

figure 2b. Applications of the Square Head and Center Head.

Figure 26. Application of the
Fotractor\Head.

CENTER P -UNCH
SIZE

Figure 27. Center Pundh.

The included angle of the point of the center punch should be
120° to allow the 118° included angle of a standard ground drill
to seat well into the bottom of the conical depression, as shown
in figure 27. as sometimes happens, the first location is
slightly off center, a correction can be made by tilting the punch
and driving the point in the direction desired. When the error
has been corrected,the punch should be brought to a vertical posh
tion and given a sharp rap to insure a perfect new location for the
drill point.
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Figure 28. Dividers.

Dividers

Dividers are used foi measuring distances between points, for

transferring distances directly from a rule, or for scribing circles.

Figure 28 shows a pair of dividers. Keep the points of the dividers

Sharp, and use only enough pressure on them to.trae a clear mark

on the work.

1
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Metallurgy Branch 3ABR53230-SG-106

Chanute AFB, Illinois

OPERATION AND.MAINTENANCE OF WELDING. EQUIPMENT

-OBJECTIVES

After completing this_study guide and yourClastroominstruction
you will be able .to asseMbleand_operate oxyacetylene equipment,
test apparatus for gas leaks; adjust torch for proper-welding flames,

'disassemble welding apparatus; and. perform operator maintenance on

welding and cutting equipment.

INTRODUCTION

AS a welder, you must-bejamiliar with the correct procedure
for the setup and operation of both stationary and portable
oxyacetylene welding equipment. Air force shops make extensive use

of portable welding equipment. In shops which have stationary
equipment, the portable outfit is used for work which cannot be

done in the shop. Basically; the equipment used for each, is the
Same except that the_gases are pipedto_the welding_ station in a

stationary setup. The portable outfit is operatea'directly from
cylinders of .gases which are mounted on a cart or truck. Double
stage (two gage) regulators must also be used on portable outfits.
The welding outfit is your most important tool as a welder. You
must be familiar with the proper care-of the:outfit and be able to

maintain each unit of-the welding setup;

INFORMATION-%
,

OPERATION AND ASSEMBLY OF OXYACETYLENE WELDING EQUIPMENT

An oxyacetylene welding outfit_ operates on oxygen and acetylene.
The equipment consists of oxygen and acetylene regUlators, two
lengths c.,f hose with fittings; and a welding torch together with
a cutting attachment or a separate cutting torch. In addition;
suitable goggles are required for eye protection, a spark igniter
to light the torch,- gloves to protect the hands; and wrenches for
the various connections on the cylinders, regulators, and the

torches..

The use of oxyacetylene welding equipment involves hazards
which are specific to such'equipment and others that relate'to
heating -in general. The oxyacetylene flame and the sparks produced
in welding and cutting can ignite combustible materials and can
cause damaging fires. The precautions commonly observed to prevent
fire in handling blow torches -and other.open flames, should be
observed in handling oxyacetylene welding equipment. The specific
hazards of the: oxyacetylene process relate to the gases, oxygen
and acetylene, their containers; and the apparatus used to control
and combine them-into a name;

STATIONARY OXYACETYLENE WELDING OUTFLT

The stationary oxyacetylene welding equipment shown in figure 29,
consists of a single stage regulator for oxygen and a single stage
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Figure 9: Stationary tding Station and

-Equipment._

regulator-for acetylene Attae..hed to the gas diattibuting pipe lines;

A-welding torch with A sat oftips; 12 1/4 to 15 feet of Atet:Jete

and oxygen hose and fittings for attaching. to the regulators and-

,_ torch, apparatus. rench; torch igniter; and a pair of welding goggles;

02gulators.

_Regulators are either of the
single-stage or two -stage type.

Single-stage regulators reduce the pressure of the gases froth_

cylinder or line pressure to
working pressure in one stage. Two-

itAge regulators perform
the sane work in two stagesir Since the

pressure drop in each .stage is less wit'a a two-stage regulator,

the pressure regulation is more accurate and lett fluctuating.

Although-mechanical details of reWator construction vary among

different manufacturers, the fundamental operating priacip/es are

Alm: same. Thesesame principles apply to both oxygefi and acetylene

regulators.

SINGLE=STAGE R ULATOR. Figure-30 shows the design of a

typical single-stage regulator.
The regulator mechanism consists

_ _

of, a nozzle through Which'tbe high-Pressure
gates_passi a valve

seat to c ose off the_nozzle; a diaphragth; and balancing springs,

incloted_in a suitable housing. J'ressure gages are

prOVided-co indiCete:.rhe pressure in the cylinder or,pipe line

{inlet) as welIas,theWiirkig pressure (outlet). The gage nearest

thi:tlider 'Valve high=pretture gage used to record cylinder
L .

-4;pretsure... The Outletpressure gage is the low- pressure gage used

indicate the working pressure.

-oxygen ehti!t.tithe regulator through_ the high-pressu inlet

connection and Passes_throqgh a screen or filter whichremoves dust

and dirt. The seat-oldtiag off .the nozzle is not .raised until the

adjusting screw 1.-t tarnei in. Wheys the adjusting _screw' is turned



ADJUSTING SCREW-

SPRING BUTTON

ADJUSTING SPRING

-REGULATOR -BONNET
DIAPHRAGM PLATE

TOP DIAPHRAGM

' CENTER-DIAPHRAGM

-BOTTOM DIAPHRAGM

CYLINDER: NUT

CUINDEWSTEM
,

-SEAT-REI-AININGI L. EEVE LOCK NUT

SEAT RETAINING SLEEVE

Figure 30. Cross Section, Single-Stage Regulator.

in (clockwise), by turning to the right, pressure is transmitted to
the adjusting spring. The adjusting spring presses down upon the
diaphragm, which in turn pressed on the yoke and overcomes the
pressure of the compensating spring. This forces the yoke forward,
thus opening the passage through the nozzle and allowing the oxygen
to flow into the low-pressure chamber of the regulator. The oxygen
paStes from here through the regulator outlet and hose to the torch.
This pressure is indicated on the working pressure gage of the
regulator and varies, depending upon the position of the regulator
adjusting screw.

The regulator yoke and the seat movement is controlled by the
compensating spring which pulls the seat to a closed position, any'
the adjusting spring which pulls the seat to a closed position,
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and the adjusting spring which tends to open it again. These springs
act against each other and the position of the seat depends upon the
pressure of the gas within the low-pressure chamber of the regulator.
This pressureacts against.the'diaphragm and helps the compensating:
spring keep the seat closed. If the torchis shut off; the oxygen
pressure.on the diaphragm increases, overcoming the_pressure on the
adjusting spring to close the seat against the nozzle, preventing the
pressure in the low-pressure chamber from rising further.

If the torch valve is reopened, the oxygen pressure on the dia-
phragm decreases, overcoming the pressure on the compensating spring
and permitting the adjusting spring to-move the seat away from the
nozzle. This allows the oxygen to flow again and prevents the
pressure in the low-pressure chamber from fallirg further. These
operations of the regulator are entirely automa-le, depending on the
opening and closing of the torch valve. In normal operation, the
pressure of the oxygen against the diaphragm and the springs is in
.a perfectly balanced condition when the seat is held slightly away

from the nozzle. The smallest fluctuation of pressure brings about
an instantaneous compensating movement of the diaphragm, springs;
yoke, and nozzle, which immediately restores the pressure td the
amount set.'

First-stage automatically rrclu':-s
pressure to 125 lb. per sq. in
The second-stage operates from
thi: ecritant pressure.

St,:ondstage is adjustable by
hand to any desired de;'very
Pressure up to 75 lb. prr .1. in.

Oxygen enters regulator :flier at
a pressure of 2.000 lb. per sq. in.

Two-stage regulation fillusttat- .

ed by Oxweld R.&1 Two.S.:age
Regulator) provtdrs even flow
and accurate delivery.

Figure 31; Tido-Stage Regulator.

TWO-STOE REGULATOR. The operation of the two-stage regulator_
is identical in principle to that of the single-stage regulator. The

only difference is that the total pressure .drop takes place in. two
stages_instead of one;! In the.high-pressure r,tage, the pressure is
reduced from the intermediate pressure to the working pressure. The

high-pressure stage has a set pressure reduction which is automatic,
while'the low-pressure stage. is controlled with the adjusting screw
to lierMit setting the proper working pressure as shown in figure 31;

GAGES. Okygen and acetylene regulators are equipped with
cylinder and working pressure gages, Although mechanical and operating
principles of both regulators are the same; acetylene regulators-

.
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are not designed to withstand the high pressures demanded of

oxygen regulators. The acetylene-high-pressure gages are usually

graduated to 400 psi. Working pressure gages are generally
graduated,to 30 psi, although acetylene in the free state should

not be used at pressures exceeding,15 pti.

Oxygen_ cylinder pressure gages usually have graduations in black
figures to;3,000 psi, although the pressure within the cylinder does

not exceed 2i000 psi at 70°F. The high-pressure gaget are Alto
graduated -in red figures for cubic feet from 0 to 220. This permits

the direct reading of cylinder pressure and oxygen content in cubic

-feet. The gages are graduated to indicate correctly at a temperature

of 70°F. The working pressure gages for welding are generally graduated
in pounds per square inch from 0 to 50. Regulators' intended for use

in heavy-duty cutting operations are graduated to indicate pressures

as high as 400 psi.

Regulators used it stations' to which gases are piped by manifold,

or from acetylene generatort, have only one gage. The regulators are

used to regulate the working pressure of gases flowing through the

distributing'system to the torch. Thete regulators are of the single-

stage type and, are designed for low pressure since -the line press:Tie

set at the manifold or generator-is less than 15 psi for ecezylenc

and 100 psi for oxygen.

Torches

The oxyacetylene torch it used to mix oxygen and acetylene gases

in definite proportions, and providet a means of directing and don-

trolling the size and quality of the _flame produced. Torches are

produced in several sizes and consist of A-hand_e equipped with CTRC

needle valves, one for adjusting the flow of acety,:r.o. and e for

adjusting the.flow of oxygen. In addition, tne7 con,it: of nc,e
connection glands, mixing head and retaining out, mixing chamber,

and a set of various size tips; Torches are cl..1ssifie4 as equal-

pressure and low-pressure injector types;

INJECTOR TYPE. Thete torches' operate on an ace:yIene pressure

of less than one psi. They were originally designed for use uith

pressure generators where higher acetylene prettule..,

The acetylene, passing through relatively large cpeni74r, d7awn ..nto

the mixing head by the suction created by the oxygen nt it paf,c-,es tr:rougl-i

the injector nozzle. The oxygen is.under a much higher pl:ess.zre, rargi:g

from 10 to 40 psi, depending upon die-tip size. Iht oxyget passing

through a very small orifice in the injector nozzle at' nigh velocity

crrates a vacuum effect that draws the required amount o' acetyle---- into

the mixing chamber..

EQUAL PRESSURE TYPE.. These torches opetate on nn acetylene

pressure of 1 to 15 psi; depending upon the tip size. The torch :Is

designed to operate at equal pressuir,s for both oxygen and acutylene.

In this case, the openings at the torch needle valVdt Are_equal; nd

under equal pressures, deliver equal volumes of-oxygen and aceLyleae

to the mixing chamber._ The mixing chamber serves only to mix the

'gases-and in no way-aids the.flow of gasesj as in the case of the

injector torch; The equal prettUre torch :ias certain advantages
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over.the injector torch in that the type of flame desired can be
more readily adjusted, and since. equal pressor -.s are used for both
gases,. the torch is less susceptible to flahbacks.

^XYGEN HOSE
CONNECTION GLAND

OXYGEN NEEDLE VALVE MIXING mr-Ao RETAINING NUT

ACETYLENE_ KCSE
CONNECTION GLAND

ACETYLENE NEEDLE VALVE

Figure 32. Ox acetylene Torch.

The welding torch, as shown in figure 32, mixes the two gases
together in correct proportions. It also provides a means of directing
and controlling the size and type of Welding flame produced.

TORCH TUBE
MIXER EUlpERTIP

ACETYLENE VALVE

SEPARATE TIPS FINGERTIP
OXYGEN VAL -

TUBE AND TIP
COMBINATIONS

Figure 33. Modern Welding.
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Torch Tips

Welding tips, shown in figure 33, are furnished in various
styles or types, some have a ore -piece hard copper tip, and others
have a two-piece tip and mixing head combined; The tip sizes are
designated by numbers, and each manufacturer has his-own system
for_ designating size._ The tip sizes differ in the diameter of the
orifice in order to obtain the correct volume of heat for the work
to be done. Since welding tips are made of copper or brass,'extreme
care.must be exercised to prevent damage to the tip or orifice. Tips
shOuld be cleaned with either a soft 'copper wire or a tip drill made
specifically for cleaning the tip.

NII

Welding Hose

RIGHT-HAND THREAD GREEN OXYGEN HOSE

RED ACETYLENE HOSE

CEFT-HAND THREAD

Figure 34. Torch Hose Connections'

a

The hose which connects the torch and regulator is specifically
manufactured for this purpcse. It is strong, nonporous, and suf-
ficiently flexible and lighr to yield readily to torch movements.
It is constructed to withstand high internal pressures and the
rubber used in its ,..1.L.uufacture is chemically treated to remove
sulphur-in order to avoid any possibility of spontaneous combustion.

Welding hose is available in various sizes, depending ,.,pon the

class of. work .f..--which it is intended. The size of the hose is
designated by the inside diameter and the number of plies'of fabric

which.it contains. The hose used for light torches is 1/8 to. 3/16"

in diameter and has one or two plies of fabric. The acetylene and

oxygen hoses are the same grade but differ in color. The oxygen '51

hose is green or black while the acetylene hose is. red or maroon.
Hoses are equt--..!a with connections-at each end_in order that they
may be attached -to their respective regulator outlet and torch inlet

connections. These connections 'onsist of a swivel nut and gland.
To prevent a dangerous interchange of welding hose, the threads on
all acetylene hose oonnections,,regulator outlets, and torch inlets

are left.hand threads and grooved re_ further simplify their

identification, as shown in figure 34.
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Starting Up a Stationary Welding Outfit

1. Check the hose lines to_insure that eeet line is connected

to the proper. regulator outlet and torch inlet connection, and that

the gland nuts are tight.

2. Check the torch valves to make sure that they are both

closed.

3. Select the proper tip and attach it to the torch mixing

-head. Tighten it with the tip wrench.
_ .

, = Open the torch acetlene valve and_adjust the acetylene
regulator to give a Workineprfssure needed for the tip size used.

5'. Close the torch acetylene valve; .

6. Open the torch oxygen valve'and adjust the oxygen regulator

to give the required working pressure.

7. Open the torch acetylene valve and light the gas with the

igniter.-

8. Adjust the acetylene valve to give flaw of gas_suEficient

to cause a slight gap between the end of the tip and the flame.

9. Readjust the acetylene-tor valve to the desired flow of

-gas.

10. Open the oxygen torch valve slowly until the_luminous central

cone becomes well-rounded with nc feather at the tip of the cone.

PORTABLE WELDING OUTFIT

A complete portable welding outfit, shown in figure 35, consists
of the following items: a cart with a carbon dioxide five extin-
guishers; a subupply of oxygen and aciitylene gas it cylinders;
oxygen and acetylene pressure regulators complete with gages and
connections; two lengths of hose with adapter connctions for the
regulators and the torch;an apparatus wrench; a safet-, flint igniter;
and a pair of welding goggles:

. . There are many rules in regard to the care and handling of this
Aequipment. You must continually be on the alert to insure that you
are following these rules. Damage to any part of the equipment can
put the whole outfit out of commission until that part is repaired
or replaced. Settirg up, turning on the gases, lighting the torch,

and cldsing-down a portable welding unit should be performed system-
matically in order to prevent damage to the equipment or injury to
yourself. The following procedures are based upon years of
experience and will assure operator safety and prevent damage to
the apparatus.
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Figure 37; BldOing Out

in the Outlet Nipple.

*z ...- -

411N-4t

sat*:

4.34,1

Figure 38. Tightening the Union Put.

Assembling the Apparatus

1. Place the acetylene and oxygen cylinders on the cart,
attaching them securely, figure 36. Remove the cylinder valve

protection caps.

2. Open each cylinder valve slightly for an instant to blow-

out any dirt that may be lodged in the outlet nipple, figure 37.

3. Attach the regulators to their respective cylinders and
tighten the union nut with the apparatus wrench, figure 38. Acetylene

cylinder valves that have left-handed threads require an adapter
beween the cylinder valve outlet and the regulator.
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Figure 39. Attaching qgge to Regule;tor.

4. Attach the red acetylene hose to the acetylene regulator
outlet which has left-hand threads. Attach the green oxygen hose to
the oxygen regulator which has right-hand threads. Tighten the nuts
with the apparatus wrench; figure 39.

:"1611-A.

4.74rT";

't"1 ." i.."ar..1,15..
4111/Pin' 14~

1:kt.,,;,,

Figure 48. Releasing the Regulator
Adjusting Screw.

:5. Release the regulator adjusting screws by turning them
counterclockWise7until they are loose, figure 40. Open the cylinder
valves slowly. Open the acetylene valve 1/2 turn,and the oxygen valve
all the way.
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Figure 41. Blowing Out Hose;

_6. Blow-out the hoses one at a time, figure 41. Open each
regulator by turning the adjusting screw clockwise. After blowing
out the hoses, release the adjusting screws.

.-

ado

Figure 42. Check Point:: for Leaks.

7. Connect -the rf'd acetylene hose to the torch connection
gland marked AC., and'the green,-oxyge hose to the torch connection
gland marked OX.

8. Selectthe proper size torch tip and attach it to the
torch. Tighten it moderately with the apparatus wrench.
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9. Adjust the regulators to the working pressures of the

gases. Open the torch acetylene valve and adjust the regulator
to the.required pressure, then close the torch acetylene needle

valve. Adjust the oxygen working pressure in the same manner.

10. To light the torch, open the torch acetylene needle
valve and light it with the flint igniter, then adjust the needle
valve to give a bright luminous flame.

11. To adjust the torch for the neutral welding flaMe, open

the torch oxygen r-,edle valve slowly until the feather at the

end of the central. cone disappears.

Testing for Gas Leaks

After assembling the apparatus, all co.\ections should be
-checked for leaks before lighting the torch,. as shown in figure 42.
With the gas pressure adjusted to the workingpressure, close the
cylinder valves and release the regulator adj9sting screw. A

.

pressure drop oa the working pressure gage tudicates a q.eak between
the regulator working pressure gage and the torch valves. A pressure
drop on the high-pressure gage indicates a leak around the cylinder
valve outlet. Gas leaks indicated by these methods can I, located
by-applying a soap solution to the connections. A leak -.e-.. any of the

connections causes a soap bubble to form. Leaks in the welding hose
,-can be located by immersing the hose in clean water using normal
working pressures. Leaks in the hose are indicated by a string of
bubbles.

Oxygen and Oxygen Cylinders

OXYGEN. Oxygen is a colorless, tasteless, and odorless gas,
slightly heavier than air. It is one of th prlaciple constituents
of the atmosphere7and the water. Oxygen is 4 very active element
and combines with practically all materials under suitable condi-
tions, sometimes with destructive results,_ Grease and oil are highly
combustible in the presence of pure oxygen. Rust on ferrous
metals, the dark discoloration of copper, and the corrosion of
aluminum are all due to the action of oxygen in the atmosphere.
This action is known as oxidation.

Commercial oxygen is chiefly used for welding and cutting with
oxyacetylene torches. The value of o;-,gen lies in the fact that
it supports combustion of the fuel gases in the process involved.
Oxygen is obtained commercially either by the liquid-air process or
by the electrolytic process.
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The liquid -air process supplies most of the oxygen used for

welding. In this process; air is compressed and cooled to a
temperature -321°F when the gases become liquid. As the temperature
of thi liquyotir is raised, the nitrogen, in a gaseous form, is
given off first, since the boiling point of liquid nitrogen is -321°F.
The oxygen is given off when a temi,erature of -297°F is reached.
These gases, having been thus sr'parated, are further' refined and
-then compressed-into cylinders for use.

In the electrolytic process, oxygen is obtained by separating
water into,hydrogL and oxygen by passing a direct current through
the water to which an acid or alkali has been added. The electric
current breaks the water down into its chemical elements of hydrogen
and oxygen. The oxygen collects at the positive terminal, while
.the hydrogen collects at the negative terminal. Each gas, having
passed through suitable pipes, is compressed into containers.

OXYGEN CYLINDERS. The bulk of commercial oxygen is supplied in
seamless steel cylinders containing 220 cubic feevat a pressure
of 2,000 psi at 70°F. A smaller oxygen cylinder containing 110 cubic
feet at 2,000 psi at 70°F is also available for the convenience of
users requiring small volumes, or for ease of handling for outside

jobs.

VALVE STEM SPRING VALVE STEM NUT

HAND WHEEL

.414%.Sw.orNivRgl, ICWAW1p

vAzvr STEM

ovnt r NIPPLE

BONNET NUT

RUBBER WASHER

evinniez oak RETAINER
NUT

tow &Joe._ _pow?
METAL WASHER

BURSTING DISK

VALVE NEEDLE

Figure 43. Oxygen Cylinder and Valve.

Figure 43. shows the constrtetion of an oxygen cylinder and
cylinder valve assembly. The valve shown is the needle-type and is
made of high-strength, non-Corrosive copper alloy. A bursting disc
in the nipple at the rear of the valve consists of a thin copper
diaphragm supported by a fusible alloy metal washer, and is held in
place over the end of the nipple with a cup-shaped nut. The alloy
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washer melts at approximately_240°F_,_so that in_the_event the cylinder
18 exposed to a temperature abwe_this point, the disc either_
bursts or flutters freely and'releases the pressure before the

expanding gas can'reach a dangerthus pressure in the cylinder.

Acetylene and Acetylene*Cylinders

_ACETYLENE. Acetylene is the fuel gas used In the'production
of the-high7temperature oxyacetylene flame. It is a :ompoundof
carbon and hydrogen (C2 /11) which has two atoms of carbon combined

-.with_two atoms of hydrogen in its chemical structore. Acetylene

is without color and has a distinctive odor that is easily detected
even when it is:difused into the air; It is a stable cor7ound
under low pressure at normal temperature, but it becomes unstable
when it is compressed in a container to a pressure exceeding

15Tsi. Under 3 pressure of 29.4 psi, it becomes self-explosive,
and a slight --)ck may .cause it to explode even 'in the absence of

oxygen or a" 7ixtures of acetylene and air containing from'2 to

80.percent ne expIode:whenthey are ignited. The problem

of storing .ene under pressure has been overcome by dissolving
it in acetcr.., which is capable of absorbing acetylene approximately

25 tithes its own volume.

VALVE

FUSE PLUG

CYLINDER

_ACETONE
FILLER.

Figure 44. *Cross Section of an Acetylene
Cylinder Showing Filler Material..

AC TYLENE CYLINDERS. The cylinders which are used_to store
acetylene under pressure vary to some extent in size and appearance-.
Figure 44.shows the construction of an acetylene cylinder. The
cylifides are of'seamless steel construction and are filled with a
substance having a portiSity of 75 to 80 percent: This filler forms
a_large sponge for_liquid acetone1 which in turn absorbs the acetylene;
The porous filler is charged to 40 percent of its liquid_volume.
This allows space for expansion since acetune increases-involume
as it abSorbs acetylene 'and shrinks as the acetylene is released.
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When the cylinders are fined, the mnufacturor determine§ the

WeighiOf_atetylene dissolved in the acetne by using:the factor_

Of 14.5 cubit feet per pound at 70'F. To letrmine the amount of

acetylene inthe cyliOet, the cylinder is Weighed before and after

filling. The difference in c7eight multi,-lied by 14.5 rives the

volume Of acetylene in cubic feet.

In Order to prevent losS Of acetone :ontent, attylene

cylinders should be tored in an upright position so that the acetone

collects in the porous nlaterial below the_outlet valve. Acetone

discharges with the atetylene gas unless it is allowed to stand

in an upright position for some time.

The rate of discharge of acetylene cylinders is also importenL.

The cylinder discharge rate Should not exceed 1;5 of the cylinder

capacity per hour. If this rate is exceeded, the acetone may be

drawn off with the acetylene gls. Whin higher discharge rates are

required, acetylene
cylinders shpuld be set tlp and used From A

manifold.

Acetylene cylinders are provided with ,Safety plugs which are

deSigted to release the gas fro: thecylindet_if the cylinder be-

come§ eVerheated; The metal alloy in these plUgS :zlt .1t a

temperature between 212* and 220'17: The plugs are SMrill enough

to cause the gas to escape at a :..peed that orevents the flame from

burning back into the cylinder in case too escaping gas is

Storage and Handling of Oxygen and Acetylene CYlindatt

1. keel) oxygen cylinders rnd all welding eciuliht awayfrbt

Oil and grease.
Oxygendoesnot burn but it Supports and accelerates

eciftibiiStiOn and causes oil and other similar materials to burn with

great intensity.;

2. Do not rop or handle cylinders roughly.
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3. Do not store cylinders near a furnace tir!radiaters. Exces-

sive heat causes an increase in temperature of the compressed gases

resulting in a corresponding increase in pressure in the cylinder.

At abnormally high pressures and temperatures, the safety plugs

release the gases from their containers.

4. Never attempt to repair cylinder valves;

5. oyget and acetylene cylinders should be separated in

storage and used in order as they are received from the supplier,

figure 46.

6. Acetylene cylinders should be stored and used in an upright

position to prevent the loss of acetone.

7. When the cylinders are exhausted, replace the protective

cap and mark the cylinders empty with the lettera MT.

fise a -friaiom lighter to l;gh,
blowpipe. Yea might get a

bad burn in trying 74 use a

match.

_

Psgure Lighting the T6rch.

Flame Adjustment

To light the welding torch; fittt_opet only the acetylene valve.

The flate_isebtained by striking the igniter in front of the tip,

keeping the hatd well to one side, as shown in figure 46. Hold the

torch re that the flame will be directed away :rot you; the gas

cylinders; hose; Ot any flammable material. The pure acetylene

flame is long and bushy andhas_a yellowish color. Since_the

oxygen valve is closed at thistime; the acetylene is combining

with the c'ygen in the air. This is not sufficient to burn the

acetylene completely, and the flame is smoky and produces a soot of

fine_utburned carbon. The pure acetylete flame is unsuitable /Or

welding.

The oxygen valve is then opened; This causes the flame to

shorten; and the mixed gases burn in contact with the tip face;

The.flame chafigea to a bluish -white color and forms a bright inner

cone surrounded by an outer flame envelope or sheath. The inner
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WHITE T BLUE CONE

NEARLY -COLORLESS

BLUISH TO ORANGE CONE -NEUTRAL ZONE

.,==-

FLAME AS_SEEN WITHOUT
WELDER'S GOGGLES

FLAME AS SEEN WITH
WELDER'S GOGGLES

Figure 4?. Ve!:tral Ficene.

INTENSE _WHITE CONE

_/ -WHITE OR COLORLESS
-ORANGE TO BLUISH -CONE

FLAME_ AS SEEN WITHOUT
WELDER'S GOGGLES

Figure 48. Car,l'uriiiig

REDUCING ZONE

FLAME AS SEEN WITH
WELDER'S GOGGLES

RA PD 235968

cone develops the high temperature required for welding, -while the

Outer envelope contains varying amounts of carbon soot; depending

upon the proportion of oxygen to acetylene:

NEUTRALFLAP4E; There are two clearly defined zones in.a neutral

flame. The inner portion consists of a luminous cone which is

bluish-white in color; Surrounding thit it_a large envelope or

sheath which it faintly luminous Pnd has a light-bluish tint; The

neutral or balanced flame is produced when the mixed gases consist

of tpproximately one volume _of acetylene; one volume or oxygen

_supplied from the torch; and 1 1/2 volumes from the atmosphere, as

shown in figure 47.

In welding steel with a neutral flame, the molten pool of

metal is quiet and clear, and the metal flames easily without

boiling, foaming, or In a neutral flame the temperature

at the tip of the inner cone is approximately 5,850 degrees

Fahrenheit.

CARBURIZING FLAME. The carburizing flame is produced when

Slightly less than one volume of oxygen is mixed with one volume of

acetylene. This flame is obtained by first adjusting the welding

flaffie to neutral and then further opening the acetylene torch valve

slightly to produce a white streamer or feather of acetylene at the end

of the inner Cone. The carburizing flame can always be recognized by

the presence -f tiree distinct flame cones. They are the clearly

defined blu....1-white central cone; a white feandr_orintermediate

cone indicating the amount of excess acetylene, and the light -blue

outer flame envelope. Thit flame has a temperature of approximately

5,700 degrees Fahrenheit at the tip of the central cone, figure 46;
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When a carburizing flaMe is used for welding steels, the molten

metal beceMeS cloudy and nuMerciUs_sparksare
given_eff, caused by

the steel absorbing carbon froM the_flame. This addition_of carbon

to theweld may cause the steel to become brittle and subject to

Cracking;

WHITE CONE
ORi.NGE TO PURPLISH

FLAME -AS SEEN WITHOUT
WELDER'S GOGGLES

CONE
.OXIDIZING ZONE

Figure 49. Oxidizing Plcune.

FLAME AS SEEK -WITH
WELDER'S GOGGLES

OXIDIZING ?L4 E. The oxidizing flame is produced when slightly

more -than one volume of oxygen is mixed with one volume of acetylene.

To adjust for this type of flate, the torch should be first adjusted

to give a neutral flame.. Then- increase the flow of oxygen by opening

r
the torch oxygen valve; This flathe can be recognized by a short;

pointed central cone and a somewhat shorter outer flame envelope,

and a distinct hissing sound. figure 49.

in welding steel;
an_exidizingflame cruses the molten metal

to fee-et and giveoff sparks. This indicates that the excess oxygen

from the flame is combining_With the steel and is burning it. An

oxidiZing flame should not be used, for welding steel since the

deposited_Metal becomes porouS; oxidizedi and brittle. The tempera-

ture of thiS flame is approximately 6,300 degrees Fahrenheit.

Safety Precautions

1. Before lighting the torch;make sure that there are no

leaks in the hose or connections to the torch or regulators.

2. Do not point the torch toward yourself; other workers near

you, nor toward the hoses and regUlators.

3. Always keep the torch within the line of your vision when

it is burning.

4. Always turn off the torch before leaving your station.

5. Do not close the torch valves too tightly. Excessive

pressure can damage the valve seats and cause them to leak.
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D1SASEMBLY OF OXYACETYLENE WCLbiNG EQUIPMENT

dotihg bowel a Stationary t,tlaing Outfit

I. Close the torch acetylene valve.

2. Close the torch oxygen valve.

3. Shut off the acetylene regulator by turning the adjusting

screw counterclockwise;

Shiit off_the oxygen regulator using the sate procedure

as described for closing the acetylene regulator.

5. Open the torch acetylene valve until the regulator gage

shows no pressure; then CleSe the valve

6. Open the torch oxygen valve until the regulator gage

shows no pressure, then close the valve.

7. Hang up the hose and torch; being Careful to avoid kinking

the hese;

DOWO a Portable 1461diit Obtit

Close the acetylene needle valve first, the5 close the

oxygen needle valve;

2. Close both of the cylinder valves.

3. Open the torch needle valves one at a time and bleed the

hoses and regulators.

4. Close the torch needle valves.

5. _Turn the reguJator adjusting screws counterclockwise to

relieVe the pressure on the diaphragm.

6. Hang the torch and hose up properly .:(3 prevent kinking the

hose and damaging the torch.

7; Disconnect acetylene hose from regulator.

8. Disconnect oxygen hose from regulator;

9. Disconnct regulator from acetylene tank; then disconnect

the oxygen regulator;

10; "Replace protective caps on tanks.

t'
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CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF OXYACETYLENE WELDING EQUIPMENT

The parts of the welding equipment are dsigned and constructed

to exacting specifications and must not be used for any other pur-

pose; Each part should be checked daily to make sure it works_properly

and has no gas leaks; The parts needing regular inspection and

maintenance are he regulators, torcheS, tips, and welding hoses.

Regulators

The primary trouble experienced with regulator§ is_gas leakage

between the regulator seat and noz/le; You can detect it by a

gradual pressure rise on the working pressure gage after the

cylinder ValVe_is opened. This is known as "ereepltg regulator"

and is caused by worn or cracked seats, or dirt particles Lodged

between the seat and nozzle. Leaking regulators should be replaced

in order to avoid damage to other parts of the welding equipment.

Gages

Problett with the gages are usually caused by a leaking or

broken bourdeh tube. Defective bordet tubes are indicated by

fluctuating gage pressure or gas leaking from the gage case. ThiS

defect is caused by failure to fully releaSe the adjusting screw

before opening the cylinder valve; A leaking gage tube can be

repaired by soldering. More extensive repairs should not be done

without the special equipment required.

Torch

The primary cause of torch troubles are leaks in the mixing

lead scat, leaking_teedle valves, andClOgged torch tubes. A leaking

needle valve is indicated by the gas flowihg after the valve is

closed; This is caused by a worn or bent stem, a damaged

valve_seat; or loose packing around theneedle valve. A leak in

the mixing head seat_ allows the gases to escape ar.d unless you

the trouble immediately,_ it can result in severe burns or

damage to the equipment by flashback, wEich zac hurning- back

into the torch.

Figuve Tightnit' Packing
V.-and Nut.
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Figure 51. Inspecting Neeefle Valve

Assembly.

Needle valve leaks around the tett may be repaired by tightening

the packing gland nut, figure 50. If the leak is in thA seat,

remove the needle valve with a wrench and clean it, figure 5. If

it worn or pitted, replace it with a new one. If the !tile teat

is scored, pittee, Jr otherwise damaged; the torch should be returned

to the manufrztgrer for repair.

Leaking m4.1c:nz head seats should be Leatnved and cleaned. If the

seat's are damaged, the torch lhoule. be returned to the manufacturer

for repair.

Cloggetf totchiqbe.. shod be cleaned by removing the hoses and

head r%cn out each tube with 20 to 30 po,-Ids of

pre5s-re.

Torco Tipt

ScL:red or out-of-rourd tip orifices cause the flame shape -to be

irregular even after the tip h!s been cleaned. Tips require cleaning

often because :mall particles -f metzd or oxide collect on the tip

and in the orifice. Use soft copper wire or drill -type tip cleaner

to clean the -tip orifice. The cleaning drill should be approximately

one size smaller than the tip orifice so that it does not enlarge

the orifice during cleaning.

Figure 52.

Fri

Cleaning a Torch Tip.
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The _dirty tip should_ be removed from the -torch and tho tip

cleaner_ inserted in the threaded end; figure 52. The cleaner

should be moved back and forth withe,lt twisting because this would

enlarge the tip orifice. If the tip orifice is scored; ont-cf-roUadi

or enlarged, the tip should be replaced;

Hoses

The welding hoSe should be checked at regular intervals for

leaks, worn spots, or loose connections. Leaks in the hose can be

found by immersing it in clean water under pressure. Since worn or

leaking hoses are dangerous and wasteful, they should be repaired

or replaced immediately.

. t

Figure 53. Repair:71: a Leaking Rose.

Leaks in the hose can be repaired by removing the damaged section

and inserting a hose Splice; as illustrated in figure53. HOSeS

leaking at the regulator or torch connections_ are repaired by

cutting off one or two inches and replacing the connections.

Procedure

I. Set up and operate a stationary gas welding outfit. You

will be required to operate the unit systematically in starting up

and closing down each day. Treat the unit if it were your own;

operate it safely and keep your area clean.

2._ Light the torch and adjust the flame to neutral; oxidizih

and carbUrizing; Use gc_;gles when you look oirectly at flame;

Practice visual identification of each.

3. Direct a neutral flame on the surface of carbon steel sheet

and note the behaVidt of the metal. Repeat for the oxidizing and

carburizing flames, and note the reaction of the molten metal to

each.

4. Close down the welding outfit and :ilace the torch in a

bench hanger.
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SAFETY RULES FOR THE OPPATiN_ANb_4NTENANCE OF STATIONARY

AND OnTALE (Wi'ACETYLENE WELDING OUTFITS

1. Regulators are to hn used only for the gazes for which

they arc intended;

2. Welders most know the identifying characteristics

oxygen and acetylene regulators.

Of he:'h

1:12

3. The regulator adjusting screw must be fUllyreleased,

before opening cylinder valves preparatory to using the torch.

_4. Cylinder valVeS should be opened slowly; the oxygen valVe

shouldbe opened fully. and atetyleni., valve not more than one and

onehalf turns.

5. The acetylene cylinder valve wrench must be left in place

on the acetYlene cylinder valve so that the acetylene can be shut

off quickly in cage of an emergency;

6. Before th6 gases are ignited; all regUiator hose and

torch connections should be checked for leaks;

7. ChlY friction flint lighters should be used for light

torches.

8. The student stud; guidc
torches and closing down torches.

should be f^"^,4 4"

9. The welder should always keep the flame in his field Of

vision.

10. Surplus hose should be coiled and out of tie way of

sparks and the flame.

11. Approved welding goggles must be worn during welding or

cutting with oxyatetylehe equipment;

12; When a flAShback occurs; both torch valves must be nnut

off immediately; the acetylene valve first and then the oxyge7i

valve. The torch should then be cooled and inspected before

relighting.

13. When a backfire occurs; the tip should be decreased

or the pressure nd volume of gases increased to overcome the

burning back into the tip chamber;

14. A pilot flame must never be allowed to burn r:t the tip

of the torch;

15. When a job is completed, the eylind2r valves must be

closed; the regulator hose and torch should ba bled to rcic:Ise

the gas pressures; the regulator adjust:111g screws sho;11d be

fully released; and the torch valve she:Ad be closed.
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16. A torch should never be left itthe_open end of a pipe,

in a tank, or in other vessels, because a leaking or torch

may cause the accumulation of an eXplosive mixture of gas.

17. When any part of the equipment requires maintenance

work; the cylinder valves must be closed.

18. Leaking hoses should never be repaired with ordinary

friction tape.

19. Copper tubing should not be used to splice acetylene

hoses as an explosive gas (copper acetylite) may be generated;

20. Only commercial bronze, brass;or steel fittings should

be used in setting up or repairing oxyacetylene welding eqUi0Ment.

21. Spare narts and regulators should be stored in a clean,

dry place free from contact with oil or grease.

22. Only soapy water should be used to test for leaks on

oxyacetylene welding equipment;

23. Faulty regulators must net be used and only qualified

personnel may make repairs on regulators.

24; Flashback arrestors, bursting- discs, and reverse flow

valVdS Should be part of stationary welding outfits as added

safety featureS

25. The acetylene operating pressure should never exceed i5 ibs

per square inch on cxyacetyler.e equipment;
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Metallurgy Branch 3ABR5323U-SC-107

Chanute AFB, Illinois

BEADS AND LAP JOINTS OF CARBON STEEL

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your_classroom instruction;

you will be able to appIythe fundaMental principles and techniques

of welding lap joints of carbon steel in the flat position.

INTRODUCTION

The lap joint is probably the simplest_joint used in any

Welding operation; The requirement of the lap joint is fairly

sitple. The joint edges should overlap at least three times

the thiCkhetS of the metal. Beyond this; there are no requirements

other than the weld bead itself; Since there are no joint edges

to prepare, the lap joint can be easily and quickly welded.

INFORMATION

The oxyacetylene welding process requires a high temperature

flAthe,_ produced by a mixture of oxygen and acetylene gases to

melt the edges ef_the metal tobe joined. The_molten eases

flow together_prOduting ona continuous piece of metal as the

weld cools and hardetS. The type of joint you weld determineS

whether or not you need a filler rod.

When you weld steel with the_oxyacetylete_flame; there are

certain precautions that you should follow. They help you to

improve your skill in controlling the motion of_the_flame, rod;

and tholtet pddl,_and enable you to_produce sound welds. You

should observe the following precautions:

I; Use a strictly neutral flame for welding carbon steel.

2. The tip size should be large enough to melt the metal

And alley/ complete fusion of the filler rod and base metal;

3. _DO not use excessive gas pressure because this causes

a harsh flAthe, making it difficult to control the molten pool.

4. The molten pool should progress evenly down the joint.

5; Hold the inner core of the flame slightly above the

molten pool; Do not let it touch the filler rod, molten pool;

or base metal. Protect the molten pool with the outer flame

envelope.

6. Add the filler rod to the leading edge of the molten

pool; Do not melt the filler rod and let it drop into the molten
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TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON METALS

Depending upon its composition, steel, when heated with

the oxyacetylene flame does not become fluid until it reaches

a temperature between 2450 and 2750 F. Knowing this fact allows

you to control the molten pool when you are welding carbon steel

in any position other than flat.

Heat Conductivity

ElND OF METAL MELTING.POINT (F°)

LINEAR EIPAIIMION
_Jperlt.; Per

HEAT CONLUCTIVITT
(Per_Ceat) (8aSed
oz Sitter= 1000)100064_ Approx.

Aluminum, Pure 1218 .348 (9/64") 486

Aluminum, 5% silicon 1118 048 (9/64")

Brass 1650 to 1850 a15 (7/60) 150 - 300

Bronze 1650 to 1932 .119 (1/8")

Copper 1981 .106 (7/64") 913

Gold 1930 .106 (7/64") 700

Irox4 gray cast 2200 to 2400 .067 (1/16") 112

Ironi malleable 2300 .067 (1/16 ") no - 318

Lead 621 .188 (3/16n) 0

MaEtetium (alloy.) 1204 .171 (11/16') 376

Molybdenum 4620 .098 (3/32w)

Monel metal 2480 .092 (3/32") 35

Nickel 2646 .083 (5/6411) 3413

Silver 1761 .129 (1/80) 1000

Suer solders 1160 to 1600

Solder 50=50 437

Steel (carbon) 2480 to 27$0 .076 (5/64') 108

Stainless steel (18-8) 2640 .114 (7/64w) '43

Tit 450 .139 (9/64") 152

Tdtgeten 6152

Fated/um 3182

Mite metal 430 to 490

Zirid 786 i169 WWI 281

Table 1. Properties of Metal.

Heat conductivity is the speed with which heat travels thrOUgh

metal; Heat travels thrOugh some metals faster than others. The

heat conductivity for the most common metals is shown in table 1.
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These figOres are based upon the_heat conductivity of silver

which is 1000 or 100%; Heat conductivity of metals shoUld

be considered in welding for two reasons.

1. Metals which have a high conductivity require a greater

amount of heat because a great amount of the heat is conducted

away from the point Of heat application.

2. High conduttiVity causes the heated area to become

larger and hotter causing a greater amount of expansion.

Expansion

Metals are sensitive to temperature changes. They expand

under the application of heat with an increase in length, thickness,

and width. If the temperature of a metal is raised uniformly

throughout its mass anj loT?ezed in the same :ay, the force

of expansion has no adverte effects when the heat from the

welding flame is concentrated on a metal at one point, the

metal in the heated area tries to expand and the part which

opposes it either distorts out of thape, breaks, or is severely

stressed. Each metal expands a definite amount for each degree

of rise in temperature. The increase in length per inch per

degree of temperature rise measured in millionths of an inch

is called the coefficient of expansion. The coefficients of

expansion for the common metals are given in table 1.

Contt'action

..zrt""4":47.0=5L-C73Z7Tovkii--

Figure 54. Resuita of Weld Metal 51:rinkage.

Contraction is the reverse of expansion; When it is cooled

from the welding temperature, the metaltontracts as much as

it expanded. If tee temperature is Uniform throughout the
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part, contraction is not restrained. if contraction is restrained,

the Metal part is pulled out of alignment or a high stress

remains, reducing the strength of the weld and causing thc

metal to break at a weaker point. Figure 54 illustrates how

contraction of the_Weld metal pulls the parts out of alignment

when noprovision is made to prevent it. The effects of contraction

can be bestcontrolled by slow *; even cooling. Allowances can

be made to cause the shrinkage of the weld to pull the members

into alignment;

CONTROLLING EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION

Fixtures

Joints in sheetmetal should be welded in a fixture whenever

petsible; A properly
deSigned:fixtureholds the edges in alignment

and minimizes the flow_of heat into the sheet, reducing the

amount of expansion and contraction. The clamping action of

the future prevents undue movement of the parts, while the use

of heavy sections in thefixture at_the desired points effectively

removes the heat from the base metal.

Stress Relieving

In most cases, there is some stress remaining in parts

fabricated or repaired by welding. When it is practical, this

stress should be relieved in order to obtain the full strength

of the weld and the base metal. Heat treatment is the most

reliable method of stress relieving. The part can be heated

in a furnace to the stress-relieving temperature, then cooled

slowly and evenly. When this is impoSsible, stress-relieving

can be done by reheating the entire weld to a dull red heat

with the welding torch, then allowing it to cool slowly. In

many tases,distortion can be relieved or eliminated in welded

Steel structures. After completing each weld, direct the flame

on_the back side of the weld. This controls shrinkage and,

offSett some of the warpage caused by welding. Warped or buckled

plates can be straightened in a similar manner.

StresS Distribution

Additional weld metal above the minimum requirement for

reinforcement_does not necessarily mean added strength of the

joint; A uniform weld contour is essential to transmit stresses

through the face of the weld points of stress concentration

occur wherever there is an abrupt change in the contour of

Weld reinforcement.
Gradual changes in the weld contour and

the omission of internal and external irregularities in a weld

result in good stress distribution.

Strength of Welded Joints

The strength of a welded joint is affected by the weld

metal deposit, type of joint; size of the weld, location of
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the weld in relation to the parts, kind of stresses Whith the

joint_is subjected toi and tht skill of the operator. cost

welded joints can bemade as strong as the base metal if the

proper amount of weld reinforcement is used;

Location of Welds

LINE OF STRESS

Figuiid 55. Location of Welds in Relation to Lind of Stress;

The location of the weld can affect the strength of the

joint; Welds that are Made across the line of stress, shown

in_figure55; are usually 30% stronger than welds thet_ate

made parallel to the line of stress, shown in figure 55B.

WeldS running parallel to the stress line have more stress

on the ends of the weld than the middle and have a tendency

to tear out. If your welds have to run parallel to the line

of stress, you can hook them around the joint to reduce this

tendency ti' tear.

TERMINOLOGY

REINFORCEMENT

TOE

FACe..

TOE

.

THROAT
X /if.

ROOT FUSION ZONE

Figure 56. Cross Section of a Weld.

Each weld must meet certain_specifidations; To obtain

maximum weld strengthithe established specifications for reinforcement,

penetration, and contour must be met. References to specifications
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of a weld are based on "T" which IS the thickness of the base

metal; The different parts of a weld are shown in figure 56.

The terms are definOd as follows:

1. Fusion Zone - The area of weld metal that haS penetrated

beyond the original surface of the base metal.

2. Root - The portion of the weld metal deposited at

the bottom of the joint;

3. Throat = r-'_ distance along the center line of the

weld between the root and the face.

4. Weld Reinforcement - Metal added above the surface

of the joint edges.

5. Face - The outer surface of the weld reinforcement.

6. Toes = The edges of the weld face.

7. Leg - The dimension of the weld extending on each

sideof the.root of the joint. This applies to lap joints.

8. Penetration - The distance_from the original surface

of the base metal to the point at Which fusion ceases;

Forehand Welding

EIHODS

_ T--- - 2-4 T --

DEPTH Of rusioN 1 N PLATE 25 %T0 50 %

r REENFORCEMENTt

.

Figure 57. Wading Beacx, Foreiand Methed.

In ehis method; the flame is pointed in the diettiot

of travel and the tip is held at an angle of approximately 450 to 600

to the work. This angle allows the lielding flame to preheat

the metal ahead of the molten pool; as shown in figure 57.
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The angle of the filler rod should be 4D to the plate surface

but may vary slightly on different jobs. The filler rod is

added to the molten pool by dipping it in the leading edge of

the molten pool. This welding method is most commonly use-.:

on thin-wall tubing, sheetmetal, and plate up to 1/4" thick.

Figure 58. Forehand Wgdir:;

In plates over 1/4" thickia_wide bevel with a 90
o

included

angle must be -used to insure properfusion and penetratiOnof

the base metal;_aS shown in figure 58. This causes the molten

pool to become large and difficult to control;

Backhand Welding

Figure 59. Backhand Welding.

In this method; the flame is directed blck_taward the finished

weld, as shown in figure 59. Backhand welding is used primarily
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for heavier metal because the edge bevel does not exceed 600

included angle. This oermits you to maintain a smaller molten

pool and uses less filler rod.

Without filler rod

1. Light the torch ana adjust it to a neutral flame.

2. Heat the plate until a molten pool is formed.

3. Using a slight circular motion, move the torch in

the direction of the weld.

4. To make a narrow bead, hold the flame close to the

molten pool. To make a wide bead, hold the flame away from

the molten pool.

With filler tod

1. Light the torch and adjust it to a neutral flame.

2. Heat the plate until a molten pool is formed.

3. Dip the filler rod in the leading edge of the molten

pool.

4. Move the torch slightly from side to side to obtain

good fusion.

Torch Tip Selection

METAL THICKNESS
TI-P SIZE

Torchweld

1/64" to 1/32"
72 0

1/32" to 1/16"
68 1

1/16" to 1/8"
62 2

1/8" to 3/16"
58 3

3/16" to 1/4"
55 4

1/4" to 3/8"
53

Table 2. Tip Sizes.

The selection of the proper tip size depends upon the thickness

of the base metal and the rate at which the heat is ttinducted

away from -the weld; When the tip is too large, the uetai is

overheated, scales, and some of the elements arc burned out of the A_
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metal, causing a weak weld. When the tip is too small, the

volume of heat is not sUfficient_to obtain proper fusion; Torch

manufacturers furnish tables giving the approximate sizes of

tips for welding different thicknesses of metal. The approximate

tip size for steel may be selected by referring to table 2.

Filler Rod

lilF-TAL THICKNESS FILLER ROD

1/16" to 1/8" 1/16" to 3/32"

1/8" to 1/4" 1/8"

3/8" to 1/2" 3/16"

1/2" arld up 1/4'

Table 3. Size of Fiiier Rods.

The -type of filler rod for any job depends upon the metal

to be welded. In most cases, the finer rod is the same composition

as the base metal. The copper coated low carbon filler rod

is used to weld low carbon steel. _Filler rods are available

in diameters from 1/16" to 3/8". The size of the filler you

use is determined by the thickness of the base metal. Table 3

Shows the comparison between metal thickness and filler rod

diameters.

WELDING LAP JOINTS

A lap jointj the -edges of two sheets are placed ore abeve

the other, end the weld applied joining the edge of one sheet

to the surface of the other. Lap Joints are used in the construction

of equipmentjabricatPd from plate and Siitt metal. Lap joints

are not as efficient in the transmission of load stresses as

are butt joints; but certain types of lap joints develop the

full strength of the base metal under a tensile pull.

Types of Lap Joints

SINGE - FILLET LAP JOINT. This type of joint is frequently

used, since it reqvires no_machiring of the joint edges. This

joint is welded from one side_only when the design of the part

does not permit welding from both sides. The single-fillet

lap joint, figure 60A, does not_develdp full bate metal strength;

but is stronger than a butt weld for some Applications. When

tubing or frames overlap or telescope together, the lap joint

is preferable to the buttjoint; If loading is not too severe,

thit joint is suitable for welding metals of all thicknestet.

If fatigue or impact loads are encountered, concentration of
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stress occur at the edRe of the weld. 1..nder t2ntiOn the p-Intez

may pull out of line, subjecting the root to bending.

DOUBLE-FILLET L4P.JOTNT. This joint, flgule 602, is cuicnblo

for much more severe load conditions than can be net by the

single-fillet lap joint. When properly made, this joint drvelcps

the full strength of the base metal. Kowever, for extremely

severe loads; the butt joint is preferred.

JOGGLED LAP JOINT; When you want to U:te a lap joint but

the Metal surface must be kept on the same plan, the joggled

Iap joint, figure 60C, is used; This joint gives _a more uniform

distribution of load stresses than tno single (3.- dOuble71no

type; The joint prodUteS a greater strength than the single-

fillet lap joint, bUt in more difficult to prepare for welding.

Weld Specifications

2 I

I.

-3 I

1 33-S0,-, 7
.. ,

V I,

i ;-- -----;..-3-7!,ti-:7-" : .-

Figure 61. Wad Spocifioationz.

_1. The upper leg should equal the b6Seetal in thickness.

the lei4er leg 1 1/2 "T;" figure 61. When weld=: are riu.cc on
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metals of unequal thickness; the specifications are bastA upon

tine thickneSS of the lighter gage sheet.

2. The face should be slightly convex in shape;

3. Penetration or metals 1/8 inch or leSS should be

30 to 50% of the mctai thiCkness. For heavier gages the minimum

PenetratiOn is 1/15 inch.

4. The throat thickness shoUld equal the rhicknesS of

the base metal.

Welding Technique

Figure 62. Lap Joint;

When thickness of 1/8 inch or less, the overlapping
joining ness o ,

of the sheets should .;c2
from4to 6 times the metal thickness;

Thejnint should be tack welded at intervals of appreXitately

1 1/2 inches a shown in figure -62. Prior to welding, the edges

of eh6 sheet should be preheated by directing the flaMe abe-:e

and below the joint;

Backhand Welding

In this methodi the_flame is directed back toward the finished

Weld; Backhand welding is used primarilyofor heavier metal

because the edge bevel does not exceed 60 inclUded angle. This

permits you to maintain a smaller pattern pool and uses less

filler rod edges; Thiswill raise the temperature of the metal

to a point which will permit obtaining-fusion into theroot

of the joint. The torch should be held approximately 60 degrees

from horizcintal thereby directing most of the_weldinghet

upon the botLOM S!ieet, with the flame pointed in the dircetion
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of travel. When the edges are raised to the molten state, the

center of the molten pool should be in line.with the unmelted

upper edge of the joint. ThiS procedure permits a greater amount

Of the base metal to be melted_into the molten pool, thus requiring

less filler rod and assuring adUqUate_fusion into the upper

sheet. To prevent possible undercutting at the -upper edge of

the joint and overlap on the lower plate, the filler rod should

be added to the upper edge of the molten pool. The speed of

travel can be daterMited by the size of the molten pool maintained

at the joint edges. The following -weld characteristics can

be used in determining wrong techniques employed in making lap

welds.

Concave Weld Face: This condition generally indicars

the use of too large a welding tip and/Or an insufficient amount

of filler rod added to the weld. It resultS in excess penetration

and undercuttihg at the toes of the weld.

Meld Face Exces:7,7 Convex: This welding heat and addihg

an excessive amount of filler rod. Overlap and lack of penetratibt

results.

Underatittid d 01,,erlaa: This condition exists when the

flame is directed improperly. Undercutting occurs on the overheated

edge and overlap on the edge insufficiently heated. This same

condition may result frob) the improper addition of filler rcd

into the molten pool;

Welds: A speed of travel along the joint

edges whiCh is too fast will cause the molten pool to_decrease

in size; resulting it_anarrow weld. The reverse will be true

if the speed of travel is too slow; A slow speed of_travel

usually causes excessive penetration of a rapid speed and inadequate

amount of penetration.

Procedure for Weldihg Lap Joints

1. Set up work and tack weld; having sheets tightly together.

2. Preheat bottom sheet at point where weld is to be

started.

3. Start at one end and complete weld; directing flame

mostly on bottom sheet.

4. Add filler rod near top edge of joint in.ilding up

bead to correct dimensions;

5. Turn work over and weld other side.

6. Cut welded joint cut 9f specimen.

7. Check work with instructor after cutting.
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Precautions: 1. Make sure that the surfaces of the two pieces
to be welded fit closely together.

2; Make tack welds small and secure.

3. After tacking; check again to insure close fit

of the two pieces.
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Metallurgy Eranch
3ABR53230-80=108

ChanUte AFB, Illinois

BUTT JOINTS OF CARBON STEEL

OBJECTIVES

AfterEOMPleting this study guide and yeur Cla:;sroominstrurtion;

you will be able to apply the fundamental PrinCiples and tachniqu,7.i,:

of welding butt joints.

INTRODUCTION

The bUtt joint is probably the MOSt_difficult joint to

weld. The Weld specifications must all be Met to produce ajoint

that Is as if not stronger; than the base metal. The

butt joint aisc kith cards beneing and twisting loads better

than any other joint.

INFORMATION

The -butt joint is used to join ntends or edges of two

pieces of Metal_which are in the same plane. A properly made

butt joint deVelOpS the full strength of the base metal and

is satisfactory fbt all types of loads. The preparation of

the joint for metals up_te 1/8" thick requires matching of the

Sheets, spearated by a distance equal to the metal thickness.

ReOrdless of metal thickness in Any type of butt joint, the

renettatidnthroughfte base met .-Al ii1U5t be 300% and fusion into

the sideWalls a.. least1/16 of an inch. must be taken

to space and tack the metal properly._ Warping, insufficient

penetration, Or poor fusion; may result if proper spacing and

tacking procedures are not observed.

Keep the plates on the same plane and maintain -the correct

spacing so that you tau obtain the proper fusion and penetration;

Mahe Small, well penetrated reek welds so that ene joint is

held td_a minimum of expansion on heating and a minimum of contraction

or cooling. It isnotnecessary to preheat the plates but you

should nOt_OV-erheat the molten pool. Otteiheating causes the

molten pool to boil and spark excessively, enlarges the grain

in the base metal next to the weld, loWdrS the strength of the

weld, and causes scaling of the weld.

The height ofreinforcement for metal up to 1/16" thick

iS approximately one T, or the thickness of the base metal._

Frdt 1/16" to 3/32", thickness_theheight of reinforcement drops

to 75% of T. As the base metal thickness increases, the height

of reinfOrement decrnases.

The width of reinforcement for metal up is approximately

2 to 4 T.
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CONvEx t'ACE

PROPER FUSION

Figure 6

lq7
UNWORM BEAD

)

1

ADEQUATE PENETRATION

Characteristics of a Good Butt Weld.

The reinfortetent tust have an even contour and taper

gradually into the baSe Metal at the toes of the weld, as

shown in figure 63.

JOINT PREPARATION AND SETUP

Mill scale, rust; oxides; and other impurities should be

removed from the joint edges and surfaces in order to prevent

them from being includes' in tho. t.:Add; :.;etaI up to 1/8 inch

thick can be welded without beveling;

4XT MAXIMUM

REINFORCCME N T

Pf NETRAT ION

SPACE = T AFTER TACKING

I

A
I

32

)

Figure 64; Setup - Rigid Butt Joint.
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.Joint Setup

RIGID BUTT JOINT; Figure 64 shows the propet_tetup for

welding a rigid butt joint in the flat position. The -joint

edges should be placed on the same plane and supported on material

Which does net radiate the heat away -from the plate being welded;

Rigid'butt joints must be tack welded prior to welding to prevent

the edges from being drawn together; making penetration impossible

to obtain the amount of spacing for carbon steel is one "T'.

The importance of making good tack welds cannot be overemphasized.

Propar Spacing; size; and penetration of tack welds definitely

helps to M,:ke-a satisfactory weld.
Penetration of the tack_

welds shoUld_be 100%. Tack welds -not penetrating COMpleteIy

through the base- metal causes weak spots in the finished weld.

The tack welds should be rigid; yet small enough to permit easy

fution in welding. They should be spaced approximately one

and one half inches apart along the joint.

Figure 65. Open Butt Joint.

OPEN JOINTS. Joints not tacked prior to welding are drawn

together as the weld prog:-_:sset along the joint. The spot at

which the fitst metal deposit is made is melted so rapidly that

most of the expansion is taken care -of in the molten pool. As

the weld continues and the initial deposit cools; it contracts

and pUlls the two edgetof the pieces together over their entire

length before c'elding the far endsactuallyeverlap before the

.weld is completed. One method of overcoming this effect is

to setup the pieces as shown in figure 65. Thd spacing at the

start of a carbon steel joint is -one "T" while the open or finished

end sholild be
approximately 1/4 inch per foot of weld plus "T ".

WELDING TECHNIQUE

Rigid Butt JoiPtS

A good we'd depends on the use of the proper tip size,

fillet rod, flame adjustment, and rod and torch manipulation.
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The welding tip should form an angle of approximately 45° to 60° with

the plate surface, with the flame being pointed in ties direction

of welding.6 Add the filler rod to the molten pool at an ankle

of about 45 The motion of the flame should be controlled

so that it malts the side walls of the sheets at the joint and

enough of the filler rod to produce a molten pool of the correct

size. The best technique for you depends upon the type of work

you may be doing, but Since any technique is based upon certain

principles, you should learn them and follow them.

1. The molten pool should progress evenly down the seam.

2. The end of the filler rod should be dipped in the

lending edge of the molten pool. Do not allow it to melt and

drip into it.

3. Hold the inner cone of the welding flame approximately

1/16" above the molten pool. Do not allow it to touch the filler

rod, molten pool, or the base metal.

4. The molten pool should penetrate completely through

the joint bUt not extend too far below the bettot of the joint;

Ala

rr- MOLTEN POOL

"HORSE-SHOE"

Figure 66; Rigid BLitt Joint Welding Technique.
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Figure 66 shows the technique which is vseri in welding rigid

square edge butt joints. The edges of thc: metal are melted

to the bottom of the joint causing the molten metal to form

in the shape of a "horseshoe." The filler rod is added to the

molten pool behind the opening and the molten pool bridges across

the edges. The pressure and heat of the flame are used to reestablish

the horseshoe opening. This procedure is repeated each time

you add filler rod to the molten pool. By maintaining the horseshoe

opening, penetration reaches completely to the bottom edge of

the joint.

Open Butt Joints

The technique for welding open butt joints is -the same

as for rigid butt joints. In order to keep the joint from

closing entirely, the starting end is spaced one T and the finiShing

end is spaced 1/4 inch per foot plus one T._ The_joint edges

are tack welded as shown in figure 65 and the weld started immediatelY

about =1/2 inch beyond the tack weld. As the weld progresses.

the spacing gradually closes to a space equal to the base metal.

thickness.

PROCEDURES FOR WELDING BUTT JOINTS

Rigid Butt JbititS

1. Clean the edges of the pieces to be welded.

2. Adjust the torch flame to neutral; and tack weld.

3. Start weld at the point indicated and weld by the

forehand method toward opell end.

4. After completing this part of weld return to other

end and finish the weld backhand;

lr the plates get out of alignment; stop welding and

force them back into position.

6. Before resuming welding, preheat the finished weld_

for about 1 1/2 inches back from point where the weld.stopped

7. Cool weld .

8. Check your work with the instructor;

FretaUtions: 1. Make sure that the sheets are in alignment

after tackihg.
_#

Be sure the proper spacing is allowed.

3. Be sure that the tack is made and the

weld is started at the exact point indicated

on drawing.
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Open Joints

1. Clean the edges of the metal;

2 Adjust the torch for a neutral Herne; and tack Weld.

3; Weld by the forehlid method. Start at one end and weld

the other;

4._ Melt the edges thtoughto the underside and build

up the bead to the proper dimensions.

Precautions: Make tacks small and strong.

2; Be sure -that metal is spaced properly

before and aftdt tacking.

3. Insure that the metal is on the same

plane after tacking.

4. Be Sure to use the correct tip size for metal

welded.
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Metallurgy Branch 3ABR53230-SC-109

Chanute AFB, Illinois

TEE JOINTS OF CARBON STEEL

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction.

you will be able to apply the fundamental principles and techn5.ques

of welding tee joints of carbon steel in the flat position;

INTRODUCTION

The tee joint is used quite often in construction of ships,

storage tankz; and as reinforcement for other welding operations.

The principles involved are closely related to the lap joint.

The major difference between a lap weld and a tee weld is the

tiigItt of the upper leg of the weld and the weld face contour.
The_biggest advantage of a tee weld is its ability to be built
up in more than one layer so that it can obtain the maximum

amount of strength for the joint.

INFORMATION

Figure 67; Throat and Leg Dimensions.

A tee joint is formed when the edge of one plate is_weldcd
approximately perpendicular to the surface of anothr. The

weld_is called a fillet weld because it is triangular in cross

section. The.various sections of a tee oint are shown in figure

66. The terms used to identify the weld sections are the same
for all types of- joints. Specifications for the tee joint are

shown in figure 67. When both pieces of the base netal are
the same thickness, the uppen and lower leg- specification should

be 1 1/2 T. If one piece is thinner than the other, the thinner
piece determines the leg length or heigth. Penetration should

be from 30 zo 50 percent for metal 1/8" thick or less. For metal
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metal over 1/8", thic.k the _penetration should be at 1..ast 1/16".

The threat thickness sholild be "T".

PREPARATION AND WELDING OF TEE JOINTS

Joint PreparatiOn

The tee joint used en tetal_1/8" thick or less needS ;i6

special preparation other than Cleating the edge of the vertical

sheet and the surface of the heriZentalsheet_._

1/8"i the vertical sheet should be beveled._ The single V-45

mbevel is used on_etal up to 1/2". The double V-45° bevel is

used On Plate 1/2 "_ or thicker if it be welded from both

tidos; if heavy plate tatnetbeWeided from both Sides, the

bevel used is a single U Which olloWS Per co"iplete penetration

without an excessive amounteffiller material or tanhourS which

would be needed if the single V were used.

Figaro 68. >etb.1J of The Joint.

The ilertical_sheet; figure 68, Should be sp=_Iced fro:11 1/32

to 1/15 of an inch _above the horizontal sheet. The weling

heat cannot be Ased to itstrentestadzintlle unleits the edges

are spacedtep.armit easy fdSienwithout heLing._

The spacingsheuld be the Sate along the joint so that penetration

and fusion can '3e obtained. When tilt, joictis welded cm both

sides, the tack welds shoUld he :de alternately from f.,76 Side
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to the other. Tatk welding in this manner aids in maintaining

alignment of the vertical sheet; If welding only one side, tack

weld one side

Welding Technique

OVERLAP

Figure 69. Tee Joint = Overlap and Undercut.

Select the proper tip size and adjust the flame to neutral;

then, holding the torch at a 45° to 60° angle; direct most of

the heat on the DOttOM plate. When_the molten pool forms, be

sure that_it eXtends equally on beth_plates. To prevent under-

cutting; figure 69, the filler rod ShOuld be added to the upper

edge of the molten pool.

PROCEDURE

1. Clean the metal to be welded.

2; Set up the joint, as shown in figure 68, and tack

weld atapproximateIy twe=inth intervals; allow 1/16" spacing;

figure 67.

3. Start at one end and complete the weld:

4. Weld by the forehand method, taking care to direct

most of the flame on the bottom sheet.

5; Check with the instructor for weld faults;

6. Repeat the above procedure until you can make satisfactory

tee welds.

Precautions: 1; Make surethat the vertical piece is
securely tacked to the horizontal piece
with small tack welds.
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2. Make sure that the proper site tip pith

sufficient volume of heat is used.

3; Make sure that the penetration is

extending into the root of the joint as the

field progresses.



Metallurgy Branch 3ABR53230-SC-I10

Chanute Alb, Illinois

POSITION WELDING

WITCTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom intrOttien,

you win be able to apply the technique of welding joints in

the horizontal and vertical positions.

INTRODUCTION

Although the_different types of joints are easily welded_

in the flat position, these joints are not always found in thiS

position. Many times you :tly be required to veld a joint in

one of the other positions. In Order to successfully weld a

joint in the horizontal or vertical position, you must knOW
and apply -the techniques required to allow the weld to meet
the specifications for the type of joint;

INFORMATION

All welding can be classified according to the position

of the metal or joint edges of the metal being welded. There

are four general positions in which welds are renuired to be

made. These are designated as flat, horizontal, vertical, nnd

overhead positions.

In the flat position the weld is made with the parts flat

on the table or inclined at an angle less than 45 degrees, the_

filler metal is depOSited from the upper side of the joint, and

the face of the weld is approximately horizontal;

Tn the horizontal position the Weld is made -with the parts

in rtical position or inclined at an angle 6f more than

45 degrees with the seam running horizontally.

In the vertical pOsition the parts are inclined at an angle

greater than 45 degrees With the seam running vertically.

In the overhead poSitien the filler metal is deposited

from the underside of the joint and the face of the weld is approxi;i6,1;?

horizontal.

WELDING IN THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL POSITIONS

In ordertd make satisfactory welds in positions other

than flat, a knowledge of factors which permit control of the

weld metal in these VariOUS positions is essential: to the

effect of gravityi the molten weld metal in the puddle always
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tends to seek a lower level; This tendency restrained by

the following foredS: cohesion of the molten pool;_supporL

provided by the nage metal and solidifieu weld metal; pressure

of -tile flame on the moltni Metal; the manipulation an_ehilling

effect of the filler rod upon the molten pool; and surface tension.

The most important force
counteracting_the force of gravity

is the coheSiVeness of the molten metal, which allows a certain

amount of molten metal to_be placed in the MOTten_pool without

running or falling off. A factor affecting cohesion is tne

amount of heat applied. More heat than necessary increases

the fluidity o± the molten metal, resulting in a greater tendency

of the metal to run or fall off.

Horizontal Welding

When you meld joints the joint edges horiienial, the

tip should be held at an angle of 45 degrees to the plate surface

and inclined slightly in_the_vertical plane, to direct the flame

upward. The slight inclination given to the tip keeps _the_

molten metal 1:rom sagging to the lower edge of the weld. The

tip should ba moved slightly from Side to side to e_depoit they

metal uniform' along the joint. filler rod added to the

upper edge cf the molten pool permi;.s an Oven, distribution of

weld metal.

Vertical Welding

It vertical welding the molten metal has a tendency to run

down; dOe to the force of gravityi and cause a highly - crowned

bead. TO -control the flow of moitentetal,,the flame s'iould_

be held helOW the welding rod. pointing upward at an angle of

45 degrees to the plate. The pressure of the go::.es_from thf!

tip help support the molten metal; howeVer5 removing the flar.le

momentarily when the mtltenmetal tends to sag will aid in producing

aweldof proper contour. _The solidified weld metal just below

the molten pool acts as a ledge and provides additional suporr;

PROCEDURES

Double-Fillet Lap Joint

1. Clean the metal to be welded.

2. Lap 1/2 inch and tack weld dn the flat position on

the bench
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Figure 70. Horizontal Lap Joint.

3; Mount in the horizontal position, as shown in figure 70i

and weld in the fixed horizontal position.

2igure 71. Vertical Lap Joint.

4. Mount in the vertical position, as shoun in figure

and weld in the fixed position.

Vertical Tee Weld

1. Clean the metal to be welded.

1_ Space the tack weld in the flat position on the bench;
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FI-gure 72; Vert7..cac F.Laet.

3. out in the vertit.al position; as shown in figure '2,

and weld.

96 ATC$ Ark III t4-304e
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Metal and NDI Branch
Chanute AFB; Illinoia

MECHANICAL DRAWING AND BLUEPRINT READING

OBJECT IVES

3ABR5313l-SG-201

After completing this study guide and cladStbOt
instruction; you will make

shop_drawinga and sketches of welded assemblies and interpret shop drawings; diagrams,

And blUtprints.

INTRODUCTION

Nearly_every repdiror_fabrication
job you_Will db will require working

to specifications contained in a

drawing or a blueprint. At times,

you will be required to make your

in sketches and drawings to design

parts for_which there 4teto drawings

or_blueprinta. Interpreting blueprints

and drawings is a skill you must learn

to qualify as a metals processing

spacialiat.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE
ENERGY AND RESOURCES

Due to the conservation of energy

resourcesi_do not write in or mark

on any training literature since it

Will be reused by_other classes. Lights

viii be turned off any time the classroom

is_vacant for more than 20 minutes.

AU consumable materials will be used

conservatively thrOUghout Block II.

DRAWING EQUIPMENT AND
GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION

Thts study guide covers drawing

equipment, the use of geometric

construction principles in making

a blueprint or drawinga and the

interpretation of blueprints and drawings.

The purpose of a drawing is to

indicate the form and size of an object

and to convey the ideas of the engineer

Or designer to the person who is to

u9m the_driWing. The form of the

Objett is indicated on the_paper by

the relative positiontOf lines; It

is more efficient to show thevarious_
design features is the fort of a drawing.

In this way_the &et-dila of construction

can easily be understood. A written

or verbal_description_of detailed

parts would be too extensive and would

Only confuse the workman. _A drawing

showing dimensions and explanatory

notes gives the workman clear, eabilv

interpreted information. Drawings

are made with the aid of various

instruments and equipment. If the

drawing is made with instruments,

it is a mechanical drawing; whereas,

if it is made with only a pencil,

it is a free-hand sketch.

Drawing Equipment

The follOW1Ovparagraphs explain
the various tools and equipment used

in making drawings.

DRAWING BOARD; T-SQUARE; AND TRIANGLE.

A drawing board may be used to provide

a flat, smooth surface for the paper

while the drawing is being made.

The left edge of the board is used

as a straightedge to guide the T-

square. The blade of the T-square

provides a straightedge for triangles.

DRAPING PAPER. Drawihg paper

is available_in a variety of grades.

It may come in Sheets or rolls_and

be colored white; creami_or buff.

For pencil drawings, such as those

made in the shop, paper with a_slight

grain that can be easily erased is

best; Tracing paper is used to make

original drawings because it is

transparent enYagh so_that original

drawings_may be traced or inked.

The drawing paper is placed_near

the edge of the board_and the upper

edge of_the paper is lined parallel

to the T7square.__After_the paper

is in place, it is taped down at

the :timers, as shown in figure 1.-
Occasidnally,thumbtacks are used

to hold the paper but they are not

as suitable as tape.

1
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30°- 60° TRIANGLE
45° TRIANGLE

TABLE

T SQUARE

DRAWING
PAPER

Figure 1. Drawing Board Setup.

DRAWING PENCILS. pencils are

graded_by lettersfrom 6B (softest)

through SS; 45; 38; 28; B an4 HB (medium

Soft); F (medium hard), H, 2H, 3H. 4H,

5H,- 6H,-7H, 8H,911 (extremely hard).

G5radet411 and SH are generally used

for drawing lines -while grades F;

Hi_and 2H -are preferred for lettering

and Sketching;

T= -SQUARE: This drawing ruler;
ShOWn in figure 1, is a T-shaped_

instrument_ consisting Of a straightedge

with a head at one end; The head

is fastened to the straightedge at

a right angle to the blade with screws.

It is issidas a guide for horizontal,

Vertical; and sloping lines.

TRIANGLES; These instruments

are used to draw vertical and sloping

lines._ The two most commonly used __

triangles are the 45° and the 300/60°

triangles._ The former has two angles;

45* and -90 °. The latter has 30°.

60°, and 90° angles; Generally; they

are made of plastic. various angles

can- be_ obtained when they are used

With the T-square; as shown in figure 2.

HORIZONTAL VERTICA.

TAPE

150

50 45°

T5°

Figure 2. Application of a

7-Square and Triangle;

PROTRACTOR. This instrument

is used for dtAwitg angles that are not

2
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Figure 3. hvtractor.

included in regular triangles;

Protractors are usually graduated

from 00 to 1800 in divisions of 1 °;

as shown in_figure 3. Protractors are

also available with smaller divisions.

The protractor is placed_withits
reference line over the line of the

paper and its center mark at the

point where the angle is_to be drawn;

Mark the center point. The desired

angle can then be found on the outer

edge of the protractor. Mark the

paper at the desited angle. Remove the

protraCtOt and draw a straight line

from the point_just marked to the

Center point of the protractor. Thus,

the reqUited angle is made.

SCALE DESIGNATION NUMBER

If a- 1-
5\ 7 9 .15

1_6 7 716 \I6

)t \ \

I

2

Figure 4. Scale.

SCALES. TwO shapes of scales

are commonly used; the flat, and the

triangular. They are usually made of

boxwood; althouga some are made of

3

hardwood. In the past years, plastic

has been ued_extensiVely in the

manufacture of scales. There are

two types of triangular_scale; the

engineer's and_the architedt's. The

engineer's scale has inch divisions

subdivided into decimals of an inch.

The architect's scale is generally

used in_thepreparation of drawings.

The scale is intended_only fot measuring

and should_not be used as a straightedge.

The scale haS eleven sets of,graduations

or scales. At each end of the scale,

except the full size scale, is a

number (usually a fraction) showing

the size or breakdown of the scale.

On the left end of the full size

Scale._the number 16 appears. This

indicates that the full scale is

divided into 16thsof an inch units.

This_ia the scale that will_concern

the beginner in_mechanical drawing

the most. The full size scale is

used fOrdrawings of the same_siii as

theobjector the parts they describe;

Figure_4 shows how each division

is read as a fraction when_a full

size scale is broken doWn in 16ths;

An explanation of the rest of the

graduations on the architect's scale

will be given by the instructor.

7---COMPASS
EXTENSION BAP

MIW

POINT

3=0=Kii=;

PEN
PENCIL--/v

Figure 5. ChiMpaas.

COMPASS._ The coMpASS; shown
in figure_5, is an instrument that is

used for drawing circles or parts

of a circle._ _Thec6MOASs consists

of two legs_hinged at the top to

permit adjustment to_the desired

spread. Ofte_leg is designed so_

that_a pencil or pen can be used.

Usually; an extension bar is included

for a greater spread.

Geometric Construction

Drawings are used to_expretS___

and record the ideas and information



necessary for the building of machines,

structures, and parts that make up _

a complete object. In the making of
drawings; the draftsman may use geometric
principles to resolve various drawing
problems rapidly and accurately. The

welder will also use drawingS as a
guide in the fabrication of parts. _
The welder must have a knowledge of
geometric_constructions in order to
understand drawings, since drawings
are lines; circles; arcs; and curves;

it will be necessary to learnthe general
methodS of drawing each of them.

Figure 6. AngZe.

DRAWING kV ANGLE. An_angle is

formed by drawing two straight__ lines

that intersect. These lines must

Meet at one point; as shown in figure

6. Angles can_be drawn very rapidly
with the use of a triangle;

Figure 7. CircZe.

DRAWING CIRCLES. A circle is

a linedraWn witn a compass from one

central point; as shown_in figure 7.

The distance from theline to the
center peitt_remains the same. Any

straight line from_the center point
to the line is called the RADIUS of

the circle. A straight line passing
through the center; which cuts the
circle into two equal halves is called

the diameter of the circle. The diameter

is.cqual to twice the radiUS (d 2r).

235

To draw_a circle with a pencil
compass or_divider; set the radius
and swing a circular line around

a center_point. To avoid changing the
ridiUS, do not move or hold the legs
of the compass while the circle is
being drawn.

Figure 8. Arc.

DRAWING AN ARC. An arc is part

of a circle and is drawnin the same
Manner as a circle; as shown in figure

4

Figure 9. Bisecting a Line.

8

BISECTING A LINE. _Bisecting-

a line means to divide it into two

equal parts. This is done with_the

use of a pencil compass_or divider;

Set the compass_or_diVider at a distani.e

grea.er_than half the length of the

line. Set the needle point on one

end of the line, point of A; figure 9,

and draw an arc above and below -the

lite;__Usiug the same_setting, place

the needle point on the other end

of the line, point B and cross the

first two arcs above and below the

line; points C and D. Draw a thin

line through the points where the

arcs intersect. The thin line will

bisect line AB.

a



Figure 20. Bisecting an Arc.

BISECTING AN ARC. Bisectingan arc

is similar to bisecting_a_line. Set

the pencil compass or divider at a _

distance greater than half the length

of the_arc. _Set the needle point

on one'end of the arc: point A on

figure 10; and draw an arc on_each side

of the original arc. Using the same

setting, place the needle point on

the other end of the original arc,

point B-and cross the firattwo arcs

at C and D. Draw a thin line through
the points where the arcs intersect.

The thin line bisects arc AB.

Figure 11. Bisecting an AngZe.

BISECTING AN ANGLE. To bisect

the angle BAC, firure 11, use A as

a center and strike an arc DE. With D

5

and E as centers anda_radius
greater than one-half DE,_draw_small
arcs intersecting at_0. Line AO

bisects the angle BAC;

. A

Figure 12. Ereattng a Perpendicular to

a Given Line From a Point on the Line.

DRAWING PERPENDICULAR TOA
STRAIGHT LINE. Aperpendicular
is aStraight line that meets another

straight line at 900. To draw a
perpendicular tba line from point

Rot that line (figure 12), with

P as a center and With any radius;

draw arcs intersecting the Tine at C

and D. Then; with C and D as centers

and a radius longer_thanone-haIf
the distance between C and D, draw

arcs intersecting at E. Line EP

is the required perpendicular.

To draw a perpendicular to

a line AB (figure 13) from a Point
PSOMW:distance away from the line:

With point P as center, draw an

arc intersecting the line at C and

D. With C and D as_centersi draw_

arcs with_a_radius longer than one-

half C and D. These arcs intersect

At E. Line EP is the required

perpendicular.

DRAWING A LINE PARALLEL TO

ANOTHER LINE. To draw a line parallel

to line AB (figure 14)_at_some distance

away_from the line, with any_points

1 and 2 as centers on line AB, draw

area with the desired distance as

2( te



B OR A

E

Figure 13. Erecting a Line PerpendicuLar to a Given Line CutSide the Line;

Figure 14. Constructing a Line

Parallel to Another Line.

radii._ Line CD, drawn tangent to the

arcs, it the required parallel line;

DRAWING AN ARC WITHMA 90° (RIGHT)

ANGLE: To draw an arc within a right

angle, figure_15, With A as a center

and with any desired radius, draW arcs

across lines AB and_AC establishing

points D and E. kiting the same radius

and with D and _E 35 centers, dri

intersecting arcs to forth point F.

With -F as center,_ draw the required

arc from points D and E, as shown in

figure 15.

6

2

Fi:gure 25. Ding an Arc Within

a Right Angle.

B

_CONSTRUCT1775 AN ARC TANGENT

TO INTERSECTING LINES. Select_peintS

1 And 2 on line A3_ and points 3 and

4 on line BC, as Shown, in figure

16. Set a tmall pencil compass

at the desired radius and strike

an arc_froM 2, 3, and

4 on the same side of lines AB and Be.

Using a triangle as a straightedge,

draw lines DE and EF tangent to

the Arcs. With the same compass

setting, place the needle point

of the compass at point E (the point

of intersection of the two constructed

2/7



Figure 16. Constructing an Arc

Tangent to Intersecting Lines.

lines)_and strike an arc tangent to
lines AB and BC.

DRAWING A 60° ANGLE; To draw a

60° angle from a point on a line
(figure 17) with A as_a center and
any radius* drAW arc BC With point

B as a center and the same radius AB,

'draw an arc intersecting_at point E

on the arc just draWn. EAR is a 60°

angle.

Note: A30° angle may be obtained
by bisecting the 60° angle.

Figure 17. Drawing a 60° Angle.

DRAWING A 45e ANGLE. To draw

a 45° angle from a point on a line
(figure I8)i from point A On line AB,

set off a distance AC; Draw the

7

28

perpendicular DC, and set off a
distance CE equal to AC. Dra4 AE;

angle EAC is a 45° angle.

Figure 18. Drawing a 45° Angle.

DRAWING A RIGHT ANGLE. Aright
angle is an angle of 90° formed
by two intersecting perpendicular
lines.

Whin several lines; arcs* and
circles are -found on one drawing,

letters and nUthbeta_are used to

identify specific places or parts

on the drawing.

nit& duties will require making
layouts on paper and metal for required

repairs. LaYoutt include lines; circlesi

and arcs.

DRAWING A STATION JOINT; Using
geometric construction;_ make a shop

drawing of_a station joint to scale;

using the dimensions given in figure

19;

QUESTIONS

Note: Do not writein this study
Answer all questions on

a separate sheet of paper.

1. Why is it necessary for

a metals processing specialist to

know how to draw?

2. How many degrees are in

a circle?

What is a radiuS?

4. Define the diameter of a circle.

"Di



FIRST WELD
INSPECTION -CUT-

DIMENSIONS

A I " 0.D. x 2 /4
I 1/8 0.D. x 51/2

111-0.D. x 4'i

D 21/2 34"x .093
1/1; WIRE SPACERS

1: Layout centerlindS. Draw tube C.

2. Draw tube B. 5. Draw gusset plateS.

3. Draw tube A. 6. Draw wire spacers (E).

Figure 19. Station joint.

8
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5. What is an arc?

6. Whit does bisect mean?

7. What is a perpendicular line?

8. What are parallel lines?

9. A 60° angle is what part

of a circle? A 30° angle? A 45° angle?

10. What is a right angle?

TYPES OF DRAWINGS

The most common type_of drawing

is the orthographic,___Although
they

are used much less frequently_ than

the Orthographic, there are times when

an isometric, perspective, or oblique

drawIng_IS useful. The four types

Of drawings are as follows:

Orthographic Drawing

An orthographic drawing is away

of representing the exact shape of

an object in views. Each of these

views show the shape of the object

from the frOnt,_top, side; etc._ Any

two or more views will completely describe

the object. Each view is a completed

picture of the surface of the object

whiCh it represents.

_ To underStand the orthographic

drawing, consider that_each edge of the

Object is represented by a line. Each

line-will be seen in its true length

and in its proper place as it appears

in the object. A good way to visualize

this_is to imagine the object suspended

in the center of a transparent box

with_iti sides parallel to those of

the box, as shown in figure 20. Looking

in each side of the box, yOU will see

different views of the object. If

these views were projected to the

surfaces of the_transparent sides of

the box, as in figure 21; and if the

box were flattened out, as in figure

22, we would have an orthographic drawing.

If lines could be extended from

every pointi edge, and surface of the

object to the transparent box, the

result on the front of the box would

be the front vied and_wouId show the

true height and length of the object.

2 40

Figure 20. Visualizing an

Orthographic Dtviwing.

Figure 21. Projections.



22/

Figure 22. Orthographic Views in Position.

Figure 23. Three-View Projection of Length, Width, and Height.
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Lines from the object to the_top of_

the box give the top view and ShOW the

-true width and length of the object.__

Lines from the abject to the right side

of the bot give the side_viewand show

the true height and_Width of the object,

as shown in figure 23.

Note: Since there are six sides

to the boxi there will be six basic

views._ HoweVer, two or three views

are all that- are necessary to

visualize the object.

Uthally; the orthographic drawing

of a given object is started by drawing

the front view. The top view is drawn

directly above the front_View with the

aid of vertical lihel extended from the

front view.

Figure 24. Drawing an

Orthographic Projection.

The side view of the object is drawn

to the right of the front view by -the

aid of horitohtal lines extended from

the front view and by projected lines

drawn from the top view, as shown in

figure 24.

Since it is necessary to describe

every_part of an object, all surfaces

must be represented_iVihif
they cannot

be seen. To idehtify surfaces which

Figure 25. Views Wecessary for
Cylinders and Cones.

Curvedturfaces such as cones and'

cylinders are seen as circlea,triahgIes;

and rectangles in the views. A cylinder

may appear as a circle in one view and

as a rectangle in another view, as shown

in figure 25.

Figure 28. Isometric Axes.

Figure 27. Isometric Drcwing.



Figure 28. Representing AngLes on ZSOMOtrie Drawings.

Isometric Drawings

Isometric drawings are pictorial

views of objects: They are built on

three lines representing three edges

of a cube, such_as_lines I, 2; and 3

in figure_26. These three lines_ferM

three angles of_120° and are dalled_:

isometric axes (figure 26A); One is

drawn vertically and the other two at

30° angles from the horizontal by using

a 30 °/60° triangle and T-square.

The dimensions of the block (length;

width, and height), are laid off in true

length on the isometric axes and lines

are drawn through those parallel to each

axis (figure 27). Any line of the object

that fallS Oft; or is_parallel to the

isometric axes is called an isometric

line.

Edges of an object not falling

parallel to one of the isometric axes

are called_ nonisometric lineS.

Nonisometric_linesMUst be constructed

by joining_their two terminal points

With the aid of a straight edge (figure

28). When_an_object contains many_

nonia6Metrit Iine3, it_is easiest drawn

if you visualize it beihg placed in a

box. Thebokit then drawn in isometric_

and theObject located in it by its point

Of contact, as in figure 28;

Perspective Drawing

A drawing th3t Shows the shape of

an object just as it appears to the eye

of the observer is called a perspective

drawing, figure 29. An_accurate_coPY

of a photograph of_an Object would be

a drawing that is in true perspective._

This is because a camera records an object

the way the eye sees it A perspective

drawing of a piece of work has its value;

however, it is of little help to a Welder;

It only shows the picttreOf the cbject

and indicates the shape as viewed from

one position: It gives no detail as to

the internal_construction,
which is what

you need to knOW. Perspective drawingS

are used veryIittle in welding Work but

they may accompany mechanical drawings

for the purpose of showing an overall

picture of the finished product.

Oblique Drawing

An oblique drawing is based on -the

theory that one face of the object is

parallel to the picture plane:

drawings are similar to isometric drawihgs

in that they are based on three axes on

which measurements may be made; In an

isometric dr4Wihg, the axes are placed

at_120° to each other. In oblique

drawings; two axes are always at a right

angle to each other and the cross axes

maybe at any convenient angle, as in

figure 30A.

Oblique drawings have an advantage

over isometric drawings in that an object

with a circular outline on each face may

be represented in true form. Also, any

object with an irregular outline can be

12
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VANISHING
VANISHING

.."7, POINT

Z.27-_

HORIZON LINE

Oblique Drawing

POINT

-_

OBJECT

Figure 29. Perspective

Figure 30.

drawn more easily by an oblique draWing.

Usually it is placed at 300 Since

one face of an oblique drawing is

parallel to the picture plane, the faCe

is not distorted. To a certain extent;

the receding two surfaces will look

distorted as in figure 30B.

INTERPRETING DRAWINGS

Types; USei and Interpretation of Lines

The line is the basis for
interpretation of drawings. A thorough

knoWledge of lines. is essential to a

Welder. Figure 31 shows hoW various
types of lines aru drawn. Some of the

most common lines and their use are

shown in figure 31.

Dimensioning

Three types of dimensions are shown

in figure 32; detail, position, and

ObZique Drawing.

13

_GROUND LINE

overall. Adetail dimension shoes one
length or diMension necessary to express
the size of an object. A position
dimenSion locateS the centers of circles

or radii necessary to fabricate_ohjects____

to exact dimensions. An overall dimension

is a total dimension WhiCh is used_to

give the entire length, height, and

width of an ohject._ It is generally

a summation of alI included smaller __

dimensionA and is placed on the outside

of detail and position dithensions.

LETTERS AND FICURES. All lettering

and figures on AF draWingt are placed
horizontally -in order to be read easily

from the bottom o: the drawing, as shown

in figure 33. _UnleSS otherwise specified,

inch marks need not be used on drawings,

Since all dimensions areunderStObd
to be in incheS. Where dimensions are

in feet, or feet and inchesi_they will

be marked as 12' or 12'S". Normally;

.214



Figure 31. Hillarious Types of Eines are Drawn.

Figure 32. Types of Dimension.
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Figure 33. Position of Letters and Figures.

FOR RA011 UP TO a

FOR RADII AND LARGER

Figure 34. D.Lmensioning Ar6s and Radii;

5
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Figure 35. 104:6ioning Angles and Chamfers.

Figure 36. Diten8ioning V.rcles.
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SPECIFIED
LENGTH /7- MAXIMUM LENGTH

1.950 -.003

\--MINIMUM LENGTH

Figure 37. Limits.

in a machine drawing the symbol for feet

is not used;

RADII. Methods of indicating radii

Of arcs and curves are shown in figure

34; Radius dimensions are shown as
folloWed by the letter "R" and the

dimension line has only one arrowhead:

ANGLES. Some examples ot_hoW angles

are dimensioned are shown in figure 35;

Depending upon the spacing between the

extension lines; dimension lines and

dimensions may be placed inside or

outside the angles.

CIRCLES. Figure 36 is an example

of how_circles may be aimensioned. A

dimension indicating the_diaMeter of

a circle is generally followed by the

abbreviation "DIA."

HO.._ Holes Whith are to be drilled

or reamed Should Nava the diameter given,

lpreferably on a leader line, followed

by the word indicating the operation.

LZMITS AND/OR TOLERANCE. These

are the extreme dimensions accepted.

For example, a piece is to_be made 1,950

long with a maximum dimension ;002 inch

larger and a minimum dimension .003

inch less than 1;950 inches. The extreme
+.002

dimensions would be 1.950
i

;003
inches.

1,952 inches and 1.947 inches are the

limits, as_illustrated in figure 37.

Tolerance is the aooumt of variation

permitted it the size or locatidh, In

the above example, the tolerance or -total

amount of variations permitted is .002

+ .003 = .005 inch.

Interpreting Sectional VieWt

_A_sectional view is obtained by_

imagining the object cut away aS if by

sawing (figure 38). The path of the

saw is considered to be the cutting plane;

17

1.952 i I.947 ARE
THE LIMITS

C01l ....0 7

Figure 38; Sectional Views.

0

i.e., the plane upon which the -cut is

made. If one portion of the object is

then removed and a drawing made of the

remaining portion; the lines formerly

invisible are exposed to view;

sectioning an object is an imaginary

operation, the other necessary views are

not changed: The_only addition is

a cutting_plahe line which traces the

path of the cutting plane. A pictorial

view of the ooject with the pate of

the cut traced by a diagonal line_is

shown in figure 38; an orthographit_

projection with the side view sectioned

is also shol4h in figure 38. The position

cf the cutting plane is located on

the projected view by a cutting plane

line, as ShOWhihfigure 39. _The view

to be exposed after_passing the cutting

plane through_the object_is_indicated

by the direction of the arrows on the

cutting plane linei_as in figure 39;

The cutting_plehe line may be omitted

if the cutting plane line coincides_

with the centerline representing the

symmeLrical axis of the object.

FULL SECTIONAL VIEW. A full

sectional vid4jaobtained by passing

a cutting plane actoss_the entire object

(figures 38 and 40). In this operation,

one-half of the object is considered

removed; the other half, with -the interior

exposed to view, iS drawn or projected



Figure 39. Cutting PZane Line.

Figure 40. Fun Section.

Figure 41. Half-Section.

in the manner of any other orthographic

view.

HALF-SECTIONAL VIEW. A half-

sectionalView may be drawn_for a

Symmetrical object (figure41); This

type of section is obtained by passing

two cutting planes at a right angle

to each other along the centerline or

18

symmetricalaxis._ Thus, one-quarter of
the object is considered removed and_the_
interior exposed to view. To more clearly

describe the object, invisible outlines
are generally omitted from the_sectioned
and unsectioned portion. The half - section

provides a view which shows the internal
and external features of an object.

Figure 42. Braken-Out Section.

BROKEN=OUTORPARTIAL SECTION. A

broken-out or partial section_is employed
when it is desired to_show only a portion
of the object in sectional view (figure
42). Frequently, a broken-out section
will_eliminate thenecessity of showing
a fUll or half-sectional view- The broken-

out section is bounded at the break by

a short break2ine.

Uniformly spaced 45°, fine, parallel
lines, termed crosshatching or section-
lining; are used to distinguish the
surface of the material theoretically
cut and exposed by the cutting plane.

The spacing of crosshatching variegfroM
1/32_to_1/8_inch,_depending on the size

of the drawing and the part; Detail

drawings are crosshatched with the_syMbol

for cast iron regardless of the material

used.

Methodt of Showing Detail Not In
Sectional Views

INvISIBLE OBJECT LINES. Invisible

object lines and details beyond the
cutting plane arc_not shownon sectional

views unless required for description

Of the object,.

ELIMINATION OF CROSSHATCHING. Fben

a cutting plane passes through a rib,

web, or similar_ parallel element, the

crosshatching is omitted from those

parts, as shown in figure 43. The plane



.

Figure 43. Rtbs in Sect-ton;

is thought of as being just in front

of the rib or web;

OPPOSITE DIRE 'ION CROSSHATCHING;

When adjacentparts are shoWt in section,

the
crosshatching is ShOwn in opposite

directions.
Where a third part is adjacent

to two otheF__parts* the angle of its

crosshatching is made 30° or 60°.

Welding Symbols

Welding_ symbols place complete and

concise Welding informatieh on drawings

for the guidance of welders and other

tOnstruction and maintenance personnel._

The reference line of the welding symbol,

19

shown in figure 44* is used to designate

the welding process to be used* its

location* dimensions;
extent, contour*

and other supplementary information.

Wheh necessary* a tail is attached

to the reference line andUtilited

to provide specific notations (figure_44).

However* the tail is omitted when such

notations are not required.

ELEVENTS_OFARELDING SYMBOL.

The Army and Navy Standard for Welding

Symbold (JAN-STD-19)
makeS a distinction

between the terms "weld symbor_and

"weldingsYMbeL" The_weld_Symbol

is the ideograph (A and S, figure 45)

used to indicate_the
desired type of

weld; The assembled welding symbol

consists of the following eight elements

or any that are necessary: reference

line* arroy,_basic
weld symbol, dimensions

and_other data* supplementary symbols*

tail, specification,
process*, or other

reference. The location of the welding

symbolelements with
respect to each

Other is shown in figure 44.

BASIC WELD SYMBOLS. These weld

symbols are used to indicate_the welding

processes used in metal joining

operations to indicate whether the

weld is localizeder "all around,"

to indicate shop or field welds, and

to indicate
theconteUr of the welds._

These basic weld symbols are summarized

and illUSttated in figure 45;

Arc and Gets Weld Symbols. These

symbolS signify bead* fillet; plug*

or Slot* squarei_V,
bevel, U, and J

welds* as ShoWn in figure 45A.

Resistance Weld Symbols. These

symbols signify spot,
projection, seam,

flash, and upset welds, as shown in

H, figure 45.

Brazing,-
ThePP:riti induation,

and now WeldMehtS. No specifie weld

sYnbols have been assigned for these

procesSes; theretore, the tail_of the

Welding symbol is used, as in figure

44* to deSignate
which of these welding

processes is used* together with

specifications,
procedures, or other

supplementary
information required

in making the weld. The codes for

thest notations in the welding symbol are

usually established
by their uses and



CONTOUR SYMBOL

ROOT OPENING DEPTH OF FILLING
FOR PLUG AND SLOT WELDS

SIZE' SIZE OR STRENGTH
FOR RESISTANCE WELDS

REFERENCE LINE-

SPECIFICATION, -PROCESS L
OR OTHER REFERENCEI-- T

TAIL

BASIC WELD SYMBOL OR DETAIL REFERENCE

Figure 44.

- -...- FINISH SYMBOL

wu,

AGROOVE ANGLE ;NCLuDED ANGLE OF
I COUNTERSINK FOR PLUG WELDS

7-LENGTH OF WELD

/ )PITCH (CENTER TO CENTER SPACING) OF WELDS

R i _oe- / FELD WELD SYMBOLw , r,
rii3;.0" - p _- ARROW_ CONNECTING ;:.EFERENCE

LINE TO _ARROW S:DE OF-JOINT_
TO GROOVED MEMBER, OR BOTH

II otli
03 cc 4.r)

<--

(N)

WELD ALL AROUND SYMBOL

NUMBER OF SPOT OR PROJECTiON WELDS

RA PD 235935

Standard Locations of Elements on a Wetding Symbol.

TYPE OF WELD

BEAD FILLET
PLUG

OR
SLOT

GROOVE

SQUARE V BEVEL

I I

A BASIC ARC AND GAS WELD SYMBOLS

TYPE OF WELD

SPOT PROJECTION SEAM
FLASH

OR_
UPSET

I

B BASIC RESISTANCE WELD SYMBOLS

WELD
_ALL

AROUND

FIELD
WELD

CONTOUR

FLUSH CONVEX

C SUPPLEMENTARY SYMBOLS

Figure 45. Basic Weld Symbols..
20
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V
A_ WELDS ON THE ARROW SIDE OF JOINT

B-- WELDS ON THE OTHER SIDE OF JOINT

C WELDS OP ZOTH SIDES OF JOINT

FLUSH CONTOUR SYMBOL

SINGFE
BEVEL GROOVE

AND BEAD WELD
SYMBOLS COMBINED

4

DESIRED
WELDS

SPOT; SEAM, AND FLASH OR UPSET WELD
MBOLS

BEAD,
SINGLE-J,GROOvE,

AND FILLET
WELD SYMBOL

DESIRED
WELDS

SINGLE
BEVEL GROOVE
AND DOUBLE-
FILLET WELD

SYMBOL

- COMBINATIONS OF WELD vrMr*

DESIRED
WELDS

Figure 46. Welding Symbols Indicating Type and Location of Welds.
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are coupled with the table requited for

their translation.

Supplementary Symigols. Thete

symbols designate requitements common

in many Welding processes and_include

symbols for weld-all-around, field weld;

flush, and_convex contour welds; These

are thOWn in figure 45C.

Location of Weld Symbol On Welding Symbol

Reference Line

ARROW SIDE OF JOINT; Welds on the

arrow side of the joint are indicated_

by the weld symbol on the underside of

the reference line, as in figure 46.

OTHER SIDE OF_JOINT. Welds on the

other side_of the joint are indicated_

by the weld symbol on the upperside of

the reference line, as in figure 46B.

ROTE SIDES OF JOINT. Welds on btith

sides of the joint are_indicated by the

weld symbols on btth sides of the

reference line as in figure 46C.

.SPOT; SEAM, AND FLASH OR UPSET WELDS.

The symbols for these welds have no arrow

side or other side significance in them-

selves; although,- supplementary symbols

used in conjunction with these symbols

may have such significance: For example,

the_flush-contoUt symbol is used in

conjunction with the spot_amdseat
symbols (figure 46D) to show that the

exposed surface of one member of the

joint is to be flush. Bpot, seam, and

flash or upset weld symbols are centered

on the refetende line, as shown in

figure 46D;

COMBINATION OF WELD SYNHOL. When

norethanone type_of weld is used on

a jointi_the symbol for each weld is

shown (figure 46E);

QUESTIONS

Note: Do not write in this study

guide. Answer all questions on

a separate sheet of paper.

1. _What is the purpose of an

orthographic drawing?

2. What measurements are indicated

in the top view of an orthograPhie

drawing? 22

3. What measurements are indicated

in thetide view of an orthographic

drawing?

4. What is the difference between
orthographic and isometric dtawings?

5. What measurements_are indicated
in the front view of in orthographic

drawing?

6. What is an isometric line?

7; What is the purpose of center

lines?

8. What is the purpose of hidden

.object lines?

9. What is a working drawing?

10. What is the purpose of
dimensions on drawings?

11. HoO is the size of a_clrcle
or hole indicated on a dtawing?

12.

views?

What is meant by sectional

13. How is a cutting plane lihe

indicated on a drawing?

14. What are the three types

of sectional views?

15. How is the exposed surface

shown on a sectional view?

INTERPRETATION OF AIR FORCE

BLUEPRINTS

General Features of BlUebrints

iltetally thousands of blueprints

are heeled to build one aircraft. A

manufacturer who wants to build an

aircraft according to AF sPecifications

first consults his engineers. They

work out all_the requirements; lititations,

shapes, and dimensions of_the various

component parts. This information

is drawn up in_the form of rough layouts,

freehand sketches, and notes. This

is then given to the draftsman who

will assemble the information into

engineering (mechanical) drawings.

These drawings require considerable

skill and attention to detail and in

themselVes would be too costly and
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short-lived tobe practical. A

convenient and economical means_of
accurately reproducing such drawings

is blueprinting.

Blueprints_are_actual copies
of engineering draWingswhich bridge
the gap between design and construction.
They give complete_informationtd the
fabricator or repairman by telling him
what to do and where to go, as shown
in figure 47. Aircraft maintenance
personnel use several kinds of drawings
to repair and maintain aircraft.
Technical_order drawings,such as major
asseebly breakdowns, subassembly
breakdowns, and structural diagratt
are constantly used to simplify locating

tho4SAndt of small parts used in the
overall construction of an aircraft.

Blueprints are not always blue.

They are sometimes white_with black,

blue; purple, or maroon lines. The

first method of reproducing mechanical
drawings proved to be_the cheapest and

the most common trithodemployed in

blueprinting. A mechanical drawing is
placed of a chemically-treated white

sheet of_paper._ When exposed to a strong

light, the chemical on the paper turns

blue; Since the lines on the mechanical
drawing are_opaque, they hold back the

light and the result is that white lines

appear on a blue background. Other

methods_of reproducing mechanical drawings

are siMilar.

Other Information Found On Blueprints

TITLE_BLOCK. The title block used

on AF draWitigs is of a standard form.

The title blocks used by the various

manufacturersare not identical in form;

however, the information contained_ in

blocks is similar. The title block

is located in thE lower right section
of the drawing or blueprint. The size

Of the block usually remains the sate

regardless_of the size of the drawing.

The title bleekCOntains information
that is not directly related to the

construction of the article but is

necessary felt reverence purposes._ The

block is divided into sections and

contains the foll6Wing:

Finish NomencZature. Thistedtion

provides an explanation of the finish
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symbols, Oh AF_drawing, the grade of
finish is indicated by placinft; the index

number-in the small__ circle_ the

tail_ofthe letter "F." These are placed_
On the lines showing the finished surfaces.
When many surfaces are to have the same
finith, a standard "F" may be placed
on the surfaces with the finish symbol
located with notes. To indiCate the
kind of finish desired on temaning
surfaces; an index number is placed
in the blank_finish mark at the bettot

of thit section. Although the finish
symbols found on Air Force_and_various
factory_drawingsare_not identical,
the method of indicating finishes is
similar and generally self-explanatotY.

Toterances; The tolerance is
the amount of variation_permitted in
size_and location.Indicated in this
section are the general tolerances
applying to all dimensions not haVing
individual telerancesinclUded with
batie dimension Tolerances are given
in fractions; decimals, and angles.

Material. The materials to be

used in making_the_article are noted
along with optional materials; Usnaiiy,

reference is made to notes_because
of the limited space in thit blOck.

Treatment. The heat_treating
process (annealing, case - hardening,

etc.) to be used, is indicated in this

section;

-;
Fliitth, Reference is madeto

the type of finish to be applied to

the article.

Draftsman._ The name of the person
making_the drawingis listed along
With the date of completion.

Checker, En.ineer; Etamcner. The

names of persons responsible for the

accuracy_and correctness Of_thedrawing
are noted in corresponding spaces.

Production Approved. The date

the drawing was approved for production

purposes is shown along with the name

of the person making the approval;

Name. The nomenclature of the
article is indicated with the most
suitable noun first, followed by a dash



and necessary descriptive Wor ds; such

asi "bolt - clamping ring;" "propeller

hub," etc;

Scale. Detail drawitgs are usually

made to actual size. Large_parts

.and assemblies may require drawing

on areducedSCAleif information

can be clearly shown. _The_preferred

scales are_full (actual)sitt; 2;

4; 1 /2, and 1/4 (figure 47).

Note: When the draWitg_is two
times as large as the object.
the scale is "2"; if the object

is two times the size of the
drawitg, the scale is "1/2."

Quantity_ Required. Thetumber
of parts required to complete the__
next assembly and the final assembly

will be entered in the appropriate

spaces. The next assembly number
Will be listed along with the type

of equipment. The type is filled

in only Whet the drawing applies_to

an aircraft, engine, or electronic

equipment.

Drawing Number, This nuMbet

is assigned to the drawings and later

becomes the part number of the_article.

COMpOSition of the numbers is deSeribed

in an earlier paragraph. The number

is locatedih the lower right_corner

Of the drawing form. On Air FOtet

drawings, a_duOlicate number will

appear in the upper right corner for

size A drawing formi_in the upper

center for sizes 3, G; T; and in the

center right for sizes C, D, Ei_F,

Hi 7; and K. Manufacturers employ

a similar method of locating numbers.

Note: A diagonal line appearing
in a section indicates no action

Will be taken.

Change Block. The change block

is Ideated in the upper-right corner

of the drawing forth. All of the changes

for a_partiCalar irawing are recorded

in this section along with the date

of change and the code number or letter

ft, the change.

Patent._ The patent clause is _

a statement located in the upper left

corner of AF engin.!ering drawings and

deals with thipatett rights of government

drawings. This clause also relieves

the government of any responsibility
_

or obligations when the drawing is

used for purposes other than government

procurement.

Gencral and Local .7otes. Shop

notes are used to giVe information

and instructions that cannot be shown

conveniently by other_means. General

notes are of a general nature and apply

to drawings As-a whole; They are located

to the left and just above the title

block. They are placed one above the

other and each note numbered beginning

at the bottom. Notes of this type

indicate finish, hardness; material;

etc. Local notes apply to specific

parts of drawings and are located near

the area affected. LOCA1 notes usually

indicate_ operations but may also_identify

parts; give dimensions,_and provide

other specific information.
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QUESTIONS

Note: Answer the questions at
the end of this chapter on a
separate sheet of paper. DO NOT

WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. What is the purpose of a

blueprint?

_2. What information is found

in the title block?

_3._ What does the scale "1/2"

signify?

4. What is the purpose of the

change block?

5. Where are general notes located?

6. _What type of lines signify

a center line of a hole through the

center of a steel plate?

7. What type of information

does the local notes ziVe the reader?

8. What type of line signifies

the outline of an object?

9. What is the purpose of a

drawing or a blueprint?



10. What grade_of pencil is

preferred for meth-Anita]. drawings?

11, Why is it necessary for a
metals proceSSing specialist to know

how to draw?

12. HOW many degrees are in a

circle?

13. What does bisect mean?
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14. What are parallel lines?

15. What is a right angle?

REFERENCES

1. _Welch, Herbert 0., Basic Mechanical

Dtawiri, 1959;

2. CdoVer, Shriver L;; First Course

in-Dta7grin and Basic Blueprint Reading,
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JOINTS OF HEAT AND CORROSION RESISTANT FERROUS ALLOYS

OBJECTIVES

After completing thid study guide and classroom instruction, you will apply

welding proceduteS and techniques_ necessary to weld lap; butt, and tee joints of

and corrosion resistant ferrous alloys.

INTRODUCTION

Heat and corrosion_ resistant ferrous

alloys; usually referred to as stainless

steels, are weldable by all welding

methods: Welds made by oxacetylene;
metallic_ arc,_ or inert gas shielded

arc weldihg will develop a strength

eqUeI to that of_the base metal in

the annealed condition. These steels___

have a melting point of 2400°_to 2600°F.

The coefficient of expansion is about

50 percent greater_ than that of carbon

steel and the thermal heat conductivity

is from one-third to one-half Tess;

In welding these steels, extra care

should be taken to provide for expansion

and contraction.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF- DEFENSE ENERGY
AND RESOURCES

Due to the conservation of energy

resources; do not write in or mark

on any training_ literature since it
_

will be reused by other classes. Lights

Will be turned off any time the classroom

is vacant for more than 20 tinutes.

All consumable Materials will be_used

conservatively throughout Block II.

CARBIDE PRECIPITATION

_BasicallY, two types of stainless

steelsare encountered in the_thop__

for aircraft_applicatiOnt
They are

types 321 and 347; both are ',tabilized

by the addition of certain percentages

Of other alloying elements. In type

321 the stabilizing agent is titanium;

in type 347 it is columbium. These

elements help to prevent carbide

precipitation during the cooling period

from high temperatures. Catbide

precipitation is the movement of the_ _

carbide fteth the inside of the material
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the
heat

to the outside (figure 48). The carbides

are b,Irned_by_the_oxygen in the air

and fill off in the form of scale.

The thickness of the metal is reduted

each time it isheatedto temperatures

from_800°F to 1600°F and cooled slowly

in the air, After welding, the metal

should be_heatedto 1850°F and 2100°F.

and coaled quickly. This places the

carbides back in solution and the

corrosion resistant properties -are

retained.

Control of_OXidation; Distortion;
and Warpage

_Oxidation, distortion; and warpage

can be controlled by proper welding

procedures._ Oxidation occurs readily

if the metal is heated with a flame

of excess oxygen. A_strictly neutral

flame is most desitAblebut it is

difficult to maintain and may change

ftoth the neutral to the_oxidizidg

flame without being noticed. When using

a slightly carburizing flame, the

feather or brush7like second cone

should not extend more than 1/16th

inch_beyendthe tip of the inner_cone.

If the fl,m. contains -more acetylene

than req! , the weld will be brittle.

DistottLi7 l warpage are prevented

by the us- jigs or fixtutet. They

should be designed to allow a maximum

movement of the part. This will prevent

cracking due to the metal contracting

as it cools.

To prevent oxidationof the weld;

corrosion resistant steels should

be well protected from the air during

welding. Oxidation is kept to the

minimum by_Utingflux in oxyacetylene

Welding; The flux is in the powder

iform and is mixed in clean, told water

to fott a cream -like paste. The flux

is applied to both_sides of the joint

and also to the rod. The flux



A.
B.
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___
Structure Before Carbide Precipitation.

Structure With Chromium Carbides
Deposited at Grain Boundaries;

Figure 48.

protects the metal that cannot be
covered by the flame.

Carbide Precipitation.

Theend of the welding rod should
be kept within the limits of_the flame
envelope_and added to the Weld by allowing

it to melt and flow into the molten

puddle; Stirring_oi puddling the hot

metal with the rod is not necessary
And should be avoided; The_welding

tip should be one size smaller than
is -used for a similar thickness of
erdinary carbon steel and should_not
give a flame that forks or spreads.

Welding Lap Joints

The welding of a lap joint in
stainless steel is usually not as
difficult as welding a bUtt jeint;
Lap joints are frequently used in the

repair of aircraft manifolds when the

additional thickness of a lap joint

is permitted. Theyalao require less
accurate fitup in the repair of holes

or worn sections. The chande of oxidation

is greatly reduced since the penetration

for lap Joints does not extend to the

bottom of the joint. When the design
of the part_does not permit welding _ _ _

from both sides; ch.?. joint may be Welded

from one side only Fat some
applications, such as in the repair
of weldable jet or conventional aircraft

parts; patches forming a lap joint are
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applied to repair holes or worn sections.
Freedom of pinholesi corrosion
resistance, and the necessary strength

to withstand expansion and contraction
stresses are the main requirement for
welds on these parts.

METAL PREPARATION. The removal
of oxides, greases; or oil is necessary;

as in welding other metals; to_prevent_
their inclusion in the weld. The joint

edges require no- special preparation
other than the removal of burrs.

SETUP AND TACK WELDING; The top

edge of the lap joint must_ be_cloaely
fitted to the surface of the lower
sheet. _Spacing between the joint edges
would cause the upper_edge of the jeint,

to overheo- making welding more difficult_

Tack weldsmustbe rigid and spaced

close together along the entire joint.

Make sure there is a close fitup after

tacking to prevent the edges from
teparating during welding, Tack Welding

aids in reducing warpage due to the _

high coefficient of expansion of stainlett

steel; Figure 49 illustratea a properly

tack welded lap joint. For best results;

tack welds should be spaced no_ more

than 1 inch apart. They must be made

rigid; yet small, to permit easy fusion

Within the weld;
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TACK WELDS
APPROXIMATELY
1 INCH APART

Figure 49

WELDING AFFLIC4TION. It is not

necessary to use flux to protect the
molten metal penetrating the joint,
but iE is in butt joints. _Howeveri
some oxidation will take place directly
below the line of fusion. For this
reason; a coating of flux may be_placed
directly beneath the line of weld on
the underside of the sheet.

The joint should be preheated
for several inches by directing the
flame above and below the joint. This

will raise the metal to welding
temperature at the root of the joint.
The flame is directed mainly_on the
bottom_sheet and is 7)ointed in the
direction of travel. When the edges
are raised to the moiten_statei_the
center of_the molten pool should be
in line With the uhmelted edge of the
joint. This permits the_base metal
to be melted into the molten pool;
thus, requiring less filler rod and
assuring adequate pehetration into
the root and upper edge of the sheet;

The filler rod is held at the
forward edge of the molten pool and

. Lap Joint.
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melted sithultaneously with the base

metal. The filler rod must be kept
within the limits of_the outer flame
envelope. This provides a protective
shield for the molten pool; the
surrounding metal, and the_meiting end
of the filler rod. The geld should
be completed without interruption. If

the weld must be stopped_for any reason,
the flame should be withdrawn slowly
to prevent oxidation of the melting
metal.;

General Procedures

1. Clean the metal to be welded
and flux the underside of the joint.

2. Set up the sheets without
any space between them.

3. Adjust the flame to slightly
carburizing with 1/16" feather.

4. Tack weld at one-inch irtervals
making the tacks as small as possible.

5; Start at one end and complete

the weld. Direct the flame mostly on

the bottom sheet.



6. Add filler rod near the top_

edge of the joint. Keep -the rod slightly

in_advanee of the pool and allow the
molten metal to flow into the pool.

7. Turn the work over and weld

the other side;

8. Check with instructor for

appearance and penetration.

Precautions

I. Be sure the pieces fit tightly
together after tacking.

2. Make sure to use the correct
flame with a minimum of heat.

3. Be sure to protect the molten

pool with the flame at all times.

WELDING BUTT JOINTS

Metal Preparation

Square edge butt joints may be

used on metal thickness upto1/8 inch;

Welding metal of greater thickness

requires beveling of the edges, as

in carbon steels. All scale, oxides;

and traces of grease or oil must be

removed to prevent their inclusion

in the weld._ The_cloter the
characteristiet of the deposited metal

approXitate those of the metal being

welded, the better the corrosion
resistance of the welded joint.

Setup and T6-ck Welding

Proper spacing, size, and penetration

of tack_welds aid in maintaining alignment

of the joint and reduce the possibility

of excessive warpage. _The_spacing

between the edges of the sheet should

not_exeeedthe metal thickness_after

tucking; Dt: to the high coefficient

of expansio:., tackwelds must be made

with complete. penetration and spaced

Approximately one inch apart along

the entire joint. Figure 50 shows

the proper setup for welding_a rigid_

butt joint; After flux has been applied

to the bottom edgesbf the joint; care

must be taken to place the edges of

the joint on the same plane. The torch

is directed approximately perpendicular

to the joint to raise the_metal to

the molten state. The filler rod is

then added to the melting edges to _

fort the tack weld. To avoid oxidation

resulting fromremoving the flame tee

quickly from she molten metal; the
outer flame envelope should be ditetted

over the tack_weld and slowly withdrawn

until it solidifies. Tack welds must

be rigid with full penetration; vet,

small enough to permit easy fusion

of the metal in welding._ The bottath

edges of the joint shouldbe refluxed

after tack welding to replace the flux

removed by the flame in the area of

the tacks.
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Figure 50. Welding Rigid Butt Joints
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Welding Application

Best results are produced in welding
1
heat and corrosion resistant steel by

completing the weld as rapidly as pottible

With a minimum of heat. Exce6iVe and

prolonged heating results in increased

carbide precipitation; distortion, and

buCklitg. The torch tip shotild be one

or two sizes smaller than that used

in_welding carbon steels of equal

thiektettes. The welding flame is

adjusted tosligbtly carbUtizing. When

properly adjusted, the "feather" visible

on the end of the inner_cone should

not exceed 1/16 inch. The flame is

directed at an angle of 45 degrees in

the direction of travel. The filler

rod is added to_the molten pool at an

angle of approximately 20 degrees_with

the surface of the sheet and is added

to the forward_edge of the pool; This

technique permits the filler rod to

fhte simultaneously with the base metal;

The outer flame envelope serves as a

protective shield over the molten pool,

surrounding metal and the melting end

of the filler rod. The weld should

progress with a steady forward movement

of the torch. Lateral movement of the

torch causes_the heat to spread,

increasing the tendency toward buckles..,,

and distortion. Whenever possible;

welds should be completed without

intertUptidft; If; for any_reason, the

weld is stopped along the jOidt; preheating

to a dull red heat is necessary before

restarting the weld.

Procedure

1. Clean the metal to be welded

and flux the underside of the joint.

2. Set up on fitebticks in the

welding position.

3. Adjust the flame to slightly

carburiiing with about 1/16" feather.

4.__
tack Weld
the tacks

Allow proper spacing and_

at one-inch intervals. Make

as small as possible.

5. Hold the torch and rod at

the angle shown in figure 50.

6. Start at center of the joint

and weld toward the ehdd, always
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keeping the rod slightly ahead of the

pool; allowing the metal to flow into

the pool.

7. Do not stir or puddle the

molten pool.

8. Feathet off at the finish

of each weld;

9. _Check fat weld faults by

bending throagh the weld.

10. Check your work with the

instructor after bending.

Caution: 1. Make the tack weld
as small as possible.

2. Besure to feather
off each tack.

3. Make sure the proper
spacing is allowed
and the metal is
aligned after tacking.

4. Reflux the underside
Of the sheet after
tacking.

WELDING TEE JOINTS

Metal Preparation

The removal of oxides, greases,

or oil is_necessary,_as in the welding

of lap and butt joints. The joint

edges require only cleaning and removal

of burrs.

The plain tee joint may be used

on metals up to 1/8 inch in thickness.

Metals of gteaterthickness_require
beveling, as in welding carbon steel;

The vertical sheet is spaced

approxiMately 1/32 inch above the

horizontal sheet. This spacing permits

easier fusion into the root of the

joint without excessive heating. Figure

51 illastrates the proper spacing

of tack_weldt. h must be made rigid,

yetsmall enour permit easy_f4sion

with the weld spaced not more than

1 inch apart. Tack welds should be

made alternately on both sides when

the joint is to be welded on both_sides

of -the vertical sheet.
Tackwelding in

this manner aids in maintaining alignment

of the vertical sheet.
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Figure 51; Tee Joint;

Welding Application

_
The'correct volume of heat is

of utmost importance in welding a tee

joint; If excessive heat is used,
the surface on the opposite side of

the vertical sheet will oxidize and

make welding extremely difficult.
Oxidation can be minimized by applying

fldic to the backside of the joint.

This side must_be thoroughly cleaned

before you begin the weld.

_Preheating is done by directing
the flame above and below the joint,

raising the metal to the welding
temperature at the root of the joint;

Adequate preheating prevents cracks
from forming along the_line of weld.

When_weldingi_the torch is pointed

in the direction of travel with_the

flame directed mainly upon the base

of the tee joint. When the base metal

is raised to the welding temperature,
the molten pool should extend equally

upon the vertical and horizontal sheets.

A requirement for tee joints is to

produce a weld_with_the upper and lower

legs equal in length.

The filler rod is held at the

forward edge of the pool and added

at its upper edge. This allows the

molten metal to flow into the pool
and helps prevent possible undercutting
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of the upper sheet and_overlap on
the lower sheet. The flame must
constantly shield the melting metal

to prevent oxidation. Whenever a
weld _pis stopped or is at the end of

a joint, feathering off will prevent

oxidation.

Procedure

1. Clean the metal to be welded

and flux the underside and backside
of the joint.

2 03

2; Adjust the flame to slightly
carburizing with 1/16" feather:

3. Set up_the work, as_shown
in figure 51, and tack weld at 1"

intervals.

4. Weld by the forehand method;
directing most of the flame on the

bottom sheet.

5; Add the filler rod to the

upper part of the joint, keeping the

rod within OW limits of the flame

and allowing molten metal to flow

into the pool.

6; Feather off at the end of

the weld.



7. Clean the backside of the
joint_ thoroughly and then repeat the

procedure.

QUESTIONS

Note: DO NOT WRITE IN THIS STUDY

GUIDE. Due to the conservation
of paper, answer all questions
on a separate sheet of paper.

1. What is carbide precipitation?

2. What is the carbide precipitation

range?

3. What is the proper oxyacetylene
flame used for welding heat_and_corroSion
resistant ferrous alloys? Why is this

flame used?

4. _What type of stainless steel
is comMonly used by the Air Force?

5. Why is the "feathering-off"
effect employed. whenever a weld is

stopped?

2

6. Why is the correct volume
of heat of th:j utmost importance in
welding a tee joint of stainleSs steel?

7. Why should tack welds be
made alternately on both Sidezz of

tee joint?

8. Why_is_a coating of flUX
placed directly beneath the line of

weld on the underside of thesheet
when welding stainless steel?

REFERENCES

1. __TO 34W4-1-5, Welding -.-10tv and

Abplitatien.

2. TO 1-1A-9, Aerbspace Metals - General

Data-and-Usage Factors.

3._ TO 42D5-1-1, Welding? Machining,
and Forming Corrosion-Resistant Steels-

and Nickel-Chrome Iron AlloyS.
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MODIFICATIONS

---of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures; systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.
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CUTTING C;RBON STEEL

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide

the factors Oihing to oxyacetylene

cxtyvoetylene Njrch;

INTRODUCTION

Oxyacetylene cutting is_a_fast_
and economical method Of cutting steel.

The cutting torch allows the welder

to make accurate_fitups and prepare

joint_edges on the job without having

to rely on time consuming mechanical

methods;

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF_DEFENSE
ENERGY RESOURCES

3ABR53131-SG-204

and classroom instruction, you will identify

cutting .:nd cu: carbon steel with the

Due to the conservation of energy

resources; do not write in or Mark

on any training literature since it

will be used by other classes. Lights

Will be turned off any time the classroom

will be vacant for More than 20_minutes.

All consumable Materials will beused
conservatively throughout BloCk II.

CUTTING CARBON STEEL

Cutting carbon steel by the
oxyacetylene process is basically the

rapid oxidation of the metal in a

localized area. It it a chemical process

based on the affinity of oxygen to
ferrous metal. When_metal it heated

to; or_above, the melting temperature

and a free jet of high pressure oxygen

is forced against_it, the oxygen will

combine with the hot metal and burn

it to an oxide; The resulting reaction

generates an_intente heat which is

used_in cutting; Since only the metal

in the direct path of the oxygen jet

is acted_upon; the Metal combines with

the cutting oxygen and burns to an

oxide: This heats the metal inthe
path of the oxygen jet to the melting

temperature as the oxide passes down

the side of the cut. Thit,ihtern;
is blown away on the opposite side_

of the cut leaving a narrow tlot (kerf)
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separating the metal; When linear
Cutting; this kerf should be narrow

and have uniformlY smooth, parallel

walls.

A skilled welder using a guided
and controlled torch can make very

accurate cuts; In many cases; they

are suitable for the completed part

with ha Other finishing required.
The speed and economy with_which iron

and steel can be cut and shaped make

the cutting torch an indispensable

tool; Heavy sections which are
uneconomical to cut by any other method
Are readily and smoothly cut with

oxygen;

Although almost all metals readily

combine with_oxygen when they are

heated to a high zemperature; some
Of them cannot be successfully cut

by this method. Thit is because their

oxidet haVe a higher melting point

than the parent metal_and mix with

it instead of separating as they melt:

The nonferrous metals; high chromium_

tree's and cast iron do not cut easily;

but they may be melted and blown away

by high pressure oxygen. Low and

Medium carbon_steel can be cut
successfully by the oxyacetylene process

Without special preparation. High

carbon steel parts must be preheated

first._ Ordinary tool steel requires

abletk heat while some alloy tool

steels require a full red heat;

CUTTING EQUIPMENT

With the exception of the torch,

the oxyacetylene cutting equipment

is generally the same as_the welding

equipment: The oxygen regulators

used for heavy cutting operations

are desighed to_furnis.: a larger_volume

and higher pressure than is required__

for welding. The oxygen outlet is fitted

"20



PREHEATING NEEDLE VALVE

FRONT END

PREHEATING OXYGEN TUBE

CUT-TING, OXYGEN TUBE
-90' HEAD

HIGH PRESSURE
OXYGEN VALVE SPRING

HIGH PRESSURE SEAT

-TRIGGER VALVE STEM

TORCH HANDLE

REAR OXYGEN TUBE

OXYGEN HOSE CONNECTING BUSHING

REAR END OXYGEN HOSE
CONNECTION NUT

OXYGEN HOSE
CONNECTING GLAND

ACETYLENE TUBE

TIP NUT TRIGGER

ORIFICE FOR HEATING GASES

ORIFICE FOR CUTTING OXYGEN

REAR ACETYLENE TUBE

ACETYLENE NEEDLE VALVE

Figure 58. Cutting

with awOrking pressure gage Which

is graduated to 400 psi. The oxygen

hose is designed to Withttand these

high pressures:

2:tutting Torch

The cutting torch_mixes oxygen
and acetylene in definite proportions;

burns the Mixture in preheating_flames
to heat the work and directs a jet
of high_pressure oxygen to sever the

metal along the line of cut. The hand

cutting torch is similar tea Welding

torch in appearance but differs in

construction and_method of control:

It consists_mai!il Of a handle; connecting

tubes,-and head; as shown in_figure

58. The rear of the handle is equipped

with oxygen and acetylene hose

connections: The supply is controlled

by a needle valve in_the acetylene
inlet connection. The oxygen furnished

to the preheating flame_is regulated_

by a preheat valve on the side of the

handle. The cutting oxygen is controlled

by a high pressure oxygen valVe operated

by a trigger or lever. In_tomecutting
torches, the preheating oxygen and
acetylene do not mix until they are

in the cutting_tip. These cutting

torches have thttegas tubes; one for,

high pressure;oxygen; one_for preheating

oxygen; and one for acetylene. In other
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ACETYLENE HOSE
CONNECTING NUT

ACETYLENE HOSE

CONNECTING GLAND

cutting_terthes; the preheating oxygen
and acetylene premix in a comManmixing_
chamber in the torch body; These torches

have one gas tube for high_pressure
oxygen and one for the mixing of gases;

PREHEAT
ORIFICES

PREHEAT ORIFICES

CUTTING OXYGEN ORIFICE

Figure 59.

Cutting Tips

Cutting Tip.

The taper seated; separable cutting

tip is held in the_cutting torch head

by the tip nut. The tip has a central

orifie.e through which the cutting

2c-7



DEGREE OF

NUMBER OF PREHEAT ORIFICES PREHEAT APP' ' JV

2 Medium For straight line or circular cut-

ting of clean plate.

2 Light For splitting angle iron, trimming

plate and sheet metal cutting.

Light For hand cutting rivet heads and

machine cutting 30 deg. bevels.

Light For straight line and shape cut-

ting clean plate.

6,8 Medium For rusty or painted surfaceS.

Heavy For cast iron cutting and pre-

paring welding V's.

Very Heavy. For general cutting also for cut-

ting cast iron and stainless steel.

Medium For grooving, flame machining,

gouging and removing imperfect

welds.

Medium For grooving, gouging or removing

imperfect welds.

Medium For machine cutting 45 deg. bevel

or hand cutting rivet heads.

6 Heavy Flared cutting orifices provides

large oxygen stream of low velocity

for rivet head removal (washing).

Most of the above cutting tips are available in two or more sizes and should

be selected on the basia of the thickness of the metal and the job to be

performed.

Figure 60. SoMe Common Cutting Torch Tips and Their Uses;
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HIGH PRESSURE
CUTTING OXYGEN TUBE

CUTTING OXYGEN
VALVE LEVER

90 DEG HEAD

OXYGEN OXYGEN HOSE
NEEDLE CONNECTION
VALVE

TORCH HANDLE

TIP

PREHEATING
GAS TUBE TORCH HEAD

ACETYLENE
NEEDLE VALVE

-;
Figure 61. Cutting Attachment for Welding Torch.

oxygen flows. This orifice is surrounded
by several preheating holeS, as shown in

figure 59. CUtting tips with cutting

and preheating orifices of various
sizes_are_available for cutting
practically any thickness of metal.
Cutting tips are supplied in various
lengths for special jobs. Bent tips

are also used under certain conditions.

Many special operations, such as flame
machining, gouging, scarfing, and rivet
cutting are done with cutting tips
specifically designed for this purpose
Figure 60 shows these different designs;

Cutting Attachment

The construction and operation
of the cutting attachment is Sitilat
to_that of an ordinary cutting torch

(figure r" fs a simple attachwant

whit fi :body of the standard

welding torch a,d:converts it quickly
into a cutting t,rch; The changeover

is made in a very short time since_

it is unnecessary to disconnect the

hoses'. This attachment is very_useful
for intermittent cutting and welding

of lighter sections. The use of the

cutting attachment is not recommended

for constant cutting_of heavy materials.

Such work should be done with a regular:

heavy duty =tin torch.

ACETYLENE
_ _ HOSE
CONNECTION
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CIRCLE

CUTTING
ATTACHMENT

MOTORIZED
CARRIAGE

TORCH

Figure 63. Electric Motor
Circle in SteeZ nate.

Cutting Machine

Although many types of cutting

ma-chines are available and identified

by various commercial trade names,

they tAy be classified by their means

of control_and type of work they

perforM. Cutting machines have been

improved by using electric Solenoid

valves to control the gas flow._ Also,

there are electronic and magnetic

devices used for controlling torch

movement. There are also machine§

which perform automatic cutting_

Operations. These are special machines

used for cutting: specific numbers

of specially shaped objects a number

of the same objects at the same time;_

straight kerfs; any' for beveling Metal.

Th order to make uniforMly clean cuts

on steel plate, motor- driven cutting

machines are Used to support and guide

the cutting torch. Strdight line

cutting or beveling is done by guiding

.

marriage Being USed to Cut

(.7ational
Co.)
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the machine along a straight line

on steel tracks; as shown in figure

62. Arcs and circles are cut by

guiding the machine with a radius

rod piVOtedabout a central point,

shown in figure 63.

SELECTION_AND_MAINTENANCE
OF CUTTING TIPS

Select on

as

The Main factor in selecting

the proper cutting_tip
size is the

thickness of material to be cut. The

correct style of cutting tip is determined

by the type of material to be cut;

type cf cuti_and surface condition.

Some materials are more difficOlt

to cut than others and require different

cutting tips. Since cutting_tepends

on oxidation, the metal should be

cleated before_it is cut: Rust; scale;

or painted surfaces offer greater



Plate Thickness
Tip Size

Nr
Acetylene Pressure,
lbs per sq inch

Oxygen Pressure;
lbs per sq inch

1/4 in 0 3 25 to 30

318 to 1/2 in I 3 30 to 40

3/4 to 1 in 2 3 40 to 50

1 1/2 in 3 3 45 to 50

2 in 4 3 50 to 55

3 to 4 in 5 4 55 to 65

5 to 6 in 6 .5 55 to 60

8 t6 10 in 7 6 60 to 70

12 in 8 6 70 to 80

Table 5. Reconanerreed Pressures

resistance to the preheating flame.

Ybe_tip size and oxygen_and acetylene

pressures generally used for cutting

ateel_platet of various thickness are

listed in Table 5. _Specific

information on cutting pressures and

cutting speeds for a given thickneSS

of material is_furnished by the

manufacturer of Cutting torches. It is

uneconomical to use oversize_cutting

tips and excessive_ oxygen and acetylene

pressures. A cutting tip with a large

cutting oxygen orifice produces a wider

kerf than necessary_and consumes more

oxygen_than a tip with a smaller orifice

even though lower oxygen pressure is

used Excessive oxygen pressure causes

the cutting jtt to swirl and spread

out_after leaving the tip._ This produces

vide kerf with uneven sides and

increasing oxygen consumption. For

U4Ximum efficiency, cutting tips should

be operated at normal Capacity but

not beyond.

Maintenance

Good cutting results also depend

Oft an accurately shaped flame. The

accumulation Of slag and oxide on the

cutting tip, figure 64, causes the

preheating flatet to be irregular in

shape and causes the top edge of the
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for CUtting Law Carbon StRA1S.

Figure 64. Accumulation cf
Slag on Cutting Tip.

cut to be jagged. The procedure for

cleaning cutting tips is as follOws:

1. _Fasten the torch in a vise,

as shown in figure 65. Use a soft__

Material or block of wood on the face

of the jaws to prevent damage to the

torch tubes.

2. Wrap a piece of fine emery

clotharouhd a file and cleinthe end

of the tip, as siloWn in figure 66.

3. Select a tip cleaner two

sizes smaller than the size of the

tip orifice and clean by moving the tip



Figure 65. Hold Torah in Vise.

Figure 66; Removing Slag Using
Fine Ehery Cloth an File.

Figure 67. Cleaning Orifices
With Tip Cleaner.

cleaner up and down, as shown in figure

67. DO NOT_TUTST. If tip cleaners
are not available, use a soft copper

Wire;
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The preheating flame should be of

uniform shape and length; A flame
of_thia type helps to ensure a smooth

OA;

CUTTING PROCEDURE

Plain carbon steel whose carbon
content does not exceed 0.35 percent

can be cut without special_ precautions

other than those required for cuts

of good qUality; For higher carbon
steels; care must be taken to prevent
the formation of a hard layer- at the

edge of the plate; In order to avoid

this, the plate edges are preheated
in advance of the tUt; Preheating
temperatures of 500°F to 600°F should
be used in cutting steels in this class.

Tbtdt carbon steel; first adjust
the preheat4ng_flame to neutral with

the torch needle ValVeS, then open
the cutting oxygen valve and_readjust

the flame.to neutral. The flame heats

the metal to_th,=! melting temperature

and the rapid oxidation separates the

metal;

The procedure for setting_up a
cutting outfit is_the same as for a
welding_outfit and must be followed

carefully. The procedure for closing

down the cutting outfit is the reverse_

of setting up. Sinte much higher oxygen

pressureS are used in cutting, it is

important to release the_adjusting
screw to relieve the working pressure

whin the outfit is not in use.

Straight Line Cutting

In straight line cutting, clearly

mark the line of cut with a center _ _

punch or a guide bar cIamped into posititin

to guide the torch accurately, as shown

in figure 68. TO start the cut, hold

the torch perpendicular to the_work__

with the inner cone of the preheating
flame slightly above the surface or__
the metal, as shown in figure 69. When

a red heat has been reathedLopen the

cutting oxygen valve slowly until it

is fully open. If the cut has been
started properly, a thoWet of sparks

should_fall from the other side,
indicating that the cut has penetrated



Figure 68. Straight Lire Cutting.

1CUTTING OXYGEN

SHORT GAP

PREHEATING ACETYLENE
OXYGEN

PREHEATING
FLAMES

I

PAEHEAT TO_CHERRY RED
BEFORE STARTING TO CUT

Figure 69._ Starting a CUt

Cutting With a CUtting Torch.

all the way through: With_proPer

pressures and cutting speeds; the metal

can be_cut without interruption. Near

the end of the cut, raise_the torch

to Sever the metal. If the cut has

532504-3-5c

been Made properlyi_the result will

be a clean, narrow kerf comparing
favorably_%4ithone made by sawing.

If the speed is too_fast, the metal

may not be preheated sufficiently

to continue the cut. To restart,

direct the flame_s/ightly behind the

point at which the cut was lost. ResuMe

the cut when the metal is preheated

properly;

Circular Cutting

_
Circular Cutting with a_hand

held cutting torch is done with a

Circular cutting_ attachment shown

in figure 70. This attachment consists

of a rod with a clamp attached to

one end which fittthetorch head.

An adjustable center point on the

bar may be set to the desired radius.

When the cut must be started away_

from the edge of the metal, a small

hi:0.e may be drilled or burned through

the metal a short distance fr m the

circulai outline and the cut started

iron the edge of the hole.
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Figure 70. CircuLar Cutting

Piercing

More time_is required in hole

piercing than is with edge starting,

When the spot is suificiently heated;

raise the torch about 1/2 ihth above

the normal position for cutting, then

open the cutting oxygen valve. After

burning throughi lower the torch to

the normal height above the work and

complete the cut. CLre must be taken

to prevent slag froth plugging the

cutting orifice. Thls occurs if the

torch is held too close to the work

when first opening the cutting oxygen

valve.

Beveling

Torch control during beveling

is more diffiChlt than straight square

edge_ehttihg._ The speed at which

the torch is moved steadiness ,

of the movement are tnportant_in obtaining

a smooth tut; A line indicating the

top edge of the bevel may be made with
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chalk. A straight edge tlamped into

position may be used as a rest to

Assist in maintaining the prOpertorch

angle. The angle WhiCh the cutting

oxygen makes With the surface of the

metal produces the desired bevel.

SAFETY PRACT:CE:.

In all cutting Operations; special

care must_be taken to prevent damage

to equipment and injury to personnel

from fire and explosion. The high

cutting oxygen pressures may blow

sparks a considerable distance. Extreme

care must be takeh when cutting an

enclosed container. Even though_empty,

fIammables may_remain in the seams

of containers for a long period of

time, gave off fumes_frain heating,

and explode. Flammable materials

within the range of flying sparks

Dust be moved to a safe distance._

The following ruleS must be observed

in the safe operation of cutting

equipment.



1; Never dismantle or salvage
magnesium parts with an oxyacetylene

cutting torch.

2. Never cut used drums, tanks;

or other containers until they have

been thoroughly cleaned. If steam

is to be used; a minimum of three

hourais required for cleaning. Flushing

With hot water for_one_hour is permissible

but nct recommended unless absolutely

necessary. Cutting should be performed

as soon as possible after cleaning.

3. _COMIJUStible material must

be moved to a safedistance or the

work moved to a safe location away

from such materials. Asbestos or

sheet metal guards may be set up when

needed.

"4; Do not cut material in a

position that permits sparks; hot_ __

metal, or the severed section to fall

on the oxygen and acetylene tylitdersi

hoses; or on your legs and feet.

5. Always wear adequate clothing;

such as high tap Shaes; gloves; and

clothing without cuffs. CuffSMaY
collect hot metal and cause a serious

burn.

6. Use a fire guard when the

nature of the work requires one.

7. When cutting is to be stopped

for shott periads; release_the regulator

Adjusting screw, The complete outfit

should be_cloSed down when yo: leave

the vicinity of the job for any length

of time.

PROCEDURE

_1. Select a tip size for the

thiCknes4 of metal to be cut AS___

recommeoded by the torch Manufacturer.

2. Adjust the oxygen gage to

the proper working nreSstre with the

torch oxygen valve all the way cpen.

Refet to Table 5.

3. Adjust the acetylene gage.

4. Open the torch acetylene

valve and light the acetylene.
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5. Open thelow pressure oxygen
valve and adjust it to a neutral flame.

6. With the cutting lever
depreaSed, open the cutting oxygen
valve and readjust to a neutral flame.

7. Direct the preheating flame
about 1/16" from the metal Where the

cut is to begin and heat to a bright

red. DO NOT MELT;

8. Depress the cutting oxygen

lever and move the torch along the
predetermined line of cut at a uniform

rate of speed.

9. Continue cutting until
satisfactory results are obtainec.

10. _Check with your instructor

periodically.

PrecautionS

1. Make sure the metal on both

sides inline with the cut is free

from scale, heavy rust deposits, or

any other nonoxidizable material;

2. Check the torch tip orifitea

to make sure they are clean.

3. Make sure there are no gas

leaks in the apparatus.

4. See that flammaolematerials
or substanceS are a safe distance away.

5. PrOteCt your feet and legs

from the hot slag and falling metal.

6.

goggles

Always wear close fitting
when you are cutting.

7. Keep the hoses clear of falling

metal and slag.

8. Do not wear cuffs on your

trousers.

9. Make sure there is a properly

charg.'d fire extinguisher nearby.

QUESTIONS

Note: Due to the conservation of

paper; answer all questions on a

separate sheet of paper. DO NOT

WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.



1. When c.utting thin she::

metal; how andUld the euttin 'arch

be held in relation to thc

2. _What is the approximate_

torch angle for oxyacetylene cutting

Of material over 1/2 inch in thickness?

3. Special cutting pre

need not be_taken When cuttir

carbon steel if the carbon cc
does not exceed a certain pert_

What is.this percentage?

During the process of cutting

steeli_hoW far should the torch

from the material?
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5. What is the main factor in

determining the size of tip for

oxyacetylene cutting?

6. What is the narrow slot that

is caused by oxyacetylene cutting?

REFERENCES

1. TO 34W4-1-S, Welding TheorNah-d

Apnlication.

2. Modern Welding Handbook
(Chapters 3 and 15).



Metal and NDI Branch
ChaflUte AFB; Illinois

SILVER AND LEAD SOLDERING

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and

and apply the techniques and procedures of

of joints and combinations of metals using

INTRODUCTION

Soldering is used fiit joining

most common metalSWith.an alloy that

meltS at a temperature below that

Of the base metal. In many respects;

this operation iSSitiIar to brazing.

The soldered joint depends_on the

penetration of the solder into the

pores of the base metal surface and

the fOrmation of a base metal solder

alloy; together with the Meth-eh/cal'

bond between the parts

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE
ENERGY RESOURCES

Due to the conservation Of energy

resources; do not write in or mark

oc_any training literature since it

Will be reused by -other claSSeS; Lights

will be turned off any time the

classrOOM iS Vatani for more than_

20 minutes. All consumable Materials

will be used conservatively throughout

Block II.

SILVER SOLDERING

_Silver soldering is a process

in which bonding is produced by heating

the base Metal to a temperature between

1175°F and 1600°F and adding a silver

alloy filler metal with a melting

point Within this temperatute range.

Jointg Whih permit capillatY

action are best suited for silver

soldering because Of the high strength

obtained. LeSS heat is required since

the silver alloy fillet metal flows

at a cos, temperature: The advantages

of silver soldering are the LOW_

temperature used avoids heating the

metal to temperatures at which physical

properties or other qualitieS are

3ABR53131-SG-205

your clagatotit instruction; you will explain

silVet and lead soldering various types

the oxyacetylene welding torch;
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itpaired; distortion is held to a

minimum; procedures and techniques are

quite simple; and the prOcess may be

completed quite rapidly. Silver alloy

filIer_metalS are used for joining

virtually all ferrous and nonfertg

Metals; The exceptions are alUtinum;

magnesium, and several other low melting

point Alloys and metals.

The strength of a silver soldered

joint depends on the fitup_and quality

Of the bond oetween the fillet metal

and the base Metal. The heat opens

the crystal grain structure and allOWS

the filler metal to penetrate along

the grain bOundaries on the surface

of the base metal. This creates a

physical bond between the filler metal

and the base metal. It is this bond

that produces the high strength of

a soldered joint. NO fusion takes

place between the ,ilIer metal and

the base metai. Parts that are silver

soldered should notbeused when they

are subjected to temperatures that_

exceed fA°.F. At 500°F, the silver

solder bond becomes weak; loses strength,

and becomes progressively weaket as

the temperature increases.

There are numerous_ applications

in which silver solder is used in the

fabricatioh Of aircraft parts; especially

thOSe in which high electrical and

thermal conductivity is desired. apical

examples are the fabrication cf aircraft

radio shieldsi instrument fitting;

copper oil and fuel lines; and iniei

and outlet connections on som-:, raifa.ors

and oil coolers.

Silver solder can be obtained

in several giades with asilver content

ranging ftOM 10 t0 80 Percent and with

a melting point fioM 1160°F to 1600°F.

It comes in_rod, strip wire; and

granulated form: The strip or ribbon



form is generally used for fixed_setups

in which the solder can be placed

in the joint before heat is applied.

The rod and_Wire forms are primarily

used for joints where it is preferable

to apply the solder by hand;

hiWM surf too. r

IA JC INT
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Figure 71._ Recommended Joints

for Silver SoWering.

Joint Design

Several factors influence the

type of joint to be used; the most

important are the type -of base_metal

and the service
requirements of the

joint. The type of joint is an important

factor since the_ preparation; fitupi

and results obtained differ_frOM those__

in welding; Silver solder flows freely

into narrow openings;_ The strongest

joints are obtained by using small

clearances between 0.002 and 0.005

inch.

TWO basic types of joints are

used in silver soldering; the lap

and the square edge butt._ The bUtt_

joint maybe modified to include the

flanged butt joint and the scarf butt

joint, as Shown in figure The

lap joint is most commonly .used since

it permits capilldry action_and_is

the _strongest; see figure 72. Maxmimum

effitieney is_obt4inedwhen the
overlapping Of the base metal equals

or exceeds three times the thickness

of the thinnest section of the base

Metal;

Joint Preparation

The surface must be clean and free

of oxides to ensure_uniforM quality

And a sound soldered joint: All greasei

oil; dirt, and oxides must be_remoVtd

from the base metal and the filler rod

to ensure uniform capillary action

throughout the joint: Soldering should

be done as soon as possibleafter the

base metal and fillet rod have been

cleaned.

The Method of- cleaning is normal

either mechanical or chemieal. Some

of the mechanical methoda are:

sandblasting, grinding: 'cuffing. vapor

degreasing,- filing and sec:a-Pint. 5c:he

Of the ehtmicll_ethod:; aie

pickling, alkalinecleanIng; anC

Belore Lsingetical

cleaters._ the
!-Ust b: wasted

to remove any r.des:.rable since

it may iitar.k
the_base metal or :arts

a fizm 'n the surfane; Any .zar,

eadmirmi pai%t,lacqusr; or Other

coat.ing theuli be rtmov$A prior to

Soldering since the solder et.st makr!

con::acr yizh a el, surface of the

baso netz:-

Fli2x
_

Cheuical reaction toevr. t. etals

when. the, are exposed .special

envir:;iitc-5cs.
11Ost metals arm

-.n tbeirpere form A-4 tend_

to rev-,,..7.tot1,.7
more .;;.aisle Compounes

in tbi., -re found it. nature. The

rate of (.2.1emf,ca, reaztIon g.nerally

increases .s tlo zerp.:raLut:

ADO SOLOVR METAL HED..

L:WEAT THROUGH TO HERE----1....1 X MI! IMUM 3T

Figure 72., tap Jcint.
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At increase of moisture in the
atmosphere further_incteases the rate

of the reaction: The formation of

Oxides and other compounds on
surface of the metal inhibit:-; cie
uniforth HOW and wetting of the molten
Solder; resulting in nonuniform bonding
and poor joint strength. The use

of flux counteracts these adverse effects.

Flux aids in_making strong, uniform
soldered joints and is essential in

silver soldering. A good flux performs

the following functions:

1. Reacts with surface filmsi_
such as oxides to reduce thet andenable
the metal to preSent clean surfaces
to the molten silver 21loy.

2. FOrMS protective films during
the Soldering cycle to prevent
reoxidation at the elevated temperatures
required for soldering.

3. Assists the silVet alloy

in flowing fteely.

The -use of flux doeS net:Alt-et
the need for cleaning parts prior to
Silver soldering; Flux supplements
the initial _leaning by ditSolVing,
inhibiting, or rendering ineffective
those products which impair_the quality

of the joint or prevent bonding.

Flux comes in a variety of forms;

such as powder; paste; liquid,_brSelid
,.oating applied to the silver alloy

metal. The flux must be_removed
after the_soldering is completed.-

.
Trapped fluX can weaken or corrode

the soldered joint. Flux can_usually
se removed from parts by washing them
in hot water.

If the joint can withStand a
moderate thertal ShOC.;the flux
easily be removed by immersing it in
water while it is still warm. Several

good ready -mixed fluxes are available
commercially but the following may

be used as $ubstitutes: an equal mixture

of borax and boric acid forcopper;
brass, bronze; and monel metal and_
a mixture of three parts boric acid

and one part betak for steel. Flux

may be applied in powder form_or_ _

dissolved in water and applied with a
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brush. The temperature at which the
flux begins to flow freely may be used
as an indication of the proper
temperature for applying the solder.

Torch Technique and Flame

Depending upon the gas mixtures,
four different types of torches are
commonly used for silver soldering:
air-gas; air-acetylene; oxyacetylene;
and okyhydrogen. _Air-gas tettheS
provide the lowest flame temperatures
as well as the least heat; depending

on the size of the torch. The torch
shouldbe of sufficient size and capacity
to allow the use of a_neutralor
slightly carburizing flame. Oxyacetylene
torches provide the highest flame

temperatures. These_torches have been
perfected to a high degree and; if
properly_used, offer the most flexible
and versatile method of heating.

The tip size used depends on the
thickness of the base metal. Do not
let the inner cone of the carburizing

. flame touch the metal. This causes
the filler metal to be sluggish_at
the flow point and the flux to be burned;
reducing its efficiency in promoting
the flow of solder through the joint.
The torch should be kept in motion
all the time, since holding it in one
place tco long can very easily overheat
the base metal and the flux. If a

part is over-heap e! and the capillary

flow of solder is hindered; the part
must be recleaned and all oxides and
foreign matter removee Low heat and
cleanliness are very important in

silver soldering.

_ _

In soldering_large metal surfaceS;
the metal should be preheated well
away from the joint; especially when

the metal has a_high heat conductiVity.
Care must be taken in soldering metals
of unequal thicknesses or unequal heat
conductivity since it is necessary
fOr both parts to reach the soldering
temperature at the same time. Forming
of a smallfillet at the face of the
joint is the indication of complete
bonding through ele joint.

A soft, neutral to slightly
datburizing;.fIame should be used.

A clean tip is always important,



especially on fine work since the flame

on a dirty tip. nay angle off to one
side; making it harder to diredt the

heat to the proper spot.

Silver Soldering Procedure

1. Using the proper procedures,

clean the metal and filler rod.

2. Apply the ...us to the rod

and to the inner surface of the jOitt.

3. Select and install the proper

size torch tip.

4. Set up cork, as shown in

figure 71.

5. Adjust the flame to a soft

neutral or slightly carburitihg, flame

and preheat thebCee metal; keeping

the torch in motior at all times.

6, When tht proper temperature
is teethed; apply the rod and sweat

the solder through the joint.

7. Allow the soldering alloy
to solidify before moving the work.

8. Quench and remove the flint:

9. Cheek with your instructor

for fitup; bonding, and capillary flow

through the joint.

Precautions

1. Make sure that the base metal

and rod are cleaned to_a bright surface

and are properly fluXed.

2. Heat the joint using the

outer flame_Tily and keep the torch

constantly in motion.

3.__ Do not usa the inner cone
of the flame to melt the filler rod.

6. Be especially careful not

to c :erheat the base metal.

LEAD SOLDERING

The lead_soldering ptzt!.'ss is

the same as silver soldering except

that bonding is_produced at temperatures

below 800°F. Cleaning and joint
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design are basically the same as_for

silver soldering. Fluxing_and flint
removal are_differeht in that the type
of flux used is only for lead soldering

And the removal of flux is not always

necessary.

Joints should be designed with

the requirements and lititatiots of

the solder in mind and shaped so that

they fit together_properly. A joint

that permits capillary action is best

suited for lead soldering.

_The metal e:faCet must be cleaned

as thetoUghly as possible before joining

to ensure proper bonding betweenthe
base_tetal and the solder. Cleaning_

may be done by chemical or mechanical

methods.

FlUXis applied to the precleaned
surface to_remove the last traces of

surface filt. It also prevents the

formation of new surface film before

and during the soldering. The ease

with which the base metal soldersis
often indicated by the mildhettof
the flux that can be used. As the

metal becomes more difficult to solder,

it is necessary to increase the activity

of the_flux or resort to special fluxes

and tOldert. Some metals are so diffidUlt

to solder that it is wise to consider

some other method of joining;

The residue must be remoac

a corrosive flux hat beenLsed.

a noncerrtitive flux; removal may h

necessary if the appearance of

joint is important or if some c.,-;;.nic

coating, such as paint or lacqU

is to be applied.

The parts to be joined drepotitioned

so that movement Lannot take place

during the heating and cooling. The

same torch that is used for silver

soldering_can be used for lead soldering.

If available, a soldering iron is bett

for small, thin materials. A neutral

or slightly carburitihg flame should

be used.

ProcedUt-e of Lead

1. Using the proper procedures,

clean the metal.



2. Apply flux to the joint.

3. Set up the work as demonstrated

by the instructor.

4. _Install a_small_Sige torch

tip and adjust the flame to a soft

neutral;

_S.__ Use only the outer envelope

of the flame for preheating and soldering:

6. Allow the solder to solidify

before moving the work.

7. Quench and remove the flux.

8. Check your work with the

instructor.

Precautioh

1. The bass metal must be clean;

2. Use only the outer envelope

Of the flame;

3. Use a very soft; neutral

flame to prevent overheating.

QUESTIONS

Note: Due to conservation of

:viper, Answer all questions on

A separate sheet_of paper DO

NOT WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. Explain the tinning process.

2; What does the_strength of

A lap joint depend upon?

3; What is the maximum clearance

for the greatest strength c: a silver

scldered lap joint?
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4. Why should parts that have

been silvet soldered not be subjected

to temperatures higher than 500°F?

S. What is the melting point

range for silver solder?

6. What will lower the melting

point of silver solder?

7. What determines the strength

of a silver soideied joint?

_8. What metals or alloys cannot

be silver soldered?

9. Define bonding.

10. What is the maximum bonding

temperature for lead solder?

REFERENCES

1. TO 34W4-1-S, WeldIng-Theory and

Application.

2. Modern Welding Handbook (Chapter 15).
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for use in vocational and technital education.
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BRAZING STEEL AND GRAY IRON CASTINGS

OBJECTIVES

After completing this
study_guide and classroom

instructith; you will be familiar

with the properties produced by_btting ferrous castings and carbon steel. You will

also apply the techniques
of brazing steel and gray iron castings.

INTRODUCTION

Brazing is a method of

metals together without_fusion. The

melting point of a_bramitg alloy;

like that of a soldering alloy;_ must

be belOW the melting point of the

metals to be joined.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF_DEFENSE
ENERGY RESOURCES

Due to the conservation of energy

resources, do riot write in or mark

on any trainihg_litetature
since it _

will be reused by other classes. Lights__

will be turned off any time thUclassroor

is vacant for more than 20 minutes.

All consumable materials will be used

conservatively throughoUt Bldt% II.

CAST IRON

Cast iron is a product of the

cupola fUthate The type of cast_

iron produced is_determined by the

rate of cooling ft-OM the molten state.

Cast iron always contains more than

two percent carbon. In fact; cast

-- is defined as iron with a carbon

of more than two_percent.
e of this high carbOh content;

g: .f the carbOt -cbines with the

o f-Ott6 free iron carbides. This

r outs in a brittle metal which is

Lit for highly Stressed structural

parts. CASt iron in the molter state

is very fluid and solidifies s wly;

making it possible to produce castings

of intricate designs.
The tensile

strength of cast_irth 15 low compared

to steel. It will fail under excessive

load§ and shock with little or no

betding nor permanent sot; Its

compression strength is high.
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Gtay Cast Iron

If the ittit is coaled slowly,

the result is a soft gray colored

metal called gray cast iron. It

can be machined easily but will not

withstand heavy shock. It is malleable

at any temperature.
Gray cast iron

is used for cylinder blocks of automobile

engines, pump bodies; gears, pulleys,

and other applicatitha in which weight

and rigidity are required without great

strength; When it is_broken, the fractured

Surf_- is dark gray in color. This

is the only cast iron that can be

repaired by fusion welding.

Whitd Cast Iron

If the_itOn_is cooled rapidly

from the molten state, the result is

a hard and brittle metal called white

cast iron._ This iron is used for pgrtg

Whith require a'rasion resistant

surfaces but c!o_not require high strength,

shock resistate, or similar mechanical

properties; When it broken, the

ftat_-Jred surfaces are silveryrwhite

in appearante The only method of

repair is brazing.

Malleable Cast Iron.

This metal is produced by heating

White cast iron to about 1650 °F., holding

it at this temperature for several _ _

hours or days and then cooling it slowly;

Malleable iron castings can be bent

slightly without_breaking because_the
uncombined and is distributed

throughout the metal in rounded globules

which act like a lubritnnt. They are

used for hard wearing handtools,

automotive parts; anc other parts which

must withstand shock; When it is broken;

the tractured surface is like gray

cast ircn but is a dull bray in



colbt and somewhat lighter. The best

method of repair is brazing.

IDENTIFYING CASTINGS

Spark Test

Ferrous castings -can be identified

by the characteristics of the spark

stream generated by bringing the metal

into contact with a high speed grinding

wheel. The part should be touched

lightly to the wheel_and the

characteristics of the spatk stream

carefully checked. The spark stream
of metals varies in one or more of

the following: color, density; shape,

and length. Considerable experience

is necessary to Identify cast iron

by this method. Positive identiFication

can be made by comparing the spark

streams of an unknown r2tal with those

of a known metal.

Chip Test

The chip test is often used to

distinguish one type of casting from

another. A narrow chip is cut from

the part with a chisel. The ease With

which the metal can be chipped and

its form is a means of identification.

When gray cast iron is chipped, the

Chips will break_loose with each blow

of_the hammet. The groove produced

will be smooth with a gray appearance.

White cast iron is very hard and cannot

be cut or chipped with a chisel.

FtaCtUesurfaces have a silvery-

white appearance. Thechips from
malleable cast iron are similar to

those of steel on_the outer surface

but when this sUtfaCe is penetrated,

the chips rnoawhite steely skin.

The center oi the casting appears gray

as in gray cast iron.

BRAZING CAST IRON

The brazing of gray -cast iron

is often preferredto welding by the

fusion method. This process may be

used to repair broken or cracked cylinder

blocks; cylinder heads, and machine

FUtthet applications are

the building up of worn sutfatea; broken

or work gear teeth, and in the fabrication

of cast iron pipe. The advantage in

brazing cast iron is the j.w heat needed

to do it_properly. The casting does

not require extensive heating_and,

in some cases, the parts nay be brazed

without disassetbly. The deposit and

adjacent metal are always soft and

expansion and contraction are reduced

to a minimum. Castings which are used

forpartg subjected to a high temperature

must not be Orazed_gince the strength
of the_deposit is reduced at temperatures

above 650°F.

FUSION WELD
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BRAZE

Fi;..re :3. FUtiOn Welding and
34tin9 c Butt joint.

The joint deSignandthe technique

used in brazing are the same as in

fusion welding with_the important

exception that thehage_motaI is not

melted. The bond is physical_ rather

than chemic- as in_fusionwelding;

as shown in figure 83. The filler

rod used provides reinforcement of

the joint.

The fact that brazing is done

itnout melting the basemetal greatly

simplifies the repair procedure. It

is much easier to make sound j_ints

even in intricate castings by this

method. Braiingrequires less heat

than fUsin welding and the spc.e.: is

faster wi':.11 a corresponding decrease

in time and gas resumption or a given

job.

The lower temperature required

in brazing simPlifies preheating: The

metal is preheated to black heat
_ _

and, as a tetult; the effects of expansion

and contraction are much less than

in fusion Welding; *cost brazing

operations can be dOne with onl

local preheating.



Brazing is also the only practical

method of repairing malleable iron

castings. Malleability ; developed

by_a special lengthy heat treatment

which would be destroyed by the high

temperatures required in fusion welding.

The relatively low temperatures used

in brazing do not greatly affect the

malleable properties of the castihg:

Bronze Filler Rod

A bronze filler rod is used in

brazing. Bronze yields readily as

it_cools until the temperature is

below 500°F. It yields slowly under

reasonably low stresses even at room

temperatures. This yielding does

not weaken the deposited bronzetetal

but materially reduces the locked

up stresses in a casting which has

beeh brazed._ The :-.uctility of the

bronze acts fiirther_tetake up minor

stresses dUring subsequent use of

the part;

The filler rods are made of copper

Alloys which contain approximately

60 percent copper -:1-d40 percent zinc.

This proportion produces the best

combination foi high tensile strength

and_ductility. Other rods contain

small quantities of tin, iron, manganese,

and silicon. The addition of these

elements makes them free_flowing,

deoXidites the weld metal, decreases

the tendency to fume. and increases

the hardheSS of the dePosited metal

for greater wear resistance.

Brazihg rods aremanufactured

in 1/32; 1/16, 2/8, 3/16, and 1/4

inch diameters. TherOds melt at

about 1625 °F., flow freely, and de

not fume to any extent at orazing

temperatures.

Joint Preparatibil

In brazing cast iron or steel

With bronze; the metal area

of the braze must be thoroughly cleaned

to_remove all scale, rust, grease,

and oil; The a:ts to beveled

and all sharp edges or corners grouhd

off to give round edges and a smooth

surface. The jciL:it§ in figure 84

will develop the highest strength

because of the area of the bond between
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BRONZE METAL
BASE METAL

Figure 84. _Reconnend Type of Joints

for Brazing Ca-ot Iron.

the bronze and the_base metal is greater

than that obtainable with the ordinary

90° bevel. The V bevel shown in

figure 84A may be_made by grinding._

It will develop the full strength of

the metal and should be used when high

strength is required. The li joinr_

shown_in_figure 84B may also be prepared

by grinding. large_caStihga,the

groove can be made_with a pneumatic

chipping_ hammer. A portable grinder

with a wheel shaped to produce the

desired shaped grOoVe may also be used._

After the edges to be brazed are cleaned

andbeveled; the surfaceS She:mild be

sandblasted or seared to remove the

free graphitic carbon from the surfaces.

Tb sear the edges, an oxidizing flame

is moved along the surface of the joint

with the central cone touChing the

The free carbon combines with

the excess oxygen in c:e. flame and

leaves the iron free_of graphitic carbon

so that a better bond May be obtained.

Flux

The use of flux is essential in

orAzing case iron using the OXyacetylehe

Process. Commercial flux is available

in poWder and paste form. The flux

she:561d be applied either by dipping

the hot end of the rod it the powder

or trushihg the paste on the rod. In

brating,Iiberal use of the flux should

be made in the tinning operation. In

filling the vee, flux should be used

Sparitgly to avoid too Muth reduction

of the oxide film covering the moiLen

pool.



Flame Adjustment

The flame should be slightly
oxidizing to tin cast iron and must
be large enough to raise the metal
quickly Co a full red_heat_ where the
braze is to be started. The purpose

of using an Okidititig flame is to
free the graphitic carbon .hat
to the surface_as the metal is being

heated to the brazing temperature;
The free carbon combines ..riththe
excess oxygen in :DC fial4e- and butng

away leaving tie surface Clean. After

the tinning coat is applied; the flame

should be adjusted to_neutralto prevent
oxidation of the Metal; The torch

tip used should be about one size
large: than that used for fuSiOn Welding
steel of the same thickness.

Torch Application

The flame should be applied slightly
behind the point of rod application
until the area reacheS a full red

heat. During the application the _

bronze should spread_quickly and tin
the heated area if the edges have
been properly cleaned and flux applied.

The molten pool_should be made small

at the bottom of the vee and increased

in size as it is moved forward until

it completely fills the vee And a

full_size braze haS been tade; Care

should be takeh to ensure that the

tinning action takes_place continuously

just ahead of the molten pool, The

proper brazing technique consists

essentially of combining into one
continuous operation the tithing action

and the building up of the braze to

the desired size._ In brazing heaVy

material; it is_frequentlytecessary
to deposit the bronze in layers. In

such cases, make certain_that the
base metal is_well.tinnedASthefirst
layer is applied. This assures a

strong bond for applying the succeeding

layers.

In applying the bronze; hold_
the central cone from 1/8 to 114 inch

fromthe surface of the metal. Point

the flame ahead of the deposit At

an angle of but 45° with the molten

pool slightly behind the tip of the

flaMe. This angle may vary depending

upon the position and thickness of the
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metal being repaired. The manipulation

of the torch and filler rod depends

largely upon the size of the_molten
pool carried and the speed of brazing.

Careful attention is required
in applying bronze to cast iron
to obtain a good bond between the

Metals. If the base metal becomes

too hot; the bronze_balls up And

fails to stick tothe cast iron;
EX-6-,:sive fuming indicates_overheating
and a loss of zinc in the filler

metal. If themetalis not heated
to thepropertemperature; the bronze

will not spread and adhere to the

casting. Excessive use of flux
should be avoided; use only enough
to secure_a good, tinning_action.

The end of the filler rod should
be placed in the outer flame envelope;
heated; then dipped into the dry
flux powder and placed in the molten

pool. Asufficient amount of flux
will adhere to the rod for each

application.

The proper brazing speed is
indicated by the ad of tinning

and contour of the aeposit._ The
bronze should not be_applied faSter
than the tinning action progresses;

In brazing a crack/break_that
terminates in a hole /opening in

a casting, the braze should progresS

towards the point of_termination.
When brazing long joints on flat

Siirfaces,_the braze should progress

efrom the nds_toward the middle.

an b_aZing branch cracks, the
brazeshOuld_scart at the end and
progress toward the main break

It is a good practice to drill a
Sthallholeac the end of the crack
or break to permit stresses, caused

by ,xpanSion; to be distributed
around thi- circumference of the

hole; thus - preventing the fracture

from spreadiw.

Heavy sections are brazed by
successive deposits which start
At the bottom of the vee and_build

up the weld to the proper height;

Occasionally; some impurities are
trapped in the molten pool and a
blow hole appears as the metal sblidities;

These impurities shoUld be removed as
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PROCEDURES

1. Brazing Cast Iron

A. Bevel the edges, as shown in fig-,-e 78.

ROUND ALL EDGES
AND CORNERS

BRONZE WELD METAL

Figure 85. Butt Joint in Cast Iron;

the braze progresses by melting the

metal beneath_them and raking them

out with the fillt rod; impurities

Adhering to the brazing rod are disposed

of by tapping the rod 6n the table.

Cooling

Following a brazing operation,

move the torch flame oar the surface

of the metal on both sides of the braze

for a considerable distance. This

brings unequally heated sections of

the base metal to an even heat. _Small

castings, or chose which are preheated_

locally with a t,..;-ch, would be covered

with asbestos and allowed to cool slowly.

If a preheating furnace is- used, all

draft openings should be closed and

the top covered with asbestos to permit

slow cooling in the furnace, No stress

Should be placed on a Stated joint

until_it has completely cooled. The

finished deposit may be cleaned With

A wire brush to remove any excess flux

or oxides which m3y have risen to the

surfaCe.

General Procedures

l. bevel the edges, as shoum

in figure 85.
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2. Sandblast or sear the

edged With a slightly .xidizing

flame.

3. Set up the work, as shown

in figure 85.

.
Apply_flux to the rod

and to the beVeled surfaces of the

joint.

5. Using an oxidizing_flame,

preheat the joint until_the flUX

begins to form crystal heads.

t.% Direct the_flame at the

root of the joint and hold the fluxed

rod in the outer :lc=-. When the

basemetal reaches rAd heat, add

a small portion o the filler rod

to the heated are:: and continue

until the beveled edges are tiruied.

__7. Adjust :he flame to neutral

and finish brazing the joint by

melting re7! surface of the first

deposit_and adding more filler rod

to bUild up the joint, as shown

in figure 85.

8; Check your work with the
_

instructor.



Precautibns

I. Have proper SOdeihg_at_
the root area and see that graphite

carbon has been removed.

2. Do not overheat the base

metal.

_3. Use the proper flame for
tinning and for finishing the joint.

Low carbon steels are easily_

brated; The techniques and procedures

are very similar to thdge employed

when brazing gray cast iron.

Braze welding repairs on high-

carbon and tool steels should be

made only in c ..se cf an emergency

and where thf. strength and

hardnessof t'e fl!.1.er metal are

acceptable

Brr-- ,g Should never be

used 141. Art is subjected

to sever. zions or where the

-> high- than 650°F.

At temiietiorc.,: ranging from 500°F

to 6L3'i.; 61-c*rength of the filler

meta: ls greatly impaired.

QUFi'

Note: Answer all questions on a
separate sheet of paper due

to conservation of paper. DO

NOT WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1. What is the.main outstanding

mechanical property of cast iron?

2. What is the advantage of

brazing over fusion welding of ferrous

castings?
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3. What does the speed of

tinning and the contour of the braze

deposit indicate when brazing cast

iron?

4. What property is produced

by brazing ferrous castings in comparison

to fusion welding?

5. The_strength of a braZed

casting is reduced when it is_subjected

to temprtures above °F.

6; at type of cast iron

is used when weight and rigidity

is required in a cast iron?

7. What type of furnace produces

cast iron?

of

be

8. Uhat are the three

cast iron? Tell how each

repaired.

types
can

9. How is each of the three

types of cast irons manufactured?

10. How should cast iron be

cooled after welding? Why?

REFERENCES

1. TO 34W4-1-5, WeldliaAg-Theory

and Applica -tion.

2. TO 34W4-1-7, Fluxes Welding;

Brazing_, and Soldering Modern ',:elding-

lAanidbOok (Chapter 16).
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FUSION WELDING FERROUS CASTINGS

OBJECTIVES

JADA-).11.11-OV-LV7

After_ completing this study_guide and classroom instruction, you will apply the
fundamental principles and techniques of fusion welding cast iron.

INTRODUCTION

Fusion welding of cast iron is
dote by using the oxyacetylene torch
to melt the joint edges while adding
a cast iron filler rod.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE
ENERGY RESOURCES

Due to the conservation of energy
resources; do not write in or mark
on any training literature since it
Will be reused by other classes. Lights
will be turned off any time the classroom
is vacant for more than 20 minutes.
All consumable materials will be used
conservatively throughout Block II.

FUSION WELDING CAST IRON

Gray cast iron is the only one
of the ferrous castings which can be
welded by the_fusion method using the
oxyacetylene flame. The weld, when
properly made, has a fine grain structure
and is soft and easily machined. The
strength of the weld is usually greater
than the base metal; The main
difficulties encountered in welding
this metal by the fusion method are
the forming of hard spots and the
control of expansion and contraction,
Which has a tehdency to diStort the
casting or cause additional breaks.

Cast Iron Filler Rod

A cast iron filler rod, high
in silicon and low it sulphur,
phosphorous; and manganesei produces
the best results. The filler rod
serves several. important functionS.
It- supplies the_metal_necessary to
fill the vee and reinforce the weld.
When welding begins and the bottom
and sides of the vee are being melted
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the end of the_rod should be held
in the outer flame envelope. This
prevents chilling the molten pool
which would result in hard spots _

in the weld. The filler rod should
be added to the weld by melting
it in the pool of molten metal.
The melted sides of the vee, whith
are_thoroughly fused with the added
filler rod, provide the necessary
weld reinforcement.

Joint Preparation

Thoroughly clean the metal
surrounding the break when preparing
gray east iron for welding. Grinding
or sandblasting is effective in
removing rust or a heavy coating
of oxide. Grease or oil may be
removed by a solvent. If the metal
is heavier than 1/8 inch in cross
section, bevel the edges to be welded
in the same manner as for_steel
plate. CrackS or breaks in castings
that cannot be removed for beveling
may be chipped out with a round
nose or diamond point chisel. They
may_also be ground out_if a flexible
shaft or portable grinder is not
available; When castings are broken.
in several pieces and have no machined
surfaces, two or three points along
the break should be left untouched so
that they can be used to maintain
alignment of the edges. Depending
upon the thickness of the metal;
the Vbevel should extend to either
1/16 or 1/8 inch of the bottom of
the break, as shown in figure 86.
This shoulder will prevent rapid
melting of the metal at the bottom
edges. Prior -to welding a crack
that extends from the edge or from
an opening in a casting; it is always
advisable to drill_a small_hole_through
the casting near the visible end of
the fracture; If the crack should
start to spread when heat is applied,



Figure 86; Cast

the small hole will prevent its spreading
further.

Flame Adjustitient

A neutral flame is used to
fusion_ weld cast iron. Do not use
a harth nate; If the volume has
to be_turned up to ensure enough
heat_for fusion, either a latg-et
torch tip is needed or the preheat
was insufficient.

Torch Application

Generally, the torch tip used
is slightly larger than_the size
ordinarily used for welding the Sadie
thicktess of steel. With a large
size tip there is less- chance that
the molten metal will be blbUt ahead
Onto the cold surfaces of the joint.
However; care -must be taken_to_prevent
melting out of the bottom of the vee
too rapidly; After the lowest part
of the -joint is welded, the larger
tip will aid in speeding the completion
of the weld;

Adjust the torch to a neutral
flame since it has no chemical effect
upon the composition of the metal.
Rbld the tip of the center cone
approximately 1/8 to 1/4 inch away_
from the molten pool. The forehand

_,-....--= 90

WELD METAL-----1 - ---:.

\ \ \.

Iran Butt joint.
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Method of welding may be used. However,

for heavy sections, the backhand
method is_preferred. The backhand
method aids considerab:y in c:introILitg
the molten pool and penetrat':a_is
easier to obtain. A cast iron fus:,:d
welding flux is essential for producing
satisfactory welds. The :lux_c.auses
the oxides and impurities to flo,c
to the surface of the weld

Procedures

1. Saw through the cast
iron bar at a 45° angle;

2._ Grind a 1116" lip on
the bottom edge; as shown in figure 86.

3. Adjust the flamefor
neutral and preheat each piece
about_1"_back of the beveled edges
to a dull ted

_ 4. Tack weld each end of

the joint.

5. Using sufficient flux,
fitiah the weld by either the forehand
or the backhand method. Stir and

puddle the molten pool continuously.

6. After the weld is completed,
allow st to cool slowly.
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7. Check your finished weld
with the instructor.

Precautions

_1. Be sure to preheat before
starting to weld.

2. Make sure that the sides
of the joint are melting sad that
fusion is taking piece;

3: Stir and puddle the molten
pool with the rod.

4; Use a sufficient amount
of flux.

QUESTIONS

NOTE: Answer all questions on
a separate sheet of paper due
to conservation of paper. DO
NOT WRITE ON THIS STUDY GUIDE.

_ 1. _Row are gas pockets_broken
up when welding gray cast iron?

2. Why should the end of the
fillet rod be held under the outer
flame envelope during fusion welding
of cast iron?

3. Is it necessary to sear
cast iron prior to fusion welding?
Why?

4. What type of flame is used
when fusion welding gray
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4 What type of flame is used
when fusion welding gray cast iron?

5. How far should the central
cone be held from the molten pool of
the base metal when welding gray cast
iron?

b. What is the purpose of the
flux when ffl,.ing ferrous castings?

7. 1 may grease oil be
removed from :us castings?

8. Whc. izrrous casting is
broker.; how can the pieces be aligned
for fusion welding?

9. Why_ shouldn't the_vee_bevel
extend to the bottom of the break?

REFERENCES

1. TO 34W4-1-5 Welding Theory and
Application.

2 TO 34W4-7177 Fluxes - Welding.;
' Modern

Welding Handbook (Chapter 16);
- -



Metal and NDI Brairch 3ABR53131-SG-210

Chanute AFB, Illinois

HARD SURFACING

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study_guide_and classroom instruction, you_will identify
the purpose; types, techniques of application, and mechanical properties of hard

surfacing materials.

INTRODUCTION

The survival of any business_
4apends upon the profits gained through
the use of its equip:he:it; If the

service life of the equipment can
be extended, the company has a better
chance to survive. In the Air Force,
hard surfacing is used to extend equipment
service life,_lower costs, and increase
operating efficiency.

INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE
ENERGY RESOURCES

Due to_the conservation of energy
resources, do not write in or mark
be any training literature since it _

will be reused by_other classes. Lights

will be turned off any time the classroom
is vacant for more than 20 minutes.
All consumable materials will be used
conservatively throughout Block II.

HARD SURFACING ALLOYS

Hard surfacing or "hard_facingi"
refers to the process of applying
extremely hard allays to the surface
of a softer metal in order to increase
its resistance to wear, abrasion;
corrosion, or impact. In most casesi
hard surfacing alloys can be applied
to a point, surface, or edge of any
part by means of the oxyacetylene
process. The wearing surface of_drills,
tools, cutters, or any other parts
treated with these special alloys,
will outwear the common steels 2 to
25 times, depending upon the type
of hard surfacing alloy used and_the
service to which the part is subjected.

_ There are many types_of hard
surfacing alloys. Each alloy is
specifically designed to provide
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properties which are best adapted
to combat the destructive forces to
be met -in a given operation. In any
type of mechanical operation, moving
parts are_subject to wear; resulting
in_loss of material. Hard surfacing
reduces this wear; Hard surfacing
alloys are widely used to protect
new parts, to ensure greater efficiency,
and to repair worn equipment; No one
single hard surfacing material is
satisfactory fiat. all applications.
Many types of hard facing alloys have
been_developed to meet the various
requirements for hardness, toughness,
shock; wear resistance. and other special
qualities. These alloys are generally
classified into five broad groups;

Group 1 Alloys

Alloys in this gropp_consist mainly
of an iron base and have less than
20 percent of alloying elements; These

elements are mainly chromium, tungsten,
manganese, silicon, and carbon.
Group 1 alloys have greater wear
resistance than any_machine steel.
Although not as hard as steel, they
have greater toughness and shock
resistance_ than any other hard facing
alloys. They are used to build up
badly worn sections before_applying
a final harder surfacing alloy of
better grade. These alloys are used
for rock crushing and similar equipment
where resistance to shock and =pact
are more important than hardness.

Group..? Alloys

The alloys in this group consist
of an iron base having 50 to SO percent
iron with the remainder being elements
used ia_Group 1. _Small percentages
of cobalt and nickel are sometimes
added; Some of these alloys have
the property of "red hardness" which



is the ability to remain hard at a
red heat._ These alloys are used for
final hArdwear resisting surfaces
after the part has been built up with
a high strength rod.

Group 3 Alloys

The Alloys in this group consist
of the nonferrous alloys, such as cobalt,
chromium, and tungsten, as well as
other nonferrous hard surfacing materials.
Some of these alloys also have the
property of red hardness. These alloys
are available in different grades,
which are all highly resistant to wear
and_possess a toughness and strength_
giving them a wide range of application.
Valves made from these alloys are designed
fc handling gas, oil; acids, high
temperatures, and high pressure steam.
These alloys are used extensively for
valve seats in internal combustion
erlines.

Group 4 Alloys

The alloys in this group consist
of the so called carbide materials
or diamond substitutes. They are the
har'est and most wear resistant of
all the hard surfacing materials. Some
of these alloys contain 90 to 95 percent
tungsten carbide with the remainder
being cobalt, nickel, ironi_or similar
metals. Thes, give strength, toughness,

r heat resistance, and impact strength
to_the tungsten carbide. Some of these
alloys are almost pure tungsten carbide
and contain no alloying elements. Alloys
of this group are furnished in the
form of small castings. They are welded
to the surface of the metalor other
hard surfacing material. The application
of tungsten carbide pieces to wearing
surfaces is known_as.hard setting.

Group 5 Alloys

The alloys in this group consist
of crushed tungsten carbides of various
sizes. These may -be fused to strips
of mild or low alloy steel, embedded
in hard surfacing material or high
strength rod, or packed in mild -steel
tubes of various diateters. All of
these are available in short lengths
Which may be applied to the wearing
surface as welding rod. Crushed

tungsten carbides are also availab7.e
in loose form as granular pieces or
powder and may be sprinkled on the
wearing surface and melted into it.
The alloys in this group; although
more expensive than other types; are
used for many applications because
of their long life;

HARD SURFACING APPLICATIONS'

Most metals and their alloys
can be readily hard surfaced with
the exception of copper; aluminum,
and their alloys. These metals cannot
be satisfactorily hard surfaced because
of their low melting points; In some
cases, heavy sections of brass, bronze,
and copper can be hard surfaced by
preheating to a red heat and then
applying the Group 3 allot.,. Hard
surfacing alloys can be applied to
the following metals and alloys:

I. Loy and medium carbon steels
with a carbon content of 0.50 percent
or less

2. High carbon steels,_if they
are heat treated before and after
hard surfacing to remove hardness
and brittleness to prevent cracking.

3. Low alloy steels; depending
upon the base metal. _Heat_treatment
is required after hard surfacing.

_4._ Manganese steels, which
are hard surfaced by the metallic
arc welding process; Care should be
taken to apply the welding heat_to
the part uniformly, and to avoid
overheating of the metal. Deposits
should be peened to relieve cooling
stresses.

5. Stainless steels, including
the high chromium and chromium nickel
steels. physical properties of
the particular steel should be known
in ordal tz maintain corrosion
resistance_aftar_hard surfacing. Uniform
heating and cooling help to prevent
warping and cracking due to the higher
coefficient of expansion of stainless
steel.

_6. Gray cast iron. Since the
melting point of cast iron is lower
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than steel, special precautions should
be taken in working with thin sections.

7. Malleable iron. The malleable
iron surface beneath the harJ surfacing
leyer hardens, Some of this hardness
can be removed by reheating the metal
tti approximately 1500°F.

Metal Preparation

The- surface of_the metal to be
hard surfaced must be free of all
scale; rust; dirt; and other foreign
substances. This is done by grinding,
machining, or chipping. When these
methods are not available, the surface
may be_prepared by filing, wirebrushitg;
or sandblasting. The latter methods
are not as satisfactory; since_small
particles of feteigh Matter whith
remain on the surface must be floated
out during the hard surfacing operation.
All edges of gt-co., corners, or
recesses must be well rounded to prevent
overheating the base metal.

Preheating

The same precautions should be
taken for preheating in hard surfacing
as is done for_welding_the particular
base metal. If possible; steels In
the heat treated condition should
be annealed before the hard surfacing
layer is applied. Quenching in water

Will crack the hard surfacing layer.
When_it is_necessary to heat the
metal to the critical temperature
after hard surfacing; oil_should be
used as the quenching media. When

it is impossible; or undesirable;
to anneal high carbon steel or high
tensile low7alloy steel, the hdtd
surfacing alloy is deposited by the
transition bead method. This is done
by first depositing a thin layer of
Stainless steel; such as the 25 percent
chromium/20 percn rod or

the 18 percent thtomium/8 percent
nickel. rod; Next; build up the section
to approximately the original ditension;
using 11 to 14 percent man,:Ahese cr
high strength rod and then finish
by hard surfacing with one Of the

GrOU0 2 Alloys;

Flux

A flux is on required for applying
a single layer of hard surfacing alloY
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by the oxyacetylene torch._ However;
inn- depositing the hard surfacing
alloy in more than one layer,_a__
flux helps to remove any scale and
oxides formed on the preceding layer.
This is particularly true when hard
surfacing cast_ircn,_in which case
a cast iron welding flux is satisfactory.
The film of flux formed on the molten
pool reduces the rate of_cooling
Of the deposited material; thus,
permitting gas; oxides; and slag
inclusions to come to thesurface.
This results in a hard and solid
surface layer;

Deposit Thickness

__Depending upon the specific
application, worn sections are rebuilt
with hard facing deposits ranging
from 1/16 to 1/4 inch in thiCkness._
When it becomes necessary to deposit
hard surfacing material in excess
Of 1/4_inch, the part i§rebUilt
With the Group r alloys to within
1/16 to 1/4_inch of the finished
Size. The final deposit,ccnsisting
Of Group 2 or 3 alloys; is added
with some excess_to permit grinding
to the desired finished dimensions.
When harder and more brittle Group
4 and 5 hard surfacing materialS
are applied, either as a final deposit
or in a single layer; the shape _2'
of the_ deposit_ should_ be careftillY

contr011ed. This is important in
order that impact or shock loads
may_be_transmitter: through hard
surfacing metal into the tougher

base metal. When corners edges, or

builtup sections are not bricked
up by tough base metal; they will
chip or break off in service.

Flame Adjustment

Hard surfacing decal is applied
by using a carburizing flame; as
shown in figure_87. he exact amount
of excess acetylene in the welding
flare can be found bY varying the
acetylene_during the initial deposit

Of the rod. The oxyacetylene flame
allows a close control over the
operation and produces a smooth

deposit. The flame should be adjusted
to produce a quiet_pool_ and good

qualitie§ for the particular
hard surfacing material; Figures 88



TIP --UP-

INNER
CONE

EXCESS ACETYLENE FEATHER

CUTER ENVELOPE FLAME

-swEATiNG- SURFACE

R-1461

Figure 87; Type Flame and Tip Position to Use When Producing a
"Sweating" Condition Prior to Hard Surfacing.

TIP

INNER CONE

WELDING ROO

EXCESS ACETYLENE FEATHER

O_UTER ENVELOPE FLAME

MOLTEN PUDDLE OF ALLOY

>aYrAer,orffAffmsriri
ALLOY DEPOSIT

Figure 88. Forehand Method of Hard Surf,acin g.

WELDING ROD

z\XIV74, _

reAPP/AMMWAY

1-1462

INNER CONE

7
_EXCESS ACETYLENE FEATHER

OUTER ENVELOPE FLAME

ut-.L't EN PUDDLE OF ALLOY

ALLOY DEPOSIT

Figure 89. Backhand gethod of Hard Surfacing.
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Figure 90. Eard Surfacing t1tria1 Being Applied With the
Use of an Ox?acetylene Torch.

and_89 shoal the two methods of applying
hard surfacing material. Particles__
of scale and foreign matter are easily
eliminated by these methods and edges
and corners are easily formed. This
is particularly important when it
becomes necessary to grind the hard_
surfacing deposit_to close dimen'ional
limits. The degree of penetration
of the hard surfacing alloy in the
base metal is accurately controlled
by ttle_flame. This is important since
some of the alloys_are paddled into
the base metal while others are merely
"sweated"_onto the base metal, as
Shwa in figure 90. When a thin edge
is to be hard surfaced or a desired
shape is to be built up with the hard
surfacing materials; a copper mold
or backup strip may be used. The
tip size used for lard_surfacing should
be aPprUximately two sizes_larger _

than that required for welding metal
of the same thickness.

_ Note in figure 90 that the puddle
of iwaten metal is larger than the
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puddle used Whin Making .-- weld.
The outer flame area preheats
the base_metal in advance of the
deposited surfacing metal. A_carburizing
flame is used for hard surfacing.

Procedure

1. BeVel the edges of the
plate to a 60 degree angle, avoiding
sharp edges.

2. Select and install the
proper size tip.

3; Adjust the flame to soft
carburizing.

4. If necessary; make the final
adjustment of the_flame during the
first inch of weld.

5. Inspect for insufficient
edge buildup and bUrned deposits upon
completion of the weld;
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6, Remove approximately one-
half_of.the hard surfacing deposit
and inspect for porosity.

7. Check your work with the
instructor.

Precautions

1. Use a tip Large enough
do the work.

4; What must be done to high
carbon steels before hard surfacing?

5; What must be done to low
alloy steels before hard surfacing?

6; What must be done to manganese
steels after hard surfacing?

to 7;

surfaced?

2. Do not overheat and melt
the base metal.

3. Use the proper flame.

QUESTIONS

.

Note: Answer all questions on
a separate.sheet of paper due
to conservation of paper. DO
NOT WRITE IN THIS STUDY GUIDE.

1, Why are all edges and grooves
rounded when setting up a hard surfacing
project?

2. What are five types of hard
surfacing alloys and what is each
type specifically designed for?

. . . .

3; The main purpose for hard
surfacing is to add what property?
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What alloys cannot be hard

8; Which group has less than
20% of the alloying elements?

. 9; Which group can be used
in the buildup of badly worn sections
before a final overlay is applied?

-10. What is the_maximum
of hard surface deposits that
be removed by grinding?

REFERENCE

amount
may

1. TO 34W4-1-5, Welding Theorr-and-
Application.

2. Modern Wcld-ing- Handbook (Chapter 20).
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II j e

The objective of this program is to teach you proper safety Proce-
dures vhich you must observe on the job as a Repairman.

This program presents information in snail steps. Each page or
"frame" contains an information panel amd/or questions pertaining to
information contained in the latt information panel. Read the infor-
mation presented within the solid-line box, then select the correct
statement in response to the question asked in the question-mark out-
lined box. Esau the questioning statement and then make your response
After the enpropriata question number on the answer sheet provided.
MAKE NO MARKS IN THIS FFOGRAH. The s, sill step size of the informc,tion
panel makes selection of the correct response an easy matter, and in
most cases you won't have to be told the correct answer. RoNever, the
last page of this progrnm contains a complete list of the correct
response letters listed by question numbers. Feel free to consult
this list at any time you are in doubt as to the correctness of any
of your response choices.

DC) NOT MARY. 1.2-1 71:1T-S PPrv.IRAH

DISTIUCTIONia SYSTDZ DETZIORMT TEAM
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Frrtma I.

The personnel in a shop are con-
tinually exposed to_ numerous hazards. Some activi-

ties are extremely hazardous; others which are non=

hazardous can become hazardous dUe_to car-61088:16*A,

overconfidence; etc. Inexperienced Inrcomnel_can

sometimes create hazardous situations. Hazarda are

present during_all nomtal activities; but their ex-

istence doesn't mean that an accident must occur.

Our job is to prevent accidents, even under hazardou,s,

situations;

QUESTION 1.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Which of the statements below is most true?

a. Personnel are subject to hazards in the
Maintenance shop only ion they become
careless.

b. Personnel are subject to hazards in a
maintenance shop during all normal actin-

ities.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Frame 2.

DO __m07
___Totx44

Inefficistcyj personal itjury,_atd property dam-
age are_ the results of accidents in the mainte.=
narnce shop. Inorder to reduce this '.-asteof time

money; prescribed safety_ must be ob=
Served by all nersontel at all times;

QIYESTION 2.

? 2 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? To promote efficiency and reduce the possibili= ?
ties of personal injtr and property damage all

? personnel must

a. prevent accidents in the Maintenance
Shop.

b. reduce waste in time and money;

c. observe prescribed Safety standards.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Some operations ina maintenance shop are
hazardous to other operations Within the shop._ For
instance; open welding could cause severe eye burn
to personnel who look at the welding arc; Or; an
explosion could occur if an acetylene torch is used
Where fuel vapors or paint fumes are present. For
this reason painting, welding, and battery work_ 11
be accomplished in separate parts of the shop that
are isolated from each other.

QUESTIONS 3 through 5.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? 3; Painting; welding; and battery work are isola-?
ted from each other in order to

a. Prevent one operation from being hazard-
ous to another%

b; eliminate the hazards involved in each
operation.

4. To prevent one operation from being hazardous
to another the painting; welding; and battery
work will be performed in

a. the same shop.

b. separate parts of the shop.

? 5. The painting, welding, and battery shops
should be

?
a. kept close together to minimize equi

ment duplication.

b. isolated from each other.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Frame 14.

A major hazard in the maintenance shop is the
possibility of fire due to the constant exposure of
flammable fuels, lubricants, and other compounds.
Also, parts, tools, work benches, and floors often
became saturated with these flammable materials.
Extreme care must be taken at all times to prevent
shop fires from occurring under the conditions which
always exist in any shop.

QUESTION 6.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? To prevent fires in the shop we see to it that

A. no flammable materials are exposed in the
ship area,

b; Parts; tools, work benches, and floors
dontt become saturated with flammable
materials;

c; extreme care is exercised at al} times.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Y ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Some prescribed safety standards which must be
observed for the prevention of shop fires are:

a. Only explosion-proof electrical equipment
and fixtures will be used in the paint shop.

b. Use of fIame-producing equipment will not
be permitted in the shop except in speci-
fied areas, such as the welding shop, where
the required safety controls exist.

c. Smoking will be permitted in designated
smoking areas only.

QUESTIONS 7 through 9.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Indicate whether the following statements are

TRUE or FALSE.

7. Electrical equipment and fixtures in the
paint shop must be flame-producing.

a. TRUE

b; FALSE

8. The use of flame-producing equipment is per-
mitted only in areas where the required
safety controls exist.

a. TRUE

b; FALSE

9. Smoking is not allowed except in designated
smoking areas.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?9 9 9 9 9 9 ? 9
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Frame 6

If a:fire should our in your shop, be sure that
a valid alarm is turned in. A valid alarm is one
Yhich tells responsible people, equipped to fight
fires, the location of the fire and the_ name of the
person turning in the alarm. Don't fail to turn in
an alarm because you think the fire is too small.
After the alarm has been turned in, use your best
judgement to decide on whether to clear the building
or attempt to extinguish the fire.

QUESTION 10.

9999999999999999999999999 999
In case of fire in the shop, you should

a. clear the building of as much equipment as ?

possible.

b; yell "FIRE" and make sure that everyone is
out.

c. turn in an alarm.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



The importance of fire extiruishers being kept
in good working order and being conveniently located
throughout the maintenance shop cannot be over-
stressed. Their location will be clearly marked and
kept free of obstructions at all_times. They must
be placed Where they can be easily reached but where
they cannot be accidentally bumped by personnel or
equipment.

QUESTIONS 11 and 12;

9

9

11.

? 9 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Where id'.; fire extinguishers be located?

a; Anywhere handy;

b. Away from personnel and equipment.

c. Where they can be easily reached but
not in the way of personnel and/or
evipment.

12. How will fire extinguisher location be kept?

a; No special way as long as they can be
seen;

b. Clearly marked and free of obstruc-
tions.

c. Clean end free of grease and oil.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Frame 7;



Frame 8.

Now, we iii;e_going to Vile how much you have learned so far about

Shop Safety. Indicate_ whether each of the 10 following statements (on

this and the next page) are either TRUE or FALSE.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

13. The normal activities of a repair shop
present numerous hazards to maintenance

personnel.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

Prescribed safety standards must be observed
by all personnel in order to promote effic- ?

iency and reduce the possibility of personal
injury and property damage.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

15. Painting, welding, and battery work is accom-

? pIished in separate parts of the shop to pre-?
vent one operation from being hazardous to
aaother.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

16. Fire hazards exist in a shop due to the
exposure of flammable materials and tae sat- ?

uration of parts, tools, work benches, and
floors with flammable materials.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

17. The electrical equipment and fixtures used in
Air Force paint shops must be explosion-
proof.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

18. Flame-pro dtcing equipment must be used only ?

in specified areas, such as the welding sh ap,I
Where required safety controls exist.

a. TRUE

/0

? ?
b. FALSE .

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

is
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Frame 9;

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

19. Smoking in the shop is forbidden except
in designated areas.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

? 20. Never attempt to extinguish a fit'e without ?

turning in an alarm_first.

a. TRUE-

b; FALSE

? 21. Fire extinguisher Iocationa will De ata.tay
Marked and kept free of obstructions.

a; TRUE

b. FALSE

22; Fire extinguishera will be placed ;there they

can be easily reached) but cannot be accidaa-__

tally bumped by personnel or!' eciaipm.ent.

. TRUE

b. FALSE

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Frame 10. ca?

Another erous and often unnecessary fire
hazard is created by the fueling of equipment inside
the shop- an added precautian against fire,
equipment will not be fueled inside the shop as a
routine practice. Theymay be fueled inside, how-
ever, under controlled conditions but then only
when approved by the Installations Fire Marshall.

QUESTION 23.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
4

? When may equipment be fueled inside the mainte= ?
- nance Shops?

a. Anytime, unless a directive from the
Installations Fire Marshall prohibits it. ?

b. Only under controlled conditions and then ?
only on approval of the Installations

?. Fire Marshall.

c. Whsne7er necessary as a routine practice. ?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

9



QliESTICif

Working an fuel tanks is always a hazardous task.
Explosions from fuel vapors can oct.ur very easfly.
Before welding or other heat-producitig work is done
on gas tanks and other fuel containers, they should
be drained, flushed oat with water and, when prac-
ticable, fined with water. Filling with water
will eliminate the danger of explosion and fire
from fuel vapor inside the tank.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Before welding a fuel tank of any kind, At must

be

a. filled with water.

b. drained, flushed and, When practicable-,

fined with water.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Frame 12.

Another fire hazard Whi-± must be avoided is the

one created when used oil. fuelj or other flattable

liquids are poured into floor drains. An explosion
hazard fromv?pors is created not just in your own
building but in all other buildings through Which
the drain system runs. To prevent this hazard
flammable liquids will be put in metal containers

whichj when fUllj will be carried to some remote

area and dumped.

QUESTION 25.

99.999999 999999999 999199999 99

? The proper disposal of used flammable liquids 4-s ?

accomplished by

a. flushing then down the floor drain sys em.

b; carrying them to a remote area to be
dumped;

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 3 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9? 9 9 ? / 9 9 2
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Frmle 13;

Such areas as battery rooms, paint booths; and
confined tzolding areas are subject to the accuula-
tion of dangaroua gases and vapors. To prevent
personnel from beingovercomebyfumes; and to pre-
terit explosions in these areas; special acthaust

syStaMt teal ba provided and used.

QUESTIOgS 26 and 27;

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ?

? 26. Accumulation of dangeroun gases and vapors
is kept to a minimum in confirxd areas by

a. keeping all doors and windovs open.

b. not performing any operations t4hich
may generate any dangarous gaSaa or
vapors inside;

0; use of special ea3 a.t systems.

27. Special exhaust systems are used in confined
.i4elelitlg areas; battery rooms; and paint

booths

a.. because the heat produced in these
areas is dangerous.

b. to eliminate the smelly fumes.

c. to prevent the accumulation of danger=
ous vapors and gases.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

.3 2



Frame 14.

Equipment slipping off jacks, faulty hoisting de-
vices; and fires are some of the personnel hazards
you will encounter in the shop. The most common
Personnel hazard, however, is carbon monoxide .7as.
This is a poisonous gas which ce.nnot be aasily de-
tected because of its colorless and odorless char-

acteristics. Carbon monoxide gas its discharged
from the engine through the exhaust system, Flex-
ible tubing must be attached to the exhaust pipe to
carry the fumes directly to the outside area of the

ghop.

QUESTIONS 28 and 29;

99999999999999 9999/999999999
9 28. To help eliminate the possibility of carbon

monoxide poisoning in a maintenance shop.
you will

9

7

9

9

a; never operate an internal combustion
type engine inside the shop.

b. direct the ekhwist fumes outside the
shop through a flexible tube that is
attached to the engine exhaust pipe.

29. The most common personnel hazard in A main-
tenance shop is

a. equipment slipping off jacks.

b. faulty hoisting devices.

r. fire.

d. carbon monoxide gas.

9

9

9

9

9

9999999 999199999/99999999999
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fi

General exhaust ventilation should be provided

and used to prevent any accumulation of carbon

monoxide gas inside the shop. These accumulations
could come from engine exhaut manifold leaks, de=
fective mufflers, or vehicles entering and leaving

the shop.

QUESTION 30;

/ 9 9 / 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ^ / / 9 9 9 9 '? 9 9 '7 9 ? i 9?

Generale:that= ventilation will. be prcv and

used in the maintenance shop in order to

a; prevent carbon_mcnoxide from any source
from accumulating in the shop.

b. allow the running of ei inee_ without direc-

ting the fames outside the Shop.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9? 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9' 9 9 9 / 9 9 9 9

Remember; _safety depends on you. If you knot: the

safe procedures but do not practice them; you Att tt

fault. On the other hand; you cannot practice
safety if you don't know What the prescribed safety

standards_ are. _Our job_ is to teach you these stan-

dards. The rest is up to you.

4

Frame 15;



Frame 16.

Let's stop again and review some Of the thin7,s we've ecvered so far.
Indicate whether each of the 6 following Statements are '22RUE or FALSE.

QIJESTICNS 31 throngh 36.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9?

9

9

9

9

9

9

31. The most common personnel hazard in the main-9
tenance shop is fire.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

32. Befor'i_welding on a was tank it must be
drained and flushed.

34

a. TEJE

b. FALSE

9

9

9

Vehicles may be fueled inside the shop under ,
controlled conditions unless a directive from
the Installation FIRE MARSE= prohibits it.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

Flammable licraids should mei/or be drdined
into floor drains.

a. TRUE

h: FALSE

35. Battery rooms; painting bcoths; and confined
welding areas will be provided with special
exhaust ventilation;

a. TRUE

b; FALSE

36. Flexible tubing must be attached to the
vehicle's e±haust wnenever the equipment's
engine is rum inside the shop.

a; TRUE

b. FALSE

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9 9 9 9 9 7 ? ? 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? 7



Frans 17.

Good housekeeping is essential to the safety and

efficiency of shop operations. Imagine a shop gith

nothing in its right place; floors cluttered with

junk, and oil and grease spilled all over the place.

You_wouldnit get much work done because of alt the

tripping and slipping you would be doing, and the

chances are that you would wind up in the hospital

with a serious injury.

QUESTIOg 37.

7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? T ? ?

Safe shop operation depends on

a. wing personal protective equipment.

b. good housekeeping.

9 9 9 9 1?

applying only those shop safety practices
necessary to keep the inspector: off yobs

back.

? ? 1 9 9 9 9 9 9^ 9 ? ? 9 '? 9? ? 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 "7



Frame 18; ar

Shop floors will be kept. _clean and free of eil_

grease gasoline, water and _other hazardous_ or slip=

pery material. Boxes ef sand or other suitable ab-

sorbent materials will be prvvided to use :r
ed grease and oil; After the absorbent ,.a t

has been Applied to the floor

thoroughly cleaned.

QUESTION 38;

9 1 9 9 9 9. 9999999979: 9 9 1 9 7 9 9 9 9 9

To clean up a grease or oil spill; you will use

a. sand or other absorbent material.

b. a rag dippea in solvent.

'? 9 9 9 9 9 7 9 7 9 9 9 ? 9 9 '? '? 9 9 '7 '? 7 '? 9 7 '? 7



There are many hazardous opera,:ions which must be
performed continually in the maintenance shop. To

make these operations iese hazardous, the Air Force

provides the best personal protective equipment

available. You are responsible for using this

equipment. Personal protective ecitdp.arait inc ludes

such items as face shields, impact goggles, raober
and asbestoa gloves, chemical goggles, weldirP
helmets, aprons, etc. This equipment 1,1111 be kept

in good condition and will be converntently located

for immediate use.

QUESTION 39.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 9

? The Air Force provides personal protective eaii.p- ?
rent in the maintenance shop to

?

a. eliminate the possibility of aa accidsnt
while performing hazardous operations.

b. make operations less hazardous.

? 9 9 9 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Frame 19.
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Frame 20.

-

When working with batteries in the battery shop,
personnel must be careful to wear the prescribed
personal protective equipment. Battery acid, spi114
don your clothing will "eat" holes in them and, if

splashed in your eyes, could blind you pernancntIy.

QUESTION 40.;

9 7 9 9 7 7 9 ? 9 9 9 ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7

? To protect your tl.as and eiothing while working ?

with batteries, you rust wear

a. impact gogeles, steel=toed shoes, and

? asbestos gloves.

b. chemical goggles, rubber gloves, and a rub- ?

ber apron;

999999999 9999 9999'7 999999 999
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Frame 21.

Your eyes are your most valuable asset and they
must be constantly protected against injury while
working in the matatenance shop. When using a
grinding wheel or cutting Fheel which produces fly-
ing chips or dust, impact goggles or a face shield
must be worn. You also need protection from dirt
entering your eyes while working on your back under
equipment.

QUESTION 41.

9 4 9 9 9 9 9 4 9 9 7 ? 9 ? ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? ' 7 9 9 / 9 ? ?

? You must wear goggles or a face shield to protect ?
your eyes when

a. using a grinding wheel or cutting device
which produces chips or dust. .?

b. working under equipment

o. both "a" and "b" above.

d. tbithr "a" nor "h" above.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Frame 22.

The thingS we have covered so far have been r:. a

variety of areas bpi.. then, shop safety is a bi,e;
order and includes 3everai areas we cannc :t even

cover in this pr37ram. Safety is a continucusthi-:g.

You may get by for a while neglectinf, the .rules fo,-
safety, bat sooner or later it can h:-,ppen eerie:us

injury or even death.

QUESTIM 42.

9

Safety in the maintenance shop i2 dependent on

. good common sense.

constant obedience to prescribed safety

standards.

c. good housekeeping.

cL a] of the above.

9

9

? ? ? ? 9 ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 4 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9



Frame 23;

FM

Let's move into the area of personal clothing.
The type of clothing you wear on the job is yew

important. Your clothes should be of a good com-

fotable fit but net too loose. Loose clothinz is
easily caught on machinery and ray cause serious in-

jury; Neckties; rings; and other jewelry Will_ not
be worn for the same reasons. Clothing which has
become saturated Trith fialuniabIe substices will not
be worn or stored in lockers as this constitutes a
fire hazard. The job itself will determine how

often you should change. Here again; good common

sense must be used.

QUESTION 113-

9 9 7 9 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 .) 9 9 9 / 9 9

by must loose Clothing; rings, or other jewelry
not be warn while wOrking on or around equipment?

9

9
a; They can be easily catght on machinery and

other equipment causing serious injury.

'?

9

b. To keep from damaging machinery and equip- ?

ment.
'?

9 9 9 9 9 9 7 9 9 9 9 9 7 7 ) 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9? 9



Frame 24;

Shop machinery which performs operatiaas =der
power can be aangenous. The point of operation
where the machine does its work, as well as gear
trains, shafts, belts, drives, chain and sprocket

drives wubt all be guarded according r.o standards
set forth Li the Ground Safety Manual. Machine

guards are put in place for your protection. They

will not be removed or blocked out of the way under

any circumstance.

QUESTIONS 44 4,nd 45.

9 9 n 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 n 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

44. Machine guards may be removed or blocked

a. whenever necessary to get maximum
Utilization of the machine;

b. only on approval of the maintenance
officer for specific jobs;

c; never during operation.

45. What is the reason for ha7ing machine guards
on machinery in the maintenance shops?

a; To prevent damage to the machine.

b. To protect personnel from injury;

c. Both "a" and "b" above;

a. Neither "a" nor "b;"

9 y y 9 9 / 9 9 9? ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

3 93



4. very iraportant piece of equipment used in the

maintenance shop is tne equipment lift or hoist.

Its purpose is to raise the equipment so that

personnel can work underneath. Needless to say, all

such lifts must be equipped with a safety device to

prevent unintentional or accidental lowering.

There are two types of lifts commonly used. One

is the roll -on or dpi e =on_ type; the other is the

frame contact or ohassit=lift type. All roll-on

type lifts will be equipped with stop chocks, pre-

ferably autoTtic, which spring into place when the

equipment enters the lift.

QUESTIONS 46 and 117.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 9 9 / / 9 9 7 ? 9 7 7 9 9 7 '7 /

? 46. What safety feature must all equipment lifts ?

be equipped th?

a. Stop chockt which prevent the equipment

from moving while on the lift.

b. A device which prevents aecidental

lowering of the lift.

What additional safety features must all ?

roll-on type lifts be equipped -.;ith?

a. Non-skid paint

b. Side rails.

9
c. Stop chocks.

d. Safety leg.

9 9 9 9 9 / 9 9 9 a 9 * 9 9 9 9 9 / 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Frato 25. 394"



Frame 26;

1 I

/Y4c-j

No person will be pemitted to rcmi.n with th
equipment on the lift.; when it is on a 11.1t th

e,

at i8
moving or is elevated;

QUESTION !.8.

? / 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7. 9 9 9

? When 0rson3 be terr4tte^ to re=in -,n1t.6. the ?
equipmetn on moving or elevated liftt.

a. Only When the ens-in? is running.

b. Only if the engine is not running;

c; During brke bleeding operations;

d; Not under any circumstance;

9 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9/



Frame 27.

You must inspect a lift for proper operation and
condition prior to raising equinment; that is, de-
termine if all safety devices are working properly.

However, when using a jack for lifting_evipmeat
there are still more safety precautions that must
be observed.



),e

Frame 23.

When using a jack you must be sure that_ it- has a
rated capacity sufficient to lift and sustain the

load. That is; make sure that the jack is not too
small for the job; All jacks; except those supplied'
b tree manufacturer as standard equipmenti wiU be
Stamped with their rated capacity in a prominent
location on thejack. One the equipment has been
raised by a :,,ack the equipment_must be securely
blocked up with "jack stands" to prevent its falling
Even after the equipment is jacked up and setttr-.11y
blocked; you will not place any part_ of yOtr body 1

directly under the wheels of the equiptent.



QUESTIONS 129 through 52.

Frame 29.

9 9 9 9 9 9 '? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 '? '? '? '? 9 9 9 '? '?

Indicate whether each of the 4 following state-
ments is TRUE or FALSE;

49. All jacks except standardecuipment jacke
must be.stamped with their rated capacity. ?

a; TRUE

b. FALSE

2 O. The rated capacity of a jack iL the amount ?
of weight it will lift and sustain safely.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

$1. If the jack is rated to sustair; tha ;,eight
of cquipmcnt there is no n:,ed of

.securely blocking up the equipment after
2 it has been jacked.

a. TRUE

2 b. FALSE.

52. You win not place any part of your bod;;
directly under the WhceI3 of securely
blocked equipment;

TRUE

2 b. FALSE

'? '? 9 '7 9. 9 '? '? 9 9 '? '? 9 1 9 9 9 7 7 '? '? 9 9 9 9

39.8



Frzune 30.

We haVe Said that good housekeeping is essential

.to safe shop Operations. Answer these questions

QUESTIONS 53 through 59;

9 '? 9 '? '? 9 9 9 9 9 7 '? 9 9 9 9 '? 9 9 : 9 '? 9 9 '?

9

05,.

53. How shbUld Spilled groase or oil on the shop

floor be taken care of?

a; Apply absorbent material to the Spill

and clean it up thoroughly.

b. Wipe it up With a so2vent-soaked rag.

c. Flush it down the floor drain;

54. IMpact goggles should be worn when

a. working under equipmen;

4

b. doing engine tune-up operations.

C. working in the battery roc.1m.

d. Sharpening a chisel on a grinder;

9

9

9

You must remove an rings and other jeWelry ?

When working on any equipment in the mainie:
trance shop.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

9
56. Machine guards may be removed or blocked cut

of the Way When they prevent using the
machine for special operations.

a. TRJE

b. rALsE
9

57. All jacks MIA8t be equipped with

at stop chocks. 9

b. a safety leg -or other de-Tice which will,

prevent accidental lowering.

ct side rails;

9 . The rated capacity of a jack is

9 9 9 9

a; the amount of weight the jack Will ii
and sustain safely.

b. always stamped prominently on the jribk
except for jacks which come as stand=
and equipment;

c. both "a" and "b" above.

d. neither "a" nor "b."

9 9 9 9 9 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

9

9

9

9

9 9

3? 9



5

The modern Air Force maintenance shop is equip-
ped with many kinds of power tools to make your job
faster and easier. To use these tools racuires some
knowledge about their safe operation. For exr.mrIe,
when using electrical power tools, always make sure
that they are grounded. Serious electrical shock
could result from using any ungrounded electrically-
operated tools.

QUESTION 59.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 / 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 / 9 9 9 9 9

Electrical power tools must be

a. equipped with insulated handles.

b. of the same voltage as the equipmant being ?

worked on.

c. grounded:
9

9 ° 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 '? '? '? '? 9 9 1 9 7

3 3 0

Frame 31.



Frame 32.

When using portable electrical tools: it is some-
times necessary to use extension cords or cables:
Drop lights are often used in areas which need addi-
tional light. An eymmple of this would be when you
were working underneath equipment. The mechanic
using portable electrical tools and lights- wig' not
string cords or cables carelessly across the thtp
floor; Serious tripping accidents can reSUlt.

QUESTION 60.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? 9 '9 9 9 9

_-
When using electrical tools and equipment, you

must
9

a. be sure that they are grounded.

9
b. not create a hazard with electric cables

and cords carelessly strung across the

c. both "a" and "b" abe7e;

d. neither "a" nor "b."

9

9

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9? ? 9 9 9 7 '9 9 9



(

Some power tools used in the maintenance shop,

such as impact wrenches and air drills, are cperated

by compressed air. Air my also be used for clean-

ing debris from a repair job, paint sprayink, and

airing up tires. Comoressed air is dangerous and

must be used with cauticn at all times. It wi31

never be directed at a fellow worker;

QUESTION 61.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Compressed air will never be used for

a. cleaning parts.

b. horseplay,

.
both tta." and "b" above.

d. neither "a" nor b.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 9 9 9 /

Frame 33.



Frame 34.

t

Each mechanic in a maintenance shop will be
issued a tooi kit for his on personal use. It
will be his responsibility to_ look after these tobl
and keep them _in top shape. Tool kits will be in-
spected_periodically and any defective tools will b
replaced immediately. A defective tool could ca,.:.Se
serious injury. The Air Force is more than glad to
replace your defective tools if doing to will pre-
vent any lost.time or injury%



i7
QUESTIONS 62 through 65.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

9

? 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

62. In the interests of safety, tool kits will be

a. turned in for inspection once a month.

b. inspected and defective tools repaired
once a week.

c. inspected periodically and defective
tools replaced immediately.

63. All electrically-powered eauipment and tools
must be effectively grounded to prevent elec-?
trical shock to the operator.

9

I

9

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

9

64. Extension cords or cables will not be used
vith portaole electric tools bocause they are7
a tripping hazard.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

? 65. Defective tools will be replaced immediately.?

a. TROE

b. FALSE

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Frame 35.



Frame 36.

.
One more thing! The maintenance shop is a busy

place. Equipment is constantly on the move. All
personnel are moving about in the coarse of their

normal daties. To protect personnel, a maxim=
speed limit of 5 MPH will be enforced in and around

the shop. All vehicles .antbring or leaving the
shop will cignal with their horn tc warn personnel

of on-- coming traffic.

QUESTIONS 66 and 67.

? 9 9 9 9 9 9 '7 9 9 '7 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9

66; The maximum speed litit it and around the
maintenance Shop is

a; 3 Ig'H.

b. 5 MPH.

c 10 MPH.

. When entering or leaving the maintenance
shop, vehicle operators must

a. look and proceed with caution.

b. sound horn and proceed with caution;

c. maintain a speed ef at ledet 5 MPH.

9 9 9 9 9 *7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9. 9 9 9 / 9 9 9 9 9 9 '7 9



REMalBER: Its not enough to justIearn the pi-e=

scribed Safety standards; you must

also practice them constantly;

If ybu turned here; lookinz for the list of Car

rest ans wers, you will find them -printed on the

next (last) page;

3 ?6



Frame 38.

Question
Number

Response Confirmation Panel

Correct
Answers

Correct
Answers

Question
Number

1. b. 35. a.

2. c. 36. a.

3- a. 37. b.
I. b. 38. a.

5- b. 39. b.
6. c. 40. b.

7. b. 41. C.

8. a. 42. d.
9. a. 43. a.

10. c. 44. C.
11. c. 45. b.
12. b. 46. b.

13. a. 47. c.

14. a. 46. d.
15. a. 49. a.

16. a. 50. a.
17. a. 51. b.
18. a. 52. a.
19. a. 53. a.
20. a. 54. d.
21. a. 55. a.
22. a. 56. b.
23. 57. b.
24. b. 58. c.
25. b. 59. c.
26. c. 60. c.
27. c. 61. b.
28. b. 62. c.
29. d. 63. a.
30. a. 64. b.
31. b. 65. a.
32. a. 66. b.

33. b. 67. b.
34. a.
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Metallurgy Branch 3ABR53230-H0-100

Chanute AFB, Illinois 8 June 1970

METALS PROCESSING SPECIALIST
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

AC or ALTERNATING CURRENTEiectric current w:lich reverses its direction every

cycic.

ACETYLENEGas composed of two parts of carbon and two parts of hydrogen;

it produces one of the highest temperatures obtainable in burning gases

(6300°F).

ACETYLENE RITITLATORAutomatic valve used to reduce cylinder pressures to
torch pressurei, and to keep these pressures constant;

ALLOYIntimate mixture of two or more metals.

ANNEALINGTo soften metals by heat treatment.

ARC- -Flow of electricity through a gaseous space or air gap.

ARC BLOW -- Magnetic pull which causes the arc to wander toward the pull.

ARC LENCTHDistance from the end of the electrode to the work surface.

ARC VOLTAGEVoltage across the welding arc;

ARC WLDINGFusing two metals together with an electric arc.

BACKINGMaterial used to hack up the joint during welding, such as copper,

bronze, etc.

BARE ELECTRODEArc filler rod without a coating.

BASE METALMet1 to be welded

BEAD-1110 finished weld:

BLOW PIPEOxyacetylene torch.

BRAZING -Type of !:oldering in which brass is used.

BURNING-- Violent combination of oxygen with any substance which produces heat:

BUTT WELDWeId in which the two pieces of metal to be joined are placed in

the same plane.

CARBONElement which is combined with iron to form various kinds of steel.

CARBURIZINGAddition of carbon to any metal.
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COATED ELECTRODEArc filler Wir- with a coating on ir; commonly flux;

CRACKINGOpening a valve sligntiy.

CRATERIndentarion at the end Of a weld;

CASE HARDENINGAddi n carbOn to the snrfaCC of a Mild steel.

CASTINGSMetal forms produced hy peurin molten metai into a cd ecntainer;

DC or DIRECT CURRENT==Eleetril. Cdtria-nt wtch f71 tiny in cne

DEPTH OF FUSIONDistanCe frrn the surface of tht:. base metal to that point at

which the fusion end.

ELECTRODEThe point in the ij_teeit at which thc ar, :;ins to

FACE OF WELDExposed surface of a weld;

FILLER RODMetal Wire that i neltcd and added tO the wet:ling 2:!-LIdle

FIL7.;ET WELDFilling in With Weld metal 'oetw?en two surl:tc,,:A:

FLASHElectric arc Whi:h are httmtu r_c

FLAT Wi.,LDHorizontal Seam weld en a horizt.ntal

FLU:.:Chemical used to promote fusion of metal,.

GAS POCKi:TCavity or Orning within a weld caused lo'; .:rapped

CENERATORMachini. WhiCh gencra:e:: or produr6S gas or electricit

HEAT AFFECM) 7.oNEArea along all sides of a we :11:t has b=.-en affected

by heat.

HELMET-1-rdtetting h000 whit* fits 0.,er the arc welder's

HORIZONTAL WELD--Hari :ontal scan weld on a verti:-al surfz-!co.

HOSEFlexible iuhe used to carry gees from Lho ret.lator the torch

LAP JOINTJoint formed by two overlapping pieces of tal

LAP WELDWelding in which the edges of the two metals lap one ever the cthe!':

LENSSpecially treated glaSS through which one may lc,ck at an intense flamo

Without being injured by the harmful rays;

patt of a w.elding torch in c the weldihg gases are
S.

NEGATIVE MNNECtiONS--COhnOCtiom; in an (.iectric circuit th rotuh which the cnr1,_-?..t

flow; back to tts -souret-:

3:19
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01-J,7ICERestrieted Oponiils1 Oirough which gases flow.

0 OXIDIZINGCombining Oxygen with any substance.

ONITI1Z1NC YLAHEExcesS cf O::yen in :h,-! torch nr:xture.

S

YGE ACETYIYNE CUTTINGCut Ling metnI using the oxygcn jet which
18 in-

COr06rated with an oxygt:u-acetylene, pre-heating flame.

0:MENGas which actively supports coMbustion.

OXYGENACETE WELDINC--!athod of welding, using a Comljination of the v.wo

gasesoxygen and ac.-?tylene.

OXYGEN kY0G2IATOR:;',6tOMatic valve used to reduce cylinder Pressures to torch

pressures.

PiEN1NG--tlech;:iniCal working of the Metal by means of a hammer:

PENETRAT:DiStanet the fusion zone extends inte the surface of the Metai.

Per.CITYGs pocket S or voids in metai.

POSITIVF ConCTIOS--connetiOrS in an electric circuit cut of which currel-i;:

flows.

POST ii 1--he o t Wetk after welding;

1'UDMo7Iten p603.

SLA(;--1:rdesinlele Material trapped in weld metal.

SPATTE?.!-:etal particl put Off during welding.

TINNinSYldering in whicii the metls to be soldered tozethr are first .iwon

a coating of the ,..oldering metal.

TIPL:-td d5 the torch at which the gas burn, prodv.cing a high temperature

flame.

TORCHanisM which applies the heat during welcing.

VERTY.CAT_ WELDVertical :;CaM weld ou a vertical surface.

WELD--Joining of two pieces of metal by fusion.


